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The home computer market,

where even IBM flopped in the
early 1980s, has once again
become atarget for personal
computer manufacturers.
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Simulation Speed

Sub-micro'

" We use IKOS for logic simulation on all
designs greater than 15,000 gates, and for
all fault simulation in our design centers."

IKOS delivers wl

Kenji Baba

LSI t()C1( 1
..

Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.
ASIC CAD Manager

" The faster simulation capability provided
by IKOS trims design time for today's
more complex ASICs, while providing a
cost-effective alternative to other solutions,
including software simulators running on
high-performance CPUs."
Edward Marchand
NCR Corporation

TOSHIBA

FOTTSU

Engineering Manager

" TI's advances in high density sub-micron
technologies created aneed for faster and
more accurate simulations. IKOS has the
features and performance required by our ASIC
support design engineers and our end-users."
George Barber
Texas Instruments
Worldwide ASIC Development Manager

" IKOS aggressively applied resources and
pursued the program to meet LSI Logic's
stringent library certification requirements."

NEC
S

el MOS

SYSTEMS

mi> Gown
AML Semiconductor;

... with unsurpassed performa

Simon Napper
LSI Logic
Director Design Tools Marketing

ri IKOS®
SYSTEMS

Call today to find out wh.
)
is in use by more leaû
145 N. Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

ccuracy
tthey ask for...

Certified Libraries
" Our high performance ASIC technology
demands ahigh-performance verification
system. IKOS provides the speed and modeling
accuracy necessary for large ASIC designs."

VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Jeff Garrison
VLSI Technology
Product Line Manager, VLSI Tools

N

MRSUBISHI
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TEXAS
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" IKOS' support of high-speed simulation
and accurate timing models in design
libraries enable ASIC designers to complete
their ASIC circuits on NEC leading-edge ASIC
products with much shorter turn-around
times. ASIC designers can further expand
their design capability using IKOS in NEC's
OpenCAD integration system."
Grant Hulse
NEC Electronics
ASIC Strategic Marketing Manager

mThe

OKI
Semiconductor

" IKOS' logic simulation provides speed,
accurate modeling and auser friendly
interface."
Steve Wadsworth

ANT

Gould/Mil Semiconductors
Workstation Manager

it the lowest available price.

" IKOS offers an effective tool for high speed
simulation and fault simulation of Toshiba's
high performance, high density ASIC designs.
IKOS is used in many of our internal design
centers and at customers' sites."

hardware simulator

iKawamoto
Toshiba America

ASIC designers.

Manager, CAD Engineering
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Pick adrive. AC, DC,
servo or clutch. The
M-Trim Universal Digital
Speed Controller can replace
its speed pot, giving you standalone accuracy within 0.01°/o. With
zero error in the follower mode. Even
more complex, multi-motor systems
can be coordinated with the M-Trim.

Diagnostics are as easy as
dialing atelephone. And
M-Trim's RS-422 port and
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can link with your application's computers. Call 1800 FIC-4411.
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Your high-performance fiber optics solution
begins here.
You can be confident about your
fiber optic projects when you use
Ortel components and systems.
Ortel builds systems from the basic
elements up — including designing
and manufacturing its own lasers and
photodiodes — not merely by connecting components from other
suppliers.
This means the performance you
need is there by design. From initial
concept to thoroughly tested completion. Ortel manufactures to meet the
most demanding commercial and
military standards for ruggedness
and reliability.

Industry and government regularly
come to Ortel for difficult specialized
products. Let your needs, whether
production off-the-shelf products or
custom systems, benefit from this expertise. Since Ortel exercises control
right down to the semiconductor
level, your requirements are readily
accommodated. And, ahighly
motivated support organization
makes sure you get what you want
— on time.

Capabilities

•Semiconductor laser modules,
analog and digital, including DFBs
with integral isolators

Investing millions in R&D and
manufacturing facilities has brought
breakthroughs in widely diverse commercial and military fields — from
CATV to fiber optic gyroscopes.

•Broadband microwave video links
•CATV components and systems
Choose Ortel, if you demand performance and reliability.., and
appreciate dealing with people who
put your needs first.
Call today for product information
and prompt answers to your application questions.
Ortel, making light work for you.

Products
Ortel's wide selection of fiber optic
products includes:

•High speed photodiode modules
•Re Microwave fiber optic transmitters and receivers (to 12 GHz)

ORTEL
CORPORATION
2015 West Chestnut Street
Alhambra, California 91803
(818) 281-3636
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HOW TO BUILD CANNONS

I

nevery major confrontation with Asian semiconductor giants, U. S. companies seem to surrender
rather than do battle. Admittedly, the Americans have been going into battle with what amounts
to rifles to face the Asian companies' heavy artillery, and the big guns will prevail every time. The
M need for the U. S. companies to beef up their firepower became increasingly obvious in the last
weeks of August when two manufacturers decided to quit the increasingly competitive static-RAM business. Both National Semiconductor Corp. in Santa Clara, enlif., and VLSI Technology Inc. of San Jose,
Cnlif., decided to devote resources to higher-value products.
They pulled out of the market because Japanese manufacturers, with their hundred-million-dollar
fabs, had turned their big guns on SRAMs, causing prices to plummet on the world market. With more
than 30 manufacturers flooding the market with lower-priced units, the result will be adrop in dollar
volume, from $497.6 million in 1989 to $450 million in 1990.
Until now, the prevailing view was that U.S. companies could compete because the SRAM business
was small and atomized with adiversity of product SRAM makers sold into aniche market that served
high-end workstation and computer applications. Sales in the U.S. weren't high enough to attract competition from the large Asian companies looking to feed those big fabs.
That all changed last year when the high-end personal computers based on the 33-MHz 80386 and
80486 appeared. At the higher dock rates, dynamic RAMs were too slow to keep up; acache was
needed between CPU and DRAM to avoid wait states that robbed performance.
That means that instead of annual shipments of afew hundred thousand mainframe, mini, and
workstation computers requiring SRAMs, the prospect is for millions of 386- and 486-based PCs. So the
number of SRAMs likely to ship will increase by an order of magnitude.
Meanwhile, capital-rich Asian companies have built giant fabs,
turning out many devices that sell at low prices. This enables
them to bombard high-volume markets, like that for DRAMs,
with lots of low-cost chips. On the other hand, capitalstarved U. S. cumpanies construct smaller, less expensive
fabs that can easily be configured for avariety of product, "boutique" parts-like SRAMs-that sell for higher
margins. The trick is to continually find new specialty
parts as existing products go commodity.
So as SRAMs become commodities we are witnessing yet another high-volume memory business moving
outside the competitive orbit of U. S. companies. The
question is, how can this be prevented? The answer:
cooperative ventures of the sort embodied in the illfated U.S. Memories. Having amutual interest in such
enterprises are system companies that consume memory, chip companies wanting access to technology that can
be provided by state-of-the-art production facilities, and
equipment suppliers wanting to develop next-generation
production equipment.
Considering the options, what else is there? It's
unlikely that the Administration will balance the
budget, making capital less expensive, or that
Washington will provide direct financial aid.
All that's left is to cooperate and build your
own cannons. II

JONAH McLEOD
EDITOR
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Market
windows open.
Unfortunately,
they also close.
That's why "Not Invented Here" can be the three most
expensive words in business.
Getting new products into rapidly emerging markets quickly
enough is tough. Fast, effective design is imperative. Designing, debugging and building your product's embedded computer can slow you down. Today, when design agility carries
straight to the bottom line, Ampro can offer profitable alternatives to putting your engineers in the computer business.

mseimaimummetta

Jump-start your product. Ampro's proven line of Little
Board single board systems and MiniModule expansion boards
allow you to snap an embedded IBM-compatible computer into
aspace just 5.75" x XT, 286 or 386, it's your choice. No
computer development or manufacturing headaches. And
Ampro can deliver in quantity. At highly competitive prices.
your product team. With Ampro, your product
design and manufacturing team can concentrate on your
product. Not the computer. And our engineers will work
closely with your engineers throughout the design phase.
Focus

Simplify software development. There's avast body of
IBM-compatible software ready to run. Operating systems.
Languages. Applications. That's another jump-start. For your
software.
Proven answers. Today, Little Boards are at the heart of
thousands of successful systems. Worldwide. Systems designed
with the concept that the product window is more important
than the NIH Factor.
Answers. Fast. If your business is solutions, not computers,
we can offer cost-effective alternatives to designing your own
microcomputers for your new products. Call today for
information on how Little Boards and MiniModules can
shorten your design cycle. We can help you run through the
window. Not into it.
Call toll free at the number below. 04 send for our free
brochure: "Not Invented Here -the three most expensive
words in business."
Call Toll Free:

F800-966-5200

ANOMMIC1

SINGLE
See us at Electronle'a,àafle Stanek). 16g •
and COMDEX/Fa11, Caesar's Palace, Booth C721.
1

BOARD SYSTEMS

Ampro Computers, Inc.
990 Almanor Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel: (408) 522-2100 Fax: (408) 734-2939 TLX 4940302
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Can IBM go home again?
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could open new markets for
embedded systems
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Here's one reason that over
half of all SCSI devices
sold are NCR.
We created the market... and we still lead the way.
Meet NCR's SCSI development team. In 1983, they gave the computer
industry its first SCSI device. By providing easy cormectability and
significantly reducing time to market, anew product era was born.
Since then needs have changed. By combining our system skills, highperformance standard cell methodology, and in-house manufacturing,
NCR has maintained its leadership role with innovative new ideas
like the 53C700 product family. And the joint
development of LADDR — anew architecture
aimed at cutting the development time of
OS/2 device drivers by 90%.
Today SCSI is becoming the leading I/0
standard — adopted by industry giants
like Apple, IBM, HP, and DEC And
no one is selling more SCSI chip
level products than NCR. In
fact, no one even comes close.

Part of the NCR SCSI Development Team: (left to right)
Jerry Armstrong, SrSoftware Engineer; Harry Mason, Strategic Marketing
Manager; John Lohmeyer, NCR Sr. Consulting Engineer and Chairman of
the ANSI X3T9.2 Committee and Dave Skinner, SCSI ProductManager.

Worldwide Sales Headquarters
3130 De La Cruz Boulevard, Suite 209
Santa Clara, California 95054
1-800-334-5454

Here's another.
The NCR 53C700 SCSI I/O Processor...
So good, Electronic Design named it the
product of the year.
"You can't tell agood SCSI chip just by looking at it... "and according
to Electronic Design, NCR's 53C700 is the best there is.
The only third generation SCSI device on the market today, it concentrates all the functions of an intelligent SCSI adapter board on asingle,
smart and extremely fast, chip... for about 15% of the cost.
As the first SCSI I/O processor on achip, the 53C700 allows your CPU
to work at maximum speed while initiating I/O operations up to
thousands of times faster than any non-intelligent host adapter. DMA
controllers can burst data at speeds of up to 50 Mbytes/s. This new chip
cuts down system time hookup to afraction of what it has been.
Those are just afew of the reasons Electronic Design's "Best of the
Digital IC's" award went to NCR's 53C700 last year.
And now the NCR 53C710!
For the complete story on the NCR SCSI product line featuring the

N

new 53C710, as well as the upcoming SCSI seminars with the NCR
SCSI Development Team, please call:
1-800-334-MM
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European Sales Headquarters

Asia/Pacific Sales Headquarters

Gustav-Heinemann-Ring 133
8000 Munchen 83
West Germany
49 89 632202

2501 Vicwood Plaza
199 Des Voeux Road
Central Hong Kong
852 859 6044
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For lower NRE?
ake it Tiny.
Here's How To Develop Analog/Digital ASICs In
Less Time, For Less Money.

Now, for an absolutely tiny price, you
can partition complex mixed mode ASICs
and separately design and verify the critical
segments through fabrication. Cost of fab will
no longer stop you from adivide and conquer
methodology. Use Tiny Chips and go astep at a
time. Tiny Chips, available on Foresight multiproject wafer runs, reduce NRE costs and help
you move confidently from prototypes into
production.
Twelve packaged parts are available at
acost of just $1,500. And Foresight runs are
regularly scheduled, so development can be
pipelined; some segments can be in design,
some in fab, while others in test and debug ...
all at the same time.
Foresight runs support larger die sizes for
characterization of completed designs prior to
production.

As you might expect from the only
foundry to guarantee quick turnaround, Tiny
Chips are available in amere 20-25 working
days from CMOS runs supporting:
1.2, 1.5 and 2.0 micron feature sizes
2.0 micron buried channel CCDs
a40 pin Tiny Chip pad frame supplied by
Orbit
the DoD 2/1.2 micron CMOSN standard
cell library with RAM and ROM generators
Getting started is easy as getting design
rules and process information in our newly
published Foresight User Manual.
If you are trying to build complex ASICs,
without building up time and cost, Orbit's new
Tiny Chip service may be the biggest news yet.
To get more information in ahurry, contact
Technical Marketing, Orbit Semiconductor,
1230 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, CA. Or call
(408) 744-1800 or (800) 331-4617. In CA
(800) 647-0222. FAX (408) 747-1263.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.
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Many designers have hot, high-performance
designs. Literally.
Fortunately, Intel has asimple way to reduce
system heat and still get incredible performance.
The µPin Family of programmable logic devices.
Take, for example, the 85C220 and 85C224.
They operate at 80MHz (100 MHz internally) with
only alOns total propagation delay.
And since µIUDs are manufactured using
Intel's CHMOS* technology, they require just
1/4 the power of their pin-compatible bipolar
PAL* alternatives. Which means they can lower
© 1990 Intel Corporation..CHMOS is apatented pnicem
PAL is atrademark of AMI).

system heat by 35 percent and help reduce
board-level failures, too. So they're certain to
give your high-performance system aboost. And
send chills up the spine of your motherboard.
Learn more about Intel iiPLDs and receive a
gLD/PAL heat comparison. Call (800) 548-4725
and ask for Literature Packet #IA28.
Otherwise, you could take some heat over
your system design.

Intel®

Intel Corporation.
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BERLIN

MORE LAND, MORE PEOPLE-AND AMONUMENTAL REBUILDING TASK

WHAT WILL ANEW GERMANY BRINGP
BY JOHN COSCH

O

NCE AGAIN IN THEIR
long and tortuous history the
Germans have redrawn the map of
their country. This time, what was split
in the aftermath of World War II has
been rejoined: the two Germanys, Fast
and West, became asingle political entity on Oct. 3. Thus there's a "new"
country at the heart of Europe, one
almost the size of California and with
nearly 80 million people.
What will the united Germany bring?
Will it upset Europe's balance of power
or try to dominate the continent economically, as some of its neighbors
fear? No doubt the dramatic changes in
Germany—like those in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union—will affect
Western economies. But German politicians go to great lengths to assure the
neighbors that their country will stay
locked in the embrace of the European
Community and, in aspirit of partnership, help advance the cause of European integration.
What should also allay anxieties
about anew economic muscle man in
Europe are afew facts and figures. Although East Germany added about
20% more people and 30% more area
to the united country, the economy
that was joined to West Germany's is
only 10% of the combined total.
And a sorry economy it is. More
than 40 years of Communist rule left
East Germany a shambles, a country
with an inefficient communications infrastructure, dilapidated factories, and a
heavily polluted environment. The East
Germans' standard of living is far below that of their affluent relatives in
the West. All told, analysts figure that it
will take some $800 billion to bring the
region's overall infrastructure to the
level of West Germany's and make its
industry competitive on world markets.
But it's not just aquestion of money;
there is also economic philosophy.
Now that last November's euphoria
over the crumbling Berlin Wall and the
unification fever are subsiding, many
Germans realize they are facing a
tough challenge: merging two funda-
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mentally different economic systems.
This task entails blending Fast Germany's state-owned and subsidized economy into West Germany's free and
market-driven system. "That's something that has never been tried before
in economic history," remarks Horst
Jenisch, director of technology transfer
at Intermetall GmbH, the TIT company
in Freiburg. "It's going to be apainful
process."
Also hurting is that, except for
pump-priming money from the West,
subsidies are gone. The upshot: more
than amillion people, or 10% of East
Germany's work force, have lost their
jobs in recent months or are on shorter
EIRIRONICS •OCII)BER 1990
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work weeks. That number could swell
to 3 million by mid-1991.
In view of all this, what can Fast
Germany add to the united country's
electronics industry? The fact is that at
least in technology, the eastern region
cannot contribute much, even though
in comparison to other Fast European
countries, East Germany excelled: it
has produced samples of 1-Mbit dynamic random-access memories and
32-bit microprocessors.
However, East Germany can make
some contributions. It can chip in with
production capacity, well-trained engineers and scientists, and agood knowledge of East European markets. That's

HO MORE
COMPROMISES!
Not all oscilloscope users are
comfortable with layered menus,
6-bits, fuzzy screens, low single shot
bandwidth, limited expansion, slow
display updates, and short waveform
memories that you're often expected
to accept in digital oscilloscopes.
If what you want is aDSO that acts
and feels like an analog scope, plus
has easy measurement, storage, and
glitch catching capabilities, then perhaps it's time you looked at LeCroy.
Let us prove it! Request our 272page hardcover "Reference Guide
to Digital Waveform Instruments"
for an armchair view of our complete
line of digital scopes and other T&M
instruments. It explains how long
memories, vector-type displays,
resolution to 11 bits, SMART trigger,
innovative signal processing, and
mass storage are utilized to make
instruments which really ARE better,
without being hard to use.
It's Time You Looked at LeCroy!
For your copy, call

1-800-5-LeCroy

Choose from these options, and more.

or FAX

Model

No. of
Channels

Sampling

Memory

Rate

Length

Analog
Bandwidth

9450

2

400 MS/s

50 K

350 MHz

9424
9420

4
2

100 MS/s
100 MS/s

50 K
50 K

350 MHz
350 MHz

9400A

2

100 MS/s

32 K

175 MHz

7200/4

4

1GS/s

50 K

400 MHz

7200/2

2

1GS/s

50 K

400 MHz

700 CHESTNUT RIDGE ROAD, CHESTNUT RIDGE, KY. 10977

1-914-425-8967.

LeCroy
Innovators in Instrumentation
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the view of Jürgen Apitz, chairman of
the management board of East Berlinbased RFT SEL Nachrichtenelektronik
GmbH, an East-West joint venture employing 6,000 people (see p. 89).
Indeed, since the economic union
between the two Germanys became effective July 1, Western firms, eager to
tap the available production capacity,
have stepped up their efforts "to enter
cooperative deals, especially in information and communications technology," says Rudolf Scheid, head of the
Frankfurt-based Electrical and Electronics Industry Association.
Scheid thinks that such cooperation
could make one quarter of East Germany's electrical and electronics industry
more competitive by the end of this
year. Analysts figure that in the longer
term, the structure of East Germany's
industry will match that of West Germany and, with 300,000 people, contribute about $30 billion (roughly half
of that accounted for by electronics)—
or 20%—to the united country's total
sales of electrical and electronic goods.
For its part, Munich-based Siemens
AG has set up or is negotiating joint
ventures with anumber of other firms
that once belonged to East Germany's
communications equipment combine.
'The aim is cooperation in public and
private switches, transmission equipment, and text terminals," says Eberhard Posner, Siemens's chief spokesman for economic affairs.
As is typical for the company, Siemens is taking a long-range view of
business development and has started
to invest in Germany's five new states
in the East. It is now negotiating some
30 cooperative projects in virtually all
electronic fields, from communications
to traffic control, factory automation,
and medical electronics. Posner figures
that in a few years his company will
provide between 25,000 and 30,000
jobs in East Germany and eventually
derive more than $3.2 billion worth of
business ayear from the new Eastern
regions. For starters, the firm has earmarked $650 million for investments.
Cooperation of sorts will also take
place in components, although the device technology of the possible partners in the East is three to eight years
behind that of the West (up to 12
years in applications), according to an
East German electronics magazine. So
cooperation will be limited to low-tech
devices, and these will be made mainly
with production equipment supplied

by the Western partner.
The list of possible Western partners
in device production reads like a
Who's Who in components. Besides
such European heavyweights as Siemens and Philips NV of the Netherlands, there are Japan's Toshiba as well
as America's Intel, ISI Logic, and IBM.
The last is believed eager to cooperate
in production equipment.
East Germany's large pool of good
engineers from some of Europe's top
engineering schools, such as the universities of Dresden and Chemnitz, are
also valued by the West. If taught to
put their knowledge to practical use in
a competitive society, these engineers
are avaluable resource in acountry in
need of qualified personnel.
Among the companies tapping this
human resource is, again, Intermetall.
It will help agroup of East German engineers set up acompany of their own
to do designs on a contract basis for
Intermetall. The East Germans will be
familiarized with the latest workstations
and other development tools.
Finally, will the former East Germany significantly increase the united
country's electronic markets? That depends on the products involved. What
East Germany needs in the way of so
phisticated semiconductor devices "we
can satisfy with the output of aFriday
afternoon," says Jürgen Knorr, president of Siemens's Semiconductor Division. He points to East Germany's big
need for equipment to improve its rail
system, agriculture, highways, housing,
and environment—in short, equipment
that does not gobble up huge numbers
of semiconductor devices.
If sizable electronics markets do exist
in the East, it's for consumer products
and communications gear. "Long deprived of features-laden 1V sets, video
recorders, and other advanced consumer goods, the East Germans want the
latest the West can offer," says Reinhard Preuss, spokesman for the ITT
Semiconductors Group.
The biggest market is likely to be in
communications equipment. Postal authorities in the West figure that to
bring East Germany's communications
infrastructure to the level of West Germany's, investments of around $35 billion are needed between 1991 and
1997. The demand is particularly
strong for digital switches, telefax systems, mobile radio equipment, packetswitching lines, cable-TV connections,
and coin phones. II
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High Voltage

DC-DC

Converters
eTUAL
SIZE

x.4
II
• New Series AV56 Standard Models
• 100 VDC to 1000 VDC
Output
• Ultra-miniature Size
Weight: 4Grams
0.1 Cubic Inch Volume
• Standard Input Voltages
5, 12, 24 and 28 Volts DC
• Operating Temperature
Standard: -25°C to +70C
Optional: -55°C to +85°C
Screening Available
•isolated: Input to Output
up to 1500 VDC
PICO also manufactures over 800
regulated and isolated DC-DC
Converters and AC-DC Power
Supplies and over 2500 standard
ultra-miniature Transformers and
Inductors.

Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc•
453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free
(NEW YORK CALL

800-431-1064
914-699-5514
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n,.. .nanoseconds
If your board tester takes too long to place an edge,
you're going to pass alot of marginal product.
And that means quality problems later on. Often
with your customers.
Your engineers have pushed the latest technology.
Every board is asignificant investment. All devices
meet spec. But timing faults keep slipping through.
Your ATE choice is critical. There's no room
for error.
It's edge placement accuracy that's important here.
And at 2.5 ns the GR2750 series of Performance Test
Systems lead their class.
If you're ready for anew way of thinking about 'true'
high-performance testing, request your copy of
"Perspectives On Digital Timing Accuracy."
Call 1-8004—GENRAD in the U.S., or the GenRad office nearest you in Austria,
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Singapore, Switzerland.

GenRad
The difference in software
is the difference in testTM
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A Major Boost for
PC-Based CAE Tools
Many designers judge CAE tools based on their operating hardware. Even more important is the power of the
underlying operating system. For this reason, the joint
announcement by AT&T,' Intel Corp': and Santa Cruz
Operation to define acommon Unix operating system
for 386- and 486-based personal computers, will have
ahuge impact on CAE tools. Anew generation of
low-cost, powerful and easy-to-use CAE tools should
appear within ayear and will provide open-end portability to workstation
platforms.

Siemens
Joins EDA
Not discouraged by
dismal financial results of
leading CAE vendors, Siemens AG, Germany,
has plunged into the CAE business by buying
Calay Systems Inc. of Irvine, California. Calay is
known for its excellent Prisma" package that includes
PC-based schematic capture and back-end layout and
routing tools. Some experts claim that since Calay is
missing agood simulator it will not be able to compete
against Mentor Graphics' and others. That perception
is erroneous because Calay can quickly standardize on
the SUSIE' simulator from ALDEC, Inc. (Newbury Park,
CA). This VHDL platform is based on incremental
compilation and is an order of magnitude faster than
products from other CAE vendors. By adopting this
standard, Siemens can quickly become an important
CAE player. Circle 102

FPGAs Lead IC Growth
in the 90's
To lower design costs and shorten development time,
logic designers are turning to field programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs). With FPGA's ever-increasing speed,
density and I/O capability, designers have asure path
for future growth. FPGA design tools have also
improved dramatically. Simulators like SUSIE/PGA
and SUSIE/ACT allow concurrent design correction
and simulation. All errors are automatically tracked

and displayed instantaneously. These fully automated
tools make FPGAs even more attractive because they
can now be debugged in minimum time. Circle 105

Actel FPGAs Hit 8,000
Gates
Actel Corporation has recently announced enhancements to its "antifuse" interconnect technology. The
new ACT2 family of devices will be twice as fast and
have twice the I/O than the
present ACT1
family. In the upcoming
fourth quarter,
Xi
the leader
in FPGA applications, will bring
out its 4000 series.
With these new
products, the race
for FPGA leadership is heating
up again. ALDEC
provides the SUSIE 6.0 real-time
interactive simulator for both Xilinx and
Actel parts, and will most likely gain from the
growing poularity of both parts, primarily because
SUSIE simulates the operation of single and multiple
FPGA parts, both at chip and system level.
Circle 104

Windows 3.0--A Big
Boost to CAE
It seems that Windows 3.0 will make amajor impact
on CAE tools. Users need geographical interfaces and
CAE tool developers need asoftware environment that
reduces their work. So far, only CAD/CAM Group
(Cupertino, CA) has aWindows 3.0-based schematic
capture offering high performance at PC prices.
However, other vendors are hard at work to provide
similar products. There are rumors that the planned
real-time SUSIE 7.0 simulator from ALDEC, Inc. will
run under Windows 3.0.

SUSIE is atrademark of ALDEC, Inc.
Telephone: (805) 499-6867, Far (805)498-7945
Products and Comparlirs motioned alarm arr trademarks or waistcoat (radian:arts of their trapertier holders.
Any omission of the TM a an ovemight.

NEC NEWSCOPE
SLIM, LIGHTWEIGHT
CELLULAR PHONE:
THE P3 SERIES.

0

ne of the fastest growing products in telecommunications
is the portable cellular phone.

Already apowerful business tool, it

will soon be at the heart of personal
communications. NEC has developed
a new generation of portable phones
for AMPS and ETACS systems, using
leading-edge circuit and chip technologies.
The P3 Series cellular phone features outstanding portability. It measures 58mm wide, 25.5mm deep
and 184mm high (2.3" x 1" x 7.2").
It weighs only 400g (14oz) and has a
270cc (16.5 cubic-inch) displacement,
including a built-in battery.
The antenna flips down to facilitate
storage and carrying.
The P3 Series also gives users
an exceptionally long period of continuous talk — 80 minutes: and its
rechargeable NiCd battery offers an
18-hour standby period.
Compact design results from remarkably reduced component count
through custom LSIs and thorough surface mounting. The P3 slashes power
consumption with a highly efficient
GaAs FET PA module, a low-power
prescaler and a 3-CPU scheme for the
logic block.
P3 phones have many convenient
features including a 30-character
LCD screen, a 99-number speed-dial
memory and abuilt-in clock/timer.
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XPIC DOUBLES

HONG KONG

feature of MLSS. It reads the alpha-

MICROWAVE RADIO

AUTOMATES

machine-printed addresses, then

CAPACITY.

MAIL PROCESSING.

R

adio frequencies are a limited
resource. That's why designers
of digital microwave systems

constantly strive to provide more bits

T

prints a bar code on the envelope
for further sorting right down to the
postman's delivering beat.
The machine has ascanning

he Hong Kong Post Office has
introduced an advanced mail

height of 120mm and athroughput

processing system that works

of 32,000 letters per hour.
All the mechanized letter-sorting

without postal or zip codes.
Hong Kong's Mechanized Letter

per RF channel.

numeric information of typed or

equipment are linked on-line to a

Sorting System (MLSS) incorporates

computer system which acquires,

polarization, co-channel operation. It

OCR/coding systems, computer-aided

collates and edits data for use by

more than doubles capacity by trans-

video coding machines and multi-

operational and engineering

mitting vertically and horizontally

selection letter sorting machines.

managers.

polarized signals for the same fre-

Installed in two major mail centers

quency. Economical dual-polarization

and seven district gliesee

radios are made possible by XPIC,

mail delivery

our cross-polarization interference

offices across

canceller. Incorporating a precision

the territory,

tion geared to the

transversal equalizer and controller,

the MLSS speeds

needs of individ-

the XPIC module minimizes interfer-

the processing of

ual customers.

ence by generating reverse-phased

millions of letters

NEC has 29 years

cancellation signals.

every day.

of experience in

One efficient solution is cross-

XPIC is also the right choice for

e

•

pr

The multi-line

Hong Kong's MLSS project is one
good example of
NEC's ability to
offer atotal solu-

mail automation,

overlaying a new system on an

OCR/coding

and our products

existing one. For example, a 64QAM

machine is an

are now serving

140Mbps system or SDH radio with

outstanding

in 34 nations.

STM-1 capacity can be added to the
same RF channel of an existing 16QAM
140Mbps system. NEC has already
installed many digital microwave systems incorporating XPIC modules.

WORLD'S FASTEST 1-MEGABIT VIDEO RAM.

H

igh-end graphics systems
require greater speed and
higher resolution.

'

Our new high-density video RAMs
meet these needs with faster access
and enhanced functionality.
NEC is introducing a 1-megabit,
dual-port graphics buffer in a 128K x
8 configuration. The pPD42275 features an 8Ons RAS access time and

XPIC unit

numerous convenient functions.

Clearpoint, of course!
Advanced Chip Technology
and Design

Error Detection and
Correction Options

Get up to 64 MB of fast, VMEcompatible memory in asingle slot.
Designed with state-of-the-art 4Mb
DRAM technology, Clearpoint's
VMERAM-FP1 assures higher
reliability through lower component
count. Each of Clearpoint's VMEcompatible boards supports all
VMEbus addressing and data transfer
types—block mode (BLT), unaligned
(UAT), and address only (ADO).

Clearpoint offers several EDC boards
for the VMEbus and the VSB
subsystem bus. Our proprietary
second generation EDC chip set with
"extra bit" automatically replaces a
bad DRAM and re-maps the array to
include the new location.

The Fastest Byte Parity
The VMERAM-FP1, available in 4to
64 MB, provides the fastest sustained
block transfer timing available. Typical
operating speeds boast 100 ns read and
74 ns write.
Our company-wide
pledge to deliver
reliability and
performance.
CLEARPOINT
Quality Commitment
Clearpoint is aregistered trademark of Clearpoint Research Corporation.

• VMERAM-EC I: EDC with 64-bit
cache and Clearpoint's exclusive
"extra bit" technology, the
VMERAM-ECI includes 24- and
32-bit addressing, 8-, 16-, and
32-bit data transfers, and is
available in 2to 64 MB densities.
• VMERAM: The VMERAM is the
low-cost alternative for EDC
memory, with pricing comparable
to parity memory. The VMERAM
is available in 2to 16 MB
densities.
• VSBRAM-EC1: Features include
"extra-bit" EDC and dual 64-bit
caches for simultaneous transfer
capabilities. Dual-ported for the
VMEbus and VSB subsystem bus,
the VSBRAM-EC1 is available in
2to 64 MB densities.
CIRCLE 189

The Clearpoint Difference
Clearpoint is aleading vendor in the
VME marketplace, with the most
comprehensive service program
available. All Clearpoint memory
products are covered by alifetime
warranty and atoll-free technical
support hotline. Dedicated inventory
in multiple locations worldwide
support our 24-hour replacement
program.
Call or write to receive M ir
the facts:
egeer
0 Product/Services Catalog
Designer's Guide
0 Spec Sheets
0 Newsletter
0 Applications Video
0 Quality Assurance Information

CLEARPOINT
Clearpoint Research Corporation
35 Parkwood Drive
Hopkinton, MA 01748

1-800 CLEARPT
(1-800-253-2778)

HOW TO ATTRACT CAPITAL
T

he legislative wish list
of the National Advisory Committee on Semiconductors, aimed at reducing
the cost of capital, includes
as one of its four proposals a
suggestion that has surprised
the Congress: shorten the
depreciation life of semiconductor-manufactruring
equipment from five to three
years.
The committee's numbers
crunchers estimate that a
three-year depreciation term
would increase the annual
rate of capital investment in
the chip business by 11%. A
more radical proposal—a
one-year term—would increase the rate by 26%.
Though it has been weighing the other three proposals
(see table), the Congress has
not even been considering
changes in depreciation.
The reason is cost. Implementing a three-year term
would have anet cost to the

U.S. Treasury of $180 million. The projected increase
in capital investment in semiconductor-manufacturing
equipment, however, would
reach $450 million annually.
The other making the

NOW, 'TINY' MOSIS
CHIPS AVAILABLE

R&D credit permanent, reducing capital gains taxes,
and increasing the incentives
for personal savings—are all
favored by the Administration and will probably be in
the next budget. U

How The Picture
Would Change
Cost of
Capital

Capital
Investment

R&D
Spending

Continue Current
Increase Rate
Charge Base

-2 to -7
-44
-5

DNA
DNA
DNA

+1 to +2
+5
+5

Capital Gains Tax Cut

not estimated

+7

not estimated

Personal Savings
Incentive

-15

+3

not estimated

-16
-29

+11
+26

not estimated
not estimated

Proposal
R&D Tax Credit

Improved Depreciation
Rules
3-Year
1-Year

SOURCE: QUICK, FINAN & ASSOCIATES INC.

DISK VS. FLASH: THE PC MEMORY BATTLE HEATS UP
T he war for the memory
space in the nascent laptopnotebook-palmtop PC market has heated up. Advancing flash memory as a
replacement for mechanical
disk drives is Intel Corp.,
while ever smaller and more
reliable hard-disk drives have
been unveiled by Quantum
Corp. But casting a giant
shadow over everybody's
parade was Japan's Toshiba
Corp. with its announcement
of aline of disk drives.
Intel's flash card, from its
Flash Memory Operation in
Folsom, Calif., is aimed at
OEMs. It is based on Intel's
ETOX H nonvolatile flash
memory offering. The company says its card offers
more than 1 million hours'

mean time between failure
versus 50,000 for disk drives.
Countering that move is
Quantum Corp. of Milpitas,
Calif., with eight drives. Its
Go-Drive Series of 2.5-in.
models is for laptop and
notebook models; the Pro-

Drive Gem Series 3.5-inchers
are for portables and lowend desktops.
Finally, Toshiba rumbled
into the picture by announcing a line of 2.5-in. drives.
They are scheduled to hit the
market next April.

WORLWIDE
Up to now, the smallest
chips made under the Mosis
dese rules were available
only to U.S. enterprises.
These so-called Tiny chips,
measuring 2.4 by 2.4 mm,
were available only through
Mosis, a program that is
funded by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects
Agency, or »arpa. But that
has changed.
Tiny chip capability is now
being offerred available commercially throught the world
thanks to Orbit Semiconductor Inc., the Sunnyvale, Calif.,
chip prototyping and production foundry operation as
part of its Foresight multiproject wafer service. What's
more, Orbit can handle
mixed-mode designs, verifying each analog and digital
segment through fabrication.
The Foresight service,
based on the company's ten
years of experience as a
provider of prototype services, features fast turnaround. It offers reduced
engineering costs by running
numerous projects on asingle wafer.
The customer
provides the data-base tape,
and Orbit delivers packaged
units within a guaranteed
time period.'"

GaAs INTEGRATION LEVEL CLIMBS TO 1MILLION TRANSISTORS
T here may be trouble
ahead, in the form of arival
technology, for biCMOS
technology. A process developed by Vitesse Semiconductor Corp. of Camarilo,
Calif., has pushed the level of
integration for digital gallium
arsenide circuits past 1 million transistors.

The thn..t to hiCMOS in
some applications arises
from the fact that the new
process not only raises GaAs
to the same level of integration, but enables it to operate
at higher speeds.
The basic transistor structure of Vitesse's H-GaAs ifi
process achieves loaded gate
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delays of less than 100 Ps
while dissipating less than
20011W at 1
-GHz clock rates.
By comparison, high-performance biCMOS offers 200- to
300-ps gate delay and 100- to
150-MHz, according to
Vitesse. Look for products
using the new process to
appear later this year. U

Tiny Glitches
Lead to
Giant Wobbles
We take it for granted that the Earth rotates
stably on its axis and that the stars are fixed in
the sky above us.
Yet, Hipparchus discovered more than two
millennia ago that there were very
slight discrepancies in the measured positions of stars over the
years. Compelled to look further
he found the difference to be
greater than what could be attributed to error and analyzed it.
Hipparchus
Hipparchus realized that the position
of the stars was actually shifting at aconstant
rate, year after year This was later shown to be
caused by the Earth slowly wobbling like atop
as it turned on its axis.
Stabilizing Today's Communications
The slightest deviations can be extremely
important. In high-speed communications, tiny
errors can garble the whole message.
Anritsu specializes in the highest levels of
measuring accuracy for all types of communications. Anritsu supplies reliable test equipment for sophisticated R&D, as well as daily
maintenance, in wire, radio and optical communications systems.
Advancing on the leading edge of these
technologies, Anritsu provides practical answers for any testing need.
Continue the
tradition of pioneering with Anritsu.
MP1608A 5GHz Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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Think small. Think surface.
Our latest high-density surfacemount connectors offer aspecial design advantage — they
bring you all the flexibility of
the AMPMODU System 50
connector family.
System 50 SMT receptacles
and headers intermate with our
complete .050" x.100" system,
including cable-to-board types
that expand your design thinking to include flat flex cable,
.050" center flex etched circuitry, and .025" center ribbon
cable.

Surface-mount versions are
available in vertical, doublerow versions, fully shrouded, in
select sizes from 8through 100
positions. Our compact design
uses the same reliable System
50 interface, with dual-beam
phosphor bronze receptacles
plated gold-over-nickel on the
mating end, tin-lead on the tail.

Unique hold-down design requires only
simple board support during placement.
Design, materials are process-compatible.

Dimensioning, tolerances,
and positioning datums are
engineered for robotic placement. A simple, low insertion

Think system.
force hold-down secures the
connector during processing
and provides long-term
strain relief. 94V-0 housings are compatible with
reflow soldering.
Intermate with the AMPMODU
System 50 family for board-to-board
stacking and mother/daughter
configurations, and mass-termination
cable-to-board interface.

Call the AMP Product
Information Center at
1-800-522-6752 for more
information on AMPMODU
System 50 surface-mount
connectors, and the
System 50 family.
AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.
AMP and AMPMODU are trademarks of AMP
Incorporated.

THIS IS AMP TODAY JUMP.
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MULTIMEDIA: APPLIANCE...

When Bob Lawrence joined the
railroad nearly 30 years ago, he began buying U.S. Savings Bonds for
his retirement. Now he buys them
for his grandkids. "Bonds pay good
strong rates and they're simple to
purchase,' he says. Become the next
Great American Investor. Call us to
find out more.
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

'

AT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

1-800-US-BONDS
Apublic ,,ervice of this publication

OME SAY THE FUTURE OF sound, we ought to study history. Incremultimedia will be decided as mental value based on radically differthe battle between the Computer and ent technology won't work.
For example, RCA in the early 1980s
the Appliance. For the computer camp,
the issue revolves around making its launched the ŒD capacitance video
platform adept enough to provide disc to directly complete with the linear
audiovisual entertainment, and afford- video cassette. The technology was different, but the benefits were the same.
able besides. For the consumer world,
the issue is to achieve atechnology level ŒD didn't make it, for it couldn't proequal to or better than that of comput- vide unique elements that could offset
ers, but so well standardized that it can the "strangeness" of the big cartridges.
The CD audio system is asuccessful
span world markets and developers.
In this debate, one question rarely sur- instance of aleapfrog launch. Introduced
faces namely, what is the consumer's in 1982, it was radical enough in that it
point of view? For the consumer has a required the consumer to overhaul his
very fundamental understanding of entire stock of records. But the benefits
were tremendous: stellar
entertainment and indisound, untouched by
vidual productivity.
wear, easy handling, and
The fact is that the home
greater mobility.
computer will continue to
We are trying to apply
make steady advances.
those lessons to multimeBut these units are
dia. Philips's Compact
bought as personal proDisc Interactive (CD-0, to
ductivity centers for applibe launched in 1991, is
cations like filing, data
standardized, not only in
basing, and homework,
terms of audiovisual disboth children's and
play and compression
adults'. When there is
JEAN-PIERRE ISBOUTS
levels, but also down to
time to spare, Flight Simuthe operating system and
lator kicks in. The truth is
that akeyboard-driven device, designed interface level. The CD-I player has the
to be viewed at adistance of less than look, feel, and operability of both the
VCR and CD audio player. It has a
15 in., is not afamily instrument.
If our vision of multimedia equates remote control and joystick, rather than
with entertainment and the home, we akeyboard; the high-quality image and
have to take this as our point of depar- audio that the audience of the 1990s
ture. We have to above all agree on expects; and, most importantly, true
standardization, because no consumer full-motion, full-screen digital video.
But technology doesn't sell itself. It is
will be able to choose from a myriad of
operating systems, memory sizes, stor- the software that makes asystem succeed. Much of the resources involved in
age systems, and audiovisual formats.
And we mean standardization of the CD-I development have therefore been
sort that guarantees the playability of directed to title development.
When CD audio was first proposed,
each disc on each player, regardless of
many were skeptical. The music busithe tools or systems it was created with.
Next, if we are going to launch this ness was in adownturn. The economy
multimedia player in the home we have was in arecession. The CD seemed a
to come up with something that's of an very expensive solution to aneed that,
exceptional value compared with what some thought, was already being met.
we have today. We could call it the And yet CD audio became the most
leapfrog factor vs. the incremental fac- successful electronics product ever.
tor. If we are going to convince con- With CD-I, we are aiming to do exactly
sumers that they are better off with this the same thing for multimedia.—JEANexpensive new CD device just to PIERRE ISBOU7S, managing director,
improve video-game graphics and Phile DE Authoring Group II
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(ULTRA-MINIATURE

... OR HOME COMPUTER?

SURFACE
MOUNT

E

EED IT INTO THE COMPUT- they are discovering that the home
i— er and let's see what it comes up computer is the ideal device to meet
with." That's atraditional view of com- these needs.
puters, replayed over and over in
At Commodore, we believe the most
movies and TV—computers as one- valued home computers are easy to
dimensional data banks. Maybe that's use, fun, and versatile enough to grow
why the home computer revolution as family needs evolve. We also believe
stalled in the 1980s.
Commodore's Amiga 500 meets these
No more. With near total home pene- criteria—and then some.
tration of TVs and stereos, and with the
With outstanding color graphics, easygrowth of video cassette recorders and to-identify icons, and advancements in
camcorders, today's contemporary the mouse-activated operating system,
home has become an electronic play- the Amiga 500 has the interface any
ground, and computers are fast becom- mother could love.
In many houseing akey component.
holds, computers like the Amiga 500
Of course, this playground is not just serve amultitude of functions: to develfor children. In an era of
op basic skills for young
"superparenting," today's
children; to complement
families want consumer
school-based curricula
goods that are practical,
with learning programs
accessible, and multifuncthat are both intriguing
tional. Like the new remote
and educational; to just
controls, which can be a
have fun with games,
command central for everymusic, and paint prothing from 'IV and stereo to
grams. Of course, comlights and door locks, computers still deliver word
puters are becoming, as
processing, and having
one consultant put it, "as
a computer at home
TOM KILCOYNE
standardized as the home
means hard-working
stereo system."
parents can bring their
The market for multifunctional com- work from the office to minimize their
puters is driven by two factors: new time away from the family.
technology and increasingly sophisticatWe're not stopping there. Now in
ed demands by households. Today's development is a new product that
users value computers that mimic the redefines "user-friendly." This new comversatility and fun of their home enter- puter integrates the multimedia capabiltainment systems rather than the pro- ities of the Amiga with the large memoductivity orientation of the traditional ry capacity of compact-disc players (see
office computer. And for two-income p. 82). Best of all, Commodore finally
families, the byword is "price/value." takes the fear out of home computing
New home products that provide multi- by including a remote-control device,
ple services will be akey element of the which operates the computer the same
decision-buying process.
way it would aTV, stereo, and other
Also pushing this demand may be, as electronic equipment
most new research indicates, the fact
No one in the industry is ready to prethat families are spending more of their dict that home computers will mirror
leisure time at home. Commodore's the VCR boom, but at Commodore,
own research shows these people are we're committed to developing prodabandoning old hobbies and outside ucts—such as the Amiga 500 and the
entertainment for home-based activities
500-based CD-TV machine that will
such as renting videotapes and playing eventually be as welcome in the eleccomputer games. As more families tronic playground as TVs, microwaves,
attempt to simplify their lives, find and VCRs.-70M ICILCOYN4 director
affordable entertainment, and pursue
of consumer markets, Commodore
new forms of personal development,
Business Machines Inc. 11
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Actual
Size

DC-DC Converter
Transformers
and Power
Inductors
These units have gull wing construction which is compatible with tube
fed automatic placement equipment
or pick and place manufacturing
techniques. Transformers can be
used for self-saturating or linear
switching applications. The Inductors are ideal for noise, spike and
power filtering applications in Power
Supplies, DC-DC Converters and
Switching Regulators.
• Operation over ambient
temperature range from
—55C to +105'C
All units are magnetically
shielded
• All units exceed the requirements of MIL-7-27 (+130 C)
• Transformers have input
voltages of 5V, 12V, 24V and
48V. Output voltages to 300V.
• Transformers can be used for
self-saturating or linear
switching applications
e Schematics and parts list
provided with transformers
e Inductors to 20mH with DC
currents to 23 amps
• Inductors have split windings

Delivery—
stock to

one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL

914-699.5514
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PRODUCTS

TO WATCH
TI BREAKS OUT
APARALLEL DSP
In he first digital-signalprocessing chip that is
specifically architected for
parallel processing has
emerged, and it comes from
the DSP leader, Texas Instruments Inc.
The TMS320C40's centralprocessor core is adirect lineal descendant of the Dallasbased
semiconductor
maker's 320C30, but the C40
has also added asix-channel
direct-memory-access module and asix-port communications module to boost
throughput—the real goal of
parallel-processor systems.
The C40 delivers 50 million floating-point opera-

MD ENTERS FLASH

tions/s compared with the
C30's 33 megaflops, but simple comparisons do not tell
the full story.
Inside its processor module, for example, the C40
handles 275 million operations/s compared with the
C30's 140 mops. Throughput
between chips is 320
Mbytes/s compared with the
C3Os's 140. Each of the six
communication ports runs at
20 Mbytes/s and the C40's
local and global buses each
add 100 Mbytes/s.
TI also released development tools for parallel processing. Samples will be available in the first quarter. 111

DATA BUS

DMA BUS

SIX-CHANNEL
DMA
COPROCESSOR
•FLOATING
POINT

•SELF
PROGRAMMING

•275 MOPS

•CONCURRENT
I/O

COMMUNICATION
MODULE
•120 MBYTES/S
•6 PORTS

•75 MOPS

TI customized its 320C40 for paralle processing by adding
communications and DMA modules.

SPC'S INFOALLIANCE SOLVES THE PROBLEM OF PC-DATA BASE BABEL

D istributed computing is
finally getting serious attention from independent PC•
A cid one more company software vendors. A breakthrough
product
from
the list of chip makers
Software Publishing Corp.
lieve flash FEPROM (el
helps distributed computing
cally erasable, program
reach full potential by unravble, read-only memo
eling the problem of incomtake the industry 13
patible data bases.
rm in the 1990s.
SPC's InfoAlliance com:Advanced Micro Devic
bines Microsoft Corp.'s OS/2
.
has taken the plunge in
and sophisticated graphics
g way. Its first fias.
together into what the Mounueezes 1Mbit on adie Si7
approximately 45K mil 2.' tain View, Calif., company
es about 75% the area of calls data-source integration.
Long a leader in shrinkbest competitor, says th
wrapped software for busiyvale, Calif., company.
ness applications, SPC is
The Am28F010's 90pulling together its prodess time also sets areco
ucts—including Harvard
1-Mbit flash EEPROMs,
Graphics and PFS:First Pubhnology widely believ
be the best memory solu-' lisher—with other packages
for laptop computers. to deliver easy access to
'
dhandheld gear that n , almost all corporate information on PC platforms.
ogrammable memo
In essence, InfoAlliance
ailable
now,
th,
offers a common graphical
8F010 costs $18.20.
information interface that

ARKET AT 1MBIT

ROG RAM BUS

imports and displays data
files from dBASE DI and IV,
IBM Extended Edition Data
Manager, Professional File
2.0,
Lotus
1-2-3,
and
Microsoft's DIF worksheet.
System
configuration
requirements are an IBM
Corp.-compatible computer

based on an 80386 microprocessor, 4Mbytes of randomaccess memory, a 40-Mbyte
hard drive, and OS/2 version
1.2. InfoAlliance systems will
be configured on aper-customer basis, but asystem for
six users is expected to cost
about $4,100. LI

•

STARDENT TARGETS AGRAPHICS NICHE
Innovative use of reducedinstruction-set computing
microprocessors has enabled
Stardent Computer Inc. to
provide high-performance
graphics and image processing in adesktop system that
carries aworkstation price.
The Newton, Mass., company's Stardent 500 Stiletto is
believed to be the fust desktop unit to offer supercomputer-like instruction execution and high-performance
graphics in a diskless,
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unipincessor version priced
as low as $17,900. It uses a
32-MHz MIPS R3000 integer
processor, a MIPS R3010
scalar floating-point chip,
and multiple Intel i860s for
vector instructions and 3-d
color.
That combination delivers
enough compute power for
a 32 million instructions/s
peak, 48 million floatingpoint operations/s per processor, and 190,000 3-d
drawn vectors/s. LI

33VTechnology Breaks 5V Speed Barrier
31 LOGIC PARTS 35% FASTER THAN FCTA
Generation of 3.3 Volt CMOS
Center-Pin Power and Ground
Products with TTL-Like I/O.
Performance's NEW 3.3V PCTD Logic
Family, featuring 0.4 micron effective gate
lengths (PACE HI Technology) and center
power and ground packaging, offers a35%
speed improvement over 5V FCTA, with
dramatically lower power dissipation and
half the ground bounce.
"It has been clear far some time that the primal),consideration
which could limit the use offuture generations of CMOS
technology in the highest speed applications were issues
associated with constraints that have been hangovers from
bipolar TTL circuit implementations. If those constraints are not
removed, then either performance will be compromised or serious
application problems will result. It is easy to see the value of the
changes that are needed to take maximum advantage of the
attributes of the fine-line CMOS technology in the sub half-micron
regime (PACE III). Therefore, we have decided to invest a
significant part of our Company's technical and marketing
resources to help make the transition from aTTL environment
to an optimized CMOS environment.
As the 3.3 volt supply, low-lead

Performance's 3.3 Volt Logic Family

Latches
33373
33841

33973
33974
33944

the uncompromised
petformance will
overcome resistance to
change and we will have a
'kinder & gentler' speed."

Transceivers

Decoders

33240 33244
33241 33827

33138
33139
33245
33543
33646
33648
33651
33852

Registers/
Flip Flops
33374
33377
33821
33823

33825
339520
339521

Muses

Panty
Osnerators

33157
33158

33480
33481

Twenty-five product types are available now with six more
available by November, 1990. Included are buffers and latches
designed for 5V to 3.3V logic-level translation without speed
loss. Future superfast products, using center-pin power and
ground with a3.3V power supply, will include SCRAMs with
64 Kbit to 256 Kbit densities and PACEMIPs RISC processor
products such as CPU, FPA and Wrap Functions.

CMOS Logic Performance Trends
373 Octal Latch

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

FCTA
FCTC

5V

5V

PCTD
33V

1
'84

inductance product line
emerges with 0.4 micron
PACE III Technology,

Boa...

33843
33845

Translators

SPEED (Nanoseconds)

ANew

'85

'86

'87

'88

Featuring TTL-like I/O, Performance's PCTD logic
dramatically outperforms FCTA, BCT and FCTC, even though
power dissipation is reduced approximately 40 percent.

P74PCT33373D 3.1ns(WC) Specification
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erformance's P74PCT33373D offers a typical propagation
delay of 2.4ns with extremely low noise.
For more information or to order Performance's PCTD Logic, call
The Marketing Hotline: (408)734-9000 or write...

PERFORM,INCE
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
610 East Weddell Drive, Sunnyvale. CA 94089
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Actual output
20 WATTS

Actually meets
MIL-STD-2000
MIL-STD-810C
MIL-S-9010
MIL-STD-461C
MIL-STD-704D
NAVMAT GUIDELINES

MiMac"' high-density military power supplies.
Introducing NDI DC-to-DC converters that meet an unprecedented combination of military design demands. Plus
having the highest power-to-volume ratios of any full-mil
qualified products.
Mil/Pacs come in 20W, 35W and 50W configurations,
with single (5,12,15,24,28V) and dual (±12V; ±-15V) outputs.
They handle awide 14V to 31V range of input. And

operate at temperature extremes from —55°C to +100°C.
Mil/Pacs are designed with afield-proven topology that's
been verified by rigorous environmental stress screening.
They're available with MIL-STD-2000, or without. Either way,
the specs are worth reading.
Just write us at 2727 S. La Cienega BI., Los Angeles, CA
90034. Or call (213) 936-8185.

abbott
WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE'
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WORLDWIDE

NEWS

SYNERNETICS SOLVES N
ETWORKING'S
MORE-MIPS, LESS-BAN DWIDTH PROBLEM

ETHERNET MEETS FDDI
BY LAWRENCE CUBRAN

OMPUTER
NETWORK
‘110 managers have agrowing problem: making sure the ever increasing
mips power available isn't dissipated
by shrinking network bandwidth as
more machines are plugged into
shared Ethemets. A startup company
that's founded on Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI) technology has
come up with afamily of products that
solves that problem and then some.
Synemetics Inc., North Billerica,
Mass., has ascheme that not only multiplies the Ethernet 10-Mbit/s bandwidth by running multiple Ethemets in
parallel but also links them with FDDI
to provide bandwidths measured in
hundreds of megabits per second at
each network node. A combination of
a rack-mountable core system box,
plug-in cards, and associated software
supports as many as three 100-Mbit/s
FDDI paths.
The company's Lan System 100—
since renamed Lanplex 5000—differs
from network-interconnect approaches
by connecting the network's computer
end stations to the network, says R.
Bruce McClure, founder, chairman, and
chief technical officer at Synemetics. In
contrast, companies such as Cisco Systems Inc., Menlo Park, Calif., and Wellfleet Communications Inc., Bedford,
Mass., offer products to connect one
LAN to another, or to link LANs to
wide-area networks or Ti lines.
Fundamental to the Synemetics
scheme is the use of FDDI as acentral
technology to interconnect multivendor
distributed computers. McClure founded
the company in September 1
to exploit that technology, and Synemetics
began shipping its first product—the
FDDI Station Management (SMT) software—last March [Electronics, March
1990, p. 191. That software is an intelligent framework that unifies all attachments to an FDDI IAN, and it's induded
in the new system.

"Traditional Ethernet networks are
beginning to limit the performance of
workstations and servers," says McClure, because the 10-Mbit/s network
bandwidth is reduced as more computers or other attachments are added to
the network. But network users won't
scrap their Ethemets and jump directly
into fiber-optic communication, so Synemetics is linking the two media.
The core system hub provides achassis, system power, a high-performance
backplane, plus slots for as many as 12
cards—one system central processor and
11 option cards. The Motorola 68030-

based CPU card performs system management and diagnostics, but not datapacket processing. The chassis accommodates various combinations of FDDI
system access and concentrator cards,
and Ethernet Express cards, which can
go in any slot.
An FDDI access card connects the
Lanplex 5000 to an FDDI dual-ring or
ahigher-level concentrator; three internal FDDI backplane paths are available. Each FDDI concentrator card has
four FDDI ports, and each port can
connect to any of three FDDI backplane rings.
Each Ethernet Express card supports
eight 10BaseT connections to an industry-standard IEEE 802.3 Ethernet version 2.0. This card uses a reduced-instruction-set-computing microprocessor—the Advanced Micro Devices
29000, which runs 20 million instructions/s—for packet processing, enabling it to forward data at 60.000

LAN System 100, now Lanplex 5000, links Ethernets with FDDI,
providing bandwidths in hundreds of megabits/s at each node.
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IN THE ERA OF MegaChip!" TECHNOLOGIES

YOUR DSP: ALL THERE
There is abig difference. Only Texas Instruments
brings it all together for you in DSPs,
from software to silicon...
and we have 10,000 users
to prove our point.

OR JUST ALMOST?
D

esigners are applying TI's singlechip TMS320 DSPs (digital signal
processors) in more systems around
the world than any other. In fact,
leading manufacturers in most market
segments — including telecommunications, computers and computer
peripherals, automotive, industrial
controls, consumer products, and
military systems — use TMS320 DSPs.
These designers choose our DSPs
because they know there is abig difference between all there and almost.
With TI, they know they are getting
the most complete DSP solution in
the business — (1) performance,
(2) support, and (3) broad choice.
These important factors are worth
careful consideration as you evaluate
DSPs:
El Yes 11
Am Iassured of access
No E. to the top-performance
devices in the field?
Naturally, performance is ahigh
priority for any DSP-based system.
The TMS320 family consistently sets
the performance standards for the
industry. Among the newest additions
are the highest performance fixed- and
floating-point single-chip DSPs, both
with clearly defined road maps for
future performance upgrades. Multiprocessing DSPs offer even higher
performance.

D Yes
Is world-class support in
D No Lie place to help speed my
design to market?
Few if any DSP vendors equal the
level of support that TI offers.
Industry-standard high-level language optimizing compilers (ANSI C
and Ada), HLL debuggers, the
SPDXTM multitasking DSP operating
system, and scan-based emulators
provide you with adevelopment
environment similar to that traditionally enjoyed in general-purpose
microprocessor design.
Low-cost evaluation modules allow
you to accurately evaluate and
benchmark aTMS320 processor for
your application.
Such leading-edge tools are only the
beginning of our comprehensive
support. Other TMS320 support
includes:
• A hot line staffed with DSP
personnel ready to answer your
technical questions
• An on-line bulletin board service
• More than 2,000 pages of
application notes and DSP code
• More than 100 third parties and
consultants
• Hands-on workshops
• University program with more than
100 universities participating
WHAT'S AHEAD FOR Ti's TMS320 FAMILY
40 MFLOPS
=I FLOATING

Yes /
Is the choice of devices
D No --Pe broad enough that Ican
closely match aDSP to my price/
performance needs?
Our TMS320 family spans five generations — more than 20 members offering aprice/performance range from
$4.00 to 40 MFLOPS. Your choice
includes:
• EPROM DSPs that shorten your
time to market
• DSPs optimized for specific
applications
• Military versions
• Single-chip devices offering
40-MFLOPS performance
• Multiprocessing DSPs
• Low-cost DSP solutions for
cost-sensitive applications
• Compatibility to protect your
software investment
At TI, we have it all, ant'.1
.
we are
ready to help you put it all together.
Get your free three-volume TI
DSP Applications Library; call
1-800-336-5236, ext. 3528
Or complete and mail the return card
and we'll send you our three-volume
TMS320 DSP Applications Library. If
you prefer, we'll send you our TMS320
product overview and support
brochure. We feel sure you will soon
be one of the thousands around the
world achieving design sucrfss with
the leadership TMS320 family.

IFIXED

TIME
T" MegaChip is atrademark ¿Texas Instruments Incorporated.
SPDX is atrademark of Spectron Microsystems, Inc.
1ID 1990 T1
08-0081

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

E

packets/s and filter 590,000 packets/s.
That's the rate required to accommodate one FDDI network and eight Ethemets. The system can handle as many
as 256 end stations—workstations or
personal computers.
Another segment of the Lanplex
5000 consists of LAN management and
application software, which runs on
Unix workstations or PCs on the network. This software unifies the management of multivendor LANs and interfaces to manager-agent software,
which continuously monitórs and controls LAN-wide characteristics.
The Synemetics system can connect
an Ethernet port to any end station,
maintaining the full 10-Mbit/s bandwidth, in contrast to the traditional
shared Ethernet approach, in which
each attachment drains bandwidth because all nodes connect to one port.
"We cross-connect multiple individual Ethemets and multiply their performance by operating them in parallel,"
McClure says. "Then we distribute that
performance with FDDI technology,
with the Ethernet Express card translating packets compatibly between Ethernet and FDDI networks. If you connect

20 ports with our system, you get 200
Mbits/s of bandwidth," McClure notes,
adding that the cost would work out to
about $1,500 per port. "Users can access all the end stations on anetwork,
with unrestricted Ethernet bandwidth.
A system with 11 option cards could
provide 88 Ethemets or 880 Mbits/s of
bandwidth," he says.
For his part, Steve Coit, ageneral partner with Merrill Pickard Anderson &

Eyre in Waltham, Mass., believes Synernetics is well positioned to grow as
FDDI grows. The firm has attracted
what Coit regards as aWho's Who list of
venture capital. Coit says Synemetics recognizes that "FDDI is a means to an
end—speed—and not an end in itself.
The company premise is that users want
faster and better-managed networks; network management is an important element." II

LITHOGRAPHY

NEW SIEMENS SOFTWARE PROMISES
BETTER E-BEAM LITHOGRAPHY, DENSER ICs

SHARPER EDGES
RV JOHN GOSCH

C

LEVER SOFTWARE RATHer than ingenious hardware design is becoming the key to advances
in electronics, and that goes for instruBECTRONICS •OCTOBER 1990
1341

mentation, quality control, or manufacturing. But it can also push circuit process technologies such as electronbeam lithography. It's this technology's
performance that Germany's Siemens
AG has advanced far beyond current

limits through intelligent software.
The push comes from a computer
program jointly developed by the Munich company's Corporate Research
Laboratories and the software house
Sigma-C GmbH, also of Munich. Called
Caprox, the program corrects the blurs
and unsharp edges that occur in line
structures as aresult of electron scattering when an e-beam is used to produce submicron features.
Significantly, the correction takes little
computing power, says Erwin Knapek,
head of the e-beam lithography applications lab. So instead of alarge numbercrunching machine, aworkstation of the
sort found at most development labs can
be used to mn the program.
Caprox will have a big impact on
submicron device design, Knapek predicts. With the new program, the design grid—that is, the distance between
lines—can be narrowed fivefold, from
typically 0.5 to 0.1 p.m. That translates
into higher circuit density.
In many applications, e-beam lithography is the technology of choice because of the high overlay accuracy and
the high theoretical resolution it offers:

The Caprox software corrects the blurs that electron scattering
makes in line structures (left), producing sharp edges instead.

0.5 p.m for variable-shape beam systems and better than 30 nm for Gauss.
beam machines. That makes the technology an ideal tool for producing
masks and reticles for VLSI circuits with
submicron structures. Also, because of
its high flexibility, e-beam lithography
is an excellent technique for writing
patterns directly on the wafer. This

Z
ACCELERATED
SIMULATION

ZYCAD XP
$40,000
If you're simulating with Verilog-XL, do it
20 times faster with the XP-100. 20X logic
and 100X fault simulation. Full timing.
Full accuracy
Want the speed that makes first pass
silicon the only pass? Then you want the
XP-100 from Zycad.
Call now. ZYCAD XP and VM. (800)
243-7286 or (415) 688-7400.
CIRCLE 191
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comes in handy in developing new
types of semiconductor devices.
In practice, the high theoretical resolution is limited by the proximity effect, which is caused by electron scattering in the resist and substrate. This
effect can make closely spaced e-beamexposed regions diffuse into each other
much as inkblots do on paper. The

E

results are blurred edges and merged
regions of the pattern. That, in turn,
can lead to parameter changes, shorts,
and even circuit failure.
To be sure, with mathematical methods derived from game theory, electron
scattering can be predicted and its effects
minimized by altering device geometries—for example, by spacing lines farther apart—or changing the e-beam's intensity. The prediction methods, howev-

er, call for enormous computing power,
and the number-crunching process involved can take days, if not weeks, for a
complex VLSI device. For that reason,
circuit makers generally shy away from
such prediction methods.
This is where Caprox, the computeraided proximation technique, comes
in. The circuit designer examines the
layout on amonitor and designates the
regions most prone to proximity effects

l

and needing correction. The e-beam
system is then programmed so that the
beam, through electron dose variations, produces well-defined lines with
sharp, unblurred edges. Structural fidelity is thereby maintained.
With Caprox it takes only four hours
to correct aVLSI circuit of state-of-theart complexity, says Christian Kalus,
managing director of codeveloper Sigma-C. This big savings in time, compared with the number-crunching
scheme, results from the fact that only
acircuit's critical parts are treated. Such
parts generally account for no more

C
tter what the
your busi/
'II love our
:profitabilkgverhead
vf
**priced

41.9.st ,

jyt',,erefroducfive labor force give
your company the
opportunity it needs
to prosper. That's the
real beauty of Utah.

Utah Economic
Development Corporation
215 South State Street
Suite 850
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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APROX MAY HAVE
ABIG IMPACT ON
MICRO\ DESIGN,
ULTIMATELY MAKING
POSSIBLE HIGHER
CIRCUIT DENSITY

than 3% to 5% of the whole device.
For each type of structure, the corrections must be calculated only once,
Kalus says. They are then stored in a
library and can be called up for another circuit with the same structure without having to be recalculated.
The Caprox program has been readied to the point where Siemens is using
it in developing circuits that call for direct-write e-beam techniques. It will be
used in production in about three years.
Caprox can be run on almost any
workstation, such as those from Digital
Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, and Sun
Microsystems. It can be ported to different computer operating systems and
e-beam machines with write strategies
as implemented by variable-shape and
Gauss-beam systems.
Meanwhile, the development teams
are working on a Caprox version that
determines the correction without human interaction but by image-processing
techniques. Such aCaprox version, however, will call for considerably more
computing power than the simpler one
with user participation, Kalus says. II

Analog Devices
delivers mixedsignal technolo
that meets todays'
most demanding
specifications.
ANALOG
DEVICES

12 BIT Programmable
Pulse Generator

II=1:3

NARROWING OPTIONS

BAN NEAR
ON CFCs
(PULSE-WIDTH

IIV JACK SHAM

VARIATION)

OUT

HE TIME WHEN THEY
no longer be permitted to
Twill

TDo.11110,1
•111114

-4.PW 0

Features:
• .5 ns to 10 ns incremental steps
• Inverted & non-inverted outputs
• Precise pulse width
• Rising-edge triggered
• 40 pins DIP package
III Low profile

data rie
delay
devices, inc.

Clifton, New Jersey • (201) 773-2299 • FAX (201) 773-9672
CMCLE 219

Contact-free
soldering and de-soldering
of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in amatter of seconds with the Leister- Labor "S"
hot-air tool. Electronic control of temperature and air
supply. Over 400 special nozzles available.

kele).

fee,

-

131 1
Ask for free brochure UW 160
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
phone: (707) 462-9795
Farmingdale, NJ 07727

phone: (201) 938-2700
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use chlorofluorocarbons to clean flux
residues is drawing near, so the printed-circuit-board community is getting a
bit edgy as it awaits results of research
on alternative processes. Now, work is
starting to bear fruit. Results reported
at the International Conference on Flux
Technology last month offered no definitive solution, but they did thin the
number of realistic options.
The timetable for phasing out CFCs
was set down by the Montreal Protocol
in 1987 and modified let:early. Using
1986 consumption as abase, the goal is
a20% reduction by 1993, 50% by 1995,
85% by 1997, and 100% by 2000.
That's why attention was focused on
the Carnegie Mellon Research Institute
in Pittsburgh, the scene of the conference. Among the high-profile alternatives offered was Digital Equipment
Corp.'s microdrop aqueous cleaning
process. The process delivers good
cleaning for devices of pins with 25-mil
pitch, according to DEC, and might be
extended to even finer-pitch devices.
Progress was also reported on other
alternatives. Zytec Inc., apower-supply
manufacturer in Redwood Falls, Minn.,
reported that low-solid fluxes could
meet military temperature/humidity
standards. This is important because although corporations are moving away
from CFCs, the Defense Department
has not yet embraced alternatives.
"People are anxious for the military to
bless some of the new alternatives that
are coming along," says Laura Turbini,
associate director of the Manufacturing
Research Center at Georgia Institute of
Technology in Atlanta.
The problem for both the military
and industrial communities is complicated by the fact that there is no single
right alternative. 'The board, substrate,
and cleaning are all a package," says
Turbini. "There are eight to ten differ-

Faster.
In the disk drive market,
you've got to be fast
—in both performance
and time-to-market.
That's why seven of the
top 10 disk manufacturers rely on Analog

AD9060 & A71—The fastest 10-bit

Devices for mixed-

and 12-bit monolithic A/D converters,

signal components.

respectively. The AD9060 guarantees
encode rates up to 75 MSPS for
unparalleled dynamic performance.
The AD671 is twice as fast as any
other 12-bit monolithic, converting in under 0.5 Rs, thanks to our

Tap into 25 years of experience at our high-speed and mixed-

high-speed mixed-signal ABCMOS

signal design seminars. You'll learn new techniques that'll get

process.

your applications to work more quickly, and you'll get design
manuals that put all this information right at your fingertips.

AD9712 —The only 12-bit, 100 MHz
DIA converter on the market. Ideal
for high-speed video and direct
digital synthesis, its low glitch and
low harmonics combine to deliver
a spectrally pure output waveform.
Perfect on-time
delivery—it's our goal and at 97%
we're getting close, thanks to our
continuous improvement process
based on Total Quality Management.
Over 150 TQM teams make the customer and quality improvement the
focus of our entire organization. A
focus that gets translated into not

ADSP-2101—Talk about fast—this

just catchy slogans, but real action.

DSP microcomputer executes a1024point FFT in only 2.26 ms. That's
faster than other DSPs that operate at
almost twice the clock rate. And since

Our Spectrum CAD Tool is 100

our entire ADSP-2100 family is code

times faster than traditional

compatible, your code will run fast on

SPICE programs, so it makes

all of our DSPs.

quick work of mixed-signal
ASIC design cycle time.

Today, Analog Devices offers more high-performance mixed-signal
components than anyone else. And we get them to you fast. So if you want
mixed-signal ICs that'll help you design faster performing products, from
acompany that'll help you get your product to market faster, call us
at 1-800-262-5643, Extension 103.
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ent roads you can go down."
Alternatives to CFCs fall into at least
three categories: water-soluble fluxes,
semiaqueous cleaning with detergents,
and low-solid, no-clean fluxes, in
which the residues are supposedly
noncorrosive and can be tested successfully on a bed-of-nails tester. The
use of rosin fluxes has, in the past,
meant cleaning by CFCs, but effluents
from the process are suspected of con-

tributing to the depletion of the earth's
ozone layer. It is still not clear that
substitute solutions will effectively
clean the corrosive residues, especially
on surface-mount boards.
However, as apractical matter, CFCs
could be reduced much more quickly.
The cost of CFCs has "doubled, tripled,
and quadrupled in recent years, so the
financial deadline may be the overriding one," says Turbini. II
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Good Sines
Bad Signs
Looking for alow-noise, fast-switching signal source?

Good Sines AM
Whether it's automatic test equipment, satellite uplinks,
EW communications or imaging systems, Programmed
Test Sources has a frequency synthesizer to fit your
needs GE MAI units, Teradyne Testers Varian Spectrometers
all use PIS synthesizers
Bad Signs $$$
And while other manufacturers have big dollar signs.
PTS synthesizers start as low as $3000
PIS manufactures acomplete line of precision synthesizers
covering the 100 KHz to 500 MHz frequency range with
switching times as fast as 1µsecond for our direct digital
models And plenty of other options as well, like resolution
down to 1hertz (millihertz available as special order),
GPIB and digital phase rotation
Just as importantly, along with every PIS synthesizer comes
our "absolutely everything covered" 2-year warranty. At
the end of two years comes our flat $350 service charge
for any repair up to the year 2000 PIS has acommitment
to quality you won't find anywhere else
Find out how PIS synthesizers used the world over can
help you in your application today. Call for our complete
catalog, or to talk to an applications engineer.
Call (508) 486-3008

Fax (508) 486-4495

PROGRAMMED TEST SOURCES. Inc
9Beaver Brook Road P.O. Box 517, Littleton, MA 01460
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I s THE WORLD READY FOR
awristwatch that never needs to

be set and always shows the correct
time? One that runs with split-second
accuracy and automatically adjusts itself to standard or daylight savings
time? Sounds like ascience-fiction object or agimmick from an experimenter's workshop. Actually, this timepiece
is adown-to-earth product now hitting
European markets.
The secret is radio control. A small
antenna in the band of the watch,
made by Germany's Junghans GmbH
and called Mega 1, picks up time signals originating at the German National
Standards Laboratory in Brunswick.
There, the time pulses are derived from
nature's most precise clock: a cesium
time base accurate to within 1¡Ls.
The time signals are distributed by a
Post Office-mn station in Mainflingen,
near Frankfurt, operating at 77.5 KHz.
Modulated onto this frequency, the
time signals are broadcast over an area
with aradius of 1,500 km, about 930
miles, covering most of Europe. The
transmitter sends time signals to clocks
at railroad stations, bus and subway
stops (as along the Metro underground
rail system in Paris), telephone timeinformation services, radio and TV stations, and traffic-control equipment.
Junghans, a $110 million clock and
watch maker in Schramberg, in Germany's Black Forest region, has been using these time signals for controlling
consumer-type wall, table, and alarm
clocks. It is now putting them to work
in its Mega 1, the world's first radio
controlled wristwatch.
The accuracy of the time pulses from
the standards lab mean that theoretically the watch does not deviate by more
than 1sin 1million years. The Mega
1, which comes in five models, retails
for $230 to $320 depending on model.
It is from innovations like the Mega
1 that the Black Forest company,

Better:
Picture this —a PC monitor that
offers the same color and clarity as
a high-end engineering workstation
costing as much as 20 times more.
Our pin-compatible RAM-DAC is
literally redefining the low end of
the PC monitor market.

ADSP-2111 —Better integration on
the best architecture in the industry.
Adds an 8/16-bit host port to the two
serial ports, timer, hardware cornpanding and memory already on the
ADSP-2101. And like all our DSPs,
it's got fast, flexible arithmetic, wide
dynamic range and a single cycle
fetch of two operands Ion- or offchip). Plus it's code-compatible with
the rest of our DSP family, so what's

'Try, try again' is a costly way for manufacturers to find the best design

written today will be useful tomorrow.

solution. So to help our customers find answers to tricky problems
the first time around, technical application engineers are just a
phone call away. In some instances, they're even located right on
the customer's premises.

Pluk
ADV7141 —Our new Continuous Edge
Graphics RAM-DAC gives users of
After analyzing semiconductor suppliers, many of the leading

standard low-end color monitors bet-

oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer manufacturers chose

ter graphics on their PCs. Graphics

Analog Devices for their mixed-signal components. One reason
is our ability to deliver high performance at high levels of inte-
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that are virtually the same as those
produced on expensive engineering

gration —for example, our AD640, which replaces a chain of

and scientific workstations. It does

discrete log-amps for higher accuracy.

this by eliminating jagged edges,
providing photo-realistic colors and
shading, and displaying text comparable to a300-dpi laser printer.

A075028—This custom ASIC passes
the test for a top automatic test
equipment manufacturer. Serving the
function of 21 separate 12- and 8-bit
With our motion control ICs, several major aircraft companies are staying right on course. High reliability and

D/A converters and providing on-chip

accuracy are hallmarks of our 2S80. AD598 and the rest of our nearly 400 defense-qualified products.

static RAM, it also has seven channels
of level setting (other monolithics

Today, Analog Devices offers abetter line of high-performance mixedsignal components than anyone else. And no one has abetter record for
reliability or more experience in analog, DSP and mixed-signal ICs. If you
want mixed-signal components that'll help you design better products, the
best thing to do is to call us at 1-800-262-5643, Extension 103.

only have four), and can automatically
remove gain and offset errors.
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which has 1,000 employees, thinks a
push will come to its watch business.
That's a business that has seen Far
Eastern manufacturers make broad inroads into what was once the territory
of German and Swiss companies.
The heart of the Mega 1is aminiature printed-circuit board measuring 26
by 28 mm that contains the display, a
receiver IC, and acontroller IC. A 3-V
lithium battery covers the pc board in
sandwich fashion.
The elastic antenna—its sensitivity is
50 FIN/meter—is integrated into the
leather band. It picks up the 77.5-KHz
carrier and feeds it to the receiver IC.
The latter extracts the time signals, decodes them, and puts the information
as BCD (binary-coded decimal) into
the register of the controller IC.
Basically a 4-bit microprocessor
clocked at 32.768 KHz, the controller
handles all watch management functions: it turns on the receiver IC for the
watch-synchronization process, controls the decoding of the time signals,
compares the indicated with the fed-in
time, and ensures that the watch runs
synchronously with the time signals it

receives from the transmitter.
To minimize current consumption,
the Mega 1 is normally synchronized
with the time signals just twice aday.
And it is only during the synchronization process that the receiver IC is
switched on. At all other times, the
Mega 1runs as aprecise quartz watch.
Its current consumption is typically 5.5
ILA, low enough for the battery to last
more than two years.
The 13-digit liquid-crystal display simultaneously shows nine time and
function indications: seconds, minutes,
hours, day of week, day of month,
month, low-battery warning, receiver
on, and receiver control.
The Mega 1 features a station-call
button to check the time-signal receiving function. When the button is depressed momentarily, it erases the displayed time indications. All digits then
been to change and within a short
time they come to rest at the exact
time in accordance with the time signals. Two other buttons are for time
zone settings in one-hour steps. One
button advances the time and the other sets it back Ei

MINIATURE PHOTODETECTOR
POWER SUPPLIES
For
Photomultiplier Tubes & Photodiodes
Short Circuit & Reverse Polarity Protected
Mounts On Printed Circuit Boards
Input & Output Floating
Small & Lightweight
Excellent Stability
Low Ripple

Ferranti Venus
399 SMITH STREET, FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735
(516) 293-4100 •TWX: 510-224-6492 •FAX: 516-752-7976
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FES OFFERS
NEW HOPE
RV AMY ROSEIVATER

NOV. 10, 1988, EDDIE
now 23, was shot in
Ø Keating,
N

the head in aU. S. Marine Corps training camp accident. "They told my
mom I'd never walk again," he says,
"and Isaid, `No way. — He was right.
Keating is one of 10 patients at the
Cleveland Veterans Administration
Medical Center using an experimental
electronic system called FES, for functional electrical stimulation. FES's sensors and electrodes stimulate muscle
movement and function for patients
with damaged central nervous systems—mostly paraplegics and stroke
victims. 'The technology is amazing.
I'm walking," says Keating.
Now the physicians working with
FES are preparing to move to the next
step. This month the first fully implanted system to help stimulate muscles of
the lower extremities will be placed in
aparaplegic's body, much in the manner of acardiac pacemaker. Until now,
the equipment used by Keating and
the others in the program has been
mounted on abelt arrangement.
Further down the road, says E. B.
Marsolais, the physician who heads the
25-person Cleveland team, the group
plans implantations in three or four
more patients. Marsolais also wants to
implant devices in stroke victims right
after they are stricken to lessen paralysis.
FES marries electronics and biomedicine. The implanted version, which operates via radio-frequency signals, is run by
aportable external device combining a
transmitter, controller, and signal processor. The nonirnplanted models consist of
a computer controller that radios commands to electrodes and sensors on the
patient's body. The patient sends "musde messages" to the computer by clicking a two-button switch on his or her
finger that selects the function from
those on an LCD: for example, walk,
stand, climb stairs. Pressing another
switch ends the action. II

Cheapen
SOUNDPORT DACs—We've made
these DACs cost-efficient by making
them complete with output amplifier,
reference and digital logic interface.
Perfect for high-fidelity digital audio
and multi-media applications, these
mixed-signal ICs achieve SNRs as
high as 108 dB and THDs as low as
More gadgets for

0.0025%.

less money, and make
it work better—that's the
only way to survive in consumer
electronics, the most competitive market
there is. That's why three of the top five Japanese

AD712 —If you're working in profes-

electronics firms rely on us to meet their mixed-

sional audio and compact disc ap-

signal needs in applications ranging from CD players to

plications, you'll like the sound of

video cameras.

this—an IC that combines two highperformance op amps in one compact
package. You get low offset voltage
and low input bias currents coupled

We're far from your local component boutique. Over
half of our $540 million in revenues comes from inter-

with superb transient response, ambi-

national sales. And with manufacturing and stocking

ence, clarity and dynamic range.

facilities on just about every continent, getting products to
you quickly is a snap. Plus multiple manufacturing facilities
allow us to take advantage of the right talent and processes for
the job at hand.

ADSP-2105 —High performance DSP
at an incredibly low price. So low, in
(10
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With billions of dollars in annual sales at stake, the

fact, you can now consider DSP in a

video game market is anything but child's play. One

host of new applications. And since

leader in this market found that with our DSP they

it's pin-compatible with the ADSP-

could create more realistic and interactive games.

2101, and code-compatible with all of

As a result, they're driving away with a bigger share of

our other DSP processors, upgrading

the market.

is easy and inexpensive.

Today Analog Devices offers more cost-effective solutions to your highperformance mixed-signal needs than anyone else. Solutions that are surprisingly affordable, whether they're available off the shelf or developed for a
specific application. To find out more about how we can help you develop
products more efficiently, or for afree copy of our recent Mixed-Signal
Technology white paper, call us at 1-800-262-5643, Extension 103.
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Analog Devices,Inc.,One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106. Headquarters: (617) 329-4700. Offices and applications support available worldwide.
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turns faster than your product?
In electronics, sometimes the life
of your product is measured in
months. But it can take years to get
aproduct off the "drawing board"
and onto the shelf.
Hewlett-Packard has abetter way.
Solutions that combine computer
products of the highest quality
with industry-leading applications.
Solutions that can dramatically
reduce your design and manufacturing cycle times. Solutions that
get your products to market before
their best years are over.
In order to retain aleading position
in an increasingly competitive
semiconductor market, Texas
Instruments looked to HP An
interactive network of HP Apollo
Division workstations, running
both proprietary and industrystandard design tools, helped TI
reduce its design cycle time by over
50%. And it did so during aperiod
when integrated circuit designs
were doubling in complexity.
Even industrial-automation experts
like Foxboro have turned to HP
Powered by HP computer systems,
an underutilized Foxboro factory is
now running with unprecedented
efficiency. Inventory holding times
have been slashed and production
cycle time has been cut by more
than 75%.
HP has achieved equally dramatic
reductions in design and manufacturing cycle times for our own
products, and our manufacturing
and R&D managers would like to
share their insights. To learn more
about qualifying for an in-depth
seminar at an HP manufacturing
site, cal11-800-752-0900, Ext.
1029. We'll start by sending you
some informative case histories.

There is abetter way.

rha

HEWLETT
PACKARD

E
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SWITCH MAKERS SCORE IN THE EAST
E

ast Europe and parts of
Asia are the new battleground for Western producers of digital exchange systems. The prime contenders
so far are Germany's
Siemens AG with its EWSD
switch and France's Alcatel
NV with its El0 equipment,
as well as the System 12 from
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG
in Germany, asubsidiary of
Alcatel.
For its part, Siemens has
just delivered a digital
exchange to the Soviet
Union that will go on line
this fall. A second one will
follow shortly. And last June.
Siemens and the USSR government agreed on a joint
venture for making EWSD
switches in Kiev, capital of
the Ukraine.
Elsewhere in the East, the
German company and the
Polish firm Telecom Zwut in
Warsaw will eventually produce EWSD systems for a
million subscribers a year.
And in Hungary, ajoint venture deal envisions marketing that system with achance
of building it later. Much the
same is apossibility in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia.
Farther East, Siemens has
supplied asmall EWSD system, one for 3,000 subscriber
lines, to China. What's more,
China has ordered equipment for some 450,000 lines
in EWSD technology, which
will make Siemens the fourth
largest supplier of public
switches to that country. At
present, the German firm is
setting up ajoint venture in
Beijing with an annual
capacity of 300,000 lines.
And in Vietnam, the company has bagged an order for a
system in Ho Chi Minh City,
formerly Saigon.
As for Alcatel, working

with aYugoslav company, it
is setting up aplant for El0
switches there. And via its
subsidiary in Spain, it is delivering systems and technology to Poland to convert elec-

tromechanical switches to
digital types.
SEL's System 12 will also
be delivered to. Poland. In
Hungary, SEL and a native
company are readying a fac-

Making Hay
in Eastern Europe
Supplier

Switch

Customer/Partner

Alcatel
Standard Electrik
Lorenz
Siemens

El 0

Yugoslavia, Poland

System 12
EWSD

Poland, Hungary
USSR, Poland, China, Vietnam

tory to build the System 12;
by 1992 it will have acapacity for 300,000 subscriber
lines ayear.
Amid all this activity, the
question is, 'Where are the
Americans?" A Siemens
spokesman, noting the East
is open to all switch makers,
says one problem may be
that U.S. manufacturers do
not realize that they must not
only sell equipment but also
help establish manufacturing
sites in Pastern countries and
transfer technology. 11

DEVALUED DOLLAR? NO PROBLEM FOR COMPANIES IN GERMANY

are destined for West European countries, and sales in
those places are invoiced in
deutsche marks.
The figures for Siemens
AG, Germany's biggest electronics producer, are about
the same. "So far, our exports
have not significantly suffered," says a company
spokesman. "Only about
10% of foreign sales are
invoiced on a dollar basis."
What's more, the products
sold in dollar regions are priABM.
marily capital goods whose
911.
sales are normally negotiated
on along-term basis and are
The French arm of the learning capability. All learn- thus immune to the vagaries
hilips Rcsœrch labs, labo- ing rules can be realized by of short-term fluctuations in
toires
d'Electronique programming the general dollar value.
As for imports from dollar
hilips, has come up with a learning unit.
The L-neuro's capabilities countries, the products in
ery large-scale IC that
plements the hardware for have recently been demon- question are mainly capital
strated on image compres- goods, such as computers,
eural network techniques.
tcould be the heart of neu- sion, where it implements a communications equipment,
al
for pattern or neural algorithm for principal and test equipment. These
utomatic face recognition, component analysis. This deals are made well in
gnatwe identification, doc- permits the relevant features advance and are contracted
ent analysis, recognition in an image to be deter- over alonger term.
The result of this emphasis
f medical images, and mined, thus enabling image
compression. The algorithm on big-ticket items in trade is
oice-activated dialing.
The main feature of the so- requires the learning of those that competition on home
ed L-newo, for learning features, which the L-neuro markets has not become any
euro chip, is its on-chip chip achieves in real time. Li stiffer as aresult of the lower
dollar. El

Gennany's
electronics
industry has weathered the
crisis over the diminishing
value of the U.S. dollar without much harm so far. In theory, a lower dollar—during
the past three months its
value dropped about 10% to
a 42-year low of 1.55
deutsche marks to the dollar—should make Gennan
goods more expensive in the
U.S. and other dollar areas
such as Canada and South

America, and products made
in such areas less expensive
in Germany.
But that has not been the
case. The reason, according
to the Frankfurt-based Electrical and Electronics Industry Association, is that only
about one tenth of German
electronics exports go to
those countries where trade
is based on the U.S. dollar.
On the other hand, almost
80% of the German exports
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Iliansship goods from Holland
at the lowest cost in Europe,
without spinning wheels

Holland remains the strategic
Gateway to Europe—and not just
because of her ideal location.
Her concentrated network of road,
water, rail and air transportation
helps companies transship quickly
and economically to all major
European markets and worldwide.
Over 30% of all EC imports are
brought in through Dutch ports
and airports, including Rotterdam
and Schiphol. Dutch haulers account for over 25% of cross-border
EC road transport.
Almost half of Holland's GDP is
exported, so it is no wonder the
Netherlands has developed an unparalleled system of distribution
facilities and logistical assets—
including about 2,500 bonded and
FEMAC warehouses, 24-hour customs stations, teleports and computerized cargo tracking systems
that reduce transit times and costs.
Working with Dutch masters at
freight forwarding and product
distribution is an easy way to get
started in Europe.
After, you may join the 1,500 North
American companies that already
have invested in Holland, establishing European headquarters or
sales, repair and service, assembly, manufacturing or R&D centers.

Netherlands
ForeknInvestment
Agency
NEW YORK (212) 246-1434

• SAN FRANCISCO (415) 981-1468

LOS ANGELES (213) 477-8288

OTTAWA (613) 237-5030

Please send me literature on The Netherlands: Europe's Gateway to 1992.
Complete this coupon and mail it to: Mr. Irwin de Jong, Executive Director
Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency, One Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10020.
Name

Title

Company

Telephone

Address

HIT THE GROUND RUNNING

State
Zip
b City
nih material is published by Ogilvy Publit Relations Group, whidi is registered as on agent of the Garemment of the Pietheriands. It is filed with the Deportment of Justice,
where the required registration statement is amiloble for public inspestion. Registration does not indicate unarml of the contents by the United States Government.
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broadcast vehicles to house them—will
also be ready, Eureka vows.
By the time Eureka 95 has run its
full course, in 1995, it is intended that
its major participants—Thomson of
France, Philips of the Netherlands,
Robert Bosch of Germany, and Nokia
of Finland—will be in full commercial
production with arange of high-definition consumer electronic equipment.
This Will include 'IV receivers, domesmoving fast, most significantly in the ex- tic videotape recorders, and video-disk
panding Eureka HDTV project. In the systems—and even domestic high-defilast year, Eureka, which has become a nition video cameras.
That is the up-side of the plan. The
vast pan-European program, has entered
the second phase of a10-year plan. Now problem is likely to be finding paying
customers. Most observers agree that the
work on all elements of HDTV technology has left the laboratories, and earnest customers will come—some even go so
far as to forecast that 700 million Europrogress is being made toward "precompean consumers and the people who
mercial" preproduction.
With acommitment of around $600 make and distribute 'IV programs to
them will ultimately be prepared to
million in total, this second phase, Eureka 95, was formally launched on July spend more than $100 billion ayear on
1. Its objectives are specific: by 1992, HDTV equipment. The question they
the major participants aim to have can't quite find an answer for is "When?"
"If anybody says he knows what the
manufactured at least 1,000 widescreen TV receivers designed to show HDTV market is doing at the moment,
pictures with full 1,250-line vertical def- well... just don't believe them," says
inition and with 1,440 pixels per line John Bird, director of information serhorizontally. Further, they will repro- vices at electronics industry analyst BIS
duce
high-quality
digital
stereo Mackintosh Ltd., in Luton, UK. "There
is no doubt that in the longer term it
sound—and probably allow simultaneous multilingual commentaries to be should become big business, and that
broadcast live from the 1992 Olympic by the end of adecade there will be a
sizable percentage of European homes
Games in Barcelona, Spain.
At the same time, the essential with ahigh-definition receiver. The unequipment the broadcasters need to answerable question, though, is what
produce their programs—cameras, vid- year shall we start the decade."
Bird says that most forecasters—himeotape machines, studio editing and
(Continued on 11 49)
control equipment, and the outside

CID

AS EUROPE'S EUREKA PROJECT ENTERS PHASE 2,
tile WORK MOVES OUT OF THE LABS

GATHERING STEAM
N MID-JULY, VISITORS TO
Strasbourg, France, were treated
to aspecial viewing of highlights of the
World Cup soccer games and live
broadcasts of the European Parliament
then in session. What was so special
about this viewing? The programs were
broadcast in high-definition 1V.
The Strasbourg festivities marked the
inauguration of anew European consortium, Vision 1250, a kind of dub for
European broadcasting interests. Its
founding membership roll includes 14
companies—manufacturers,
program
producers, and broadcasters—each chipping in $66,500 a year to pay for the
maintenance of the equipment they intend to pool. At its disposal the group
will have at least 70 HDTV cameras, five
to 10 fully equipped outside broadcast
units, and at least one ultalarge-screen
projector that—its maker says—can
throw a 100-ft-wide high-definition picture over adistance of 500 ft.
The group's formation is just another
step along the road the Europeans are
taking toward HDTV. Events have been

NDENT BROADCASTING A

o

o
Europe is already enjoying the benefits of the HDTV transmission standard, MAC, on regular TVs. MAC
eliminates the interference patterns (left, in trousers and head scarf) of standard PAL broadcasts.
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A Lifestyle Supplement to Penton Publications/Ti-avel/Lociging/Resorts/Recreation/Leisure

An Exclusive Offer from the American Express Card and
the Employee-Owners of Avis...

Luxury
For Less &
Free Unlimit
Mileage.
'45 a
day.

Cadillac Sedan de Ville.
Free unlimited mileage.
Optional Loss Damage Waiver
$13/day or less. Limited availability. Ask for Rate Code 76.
FOR INFORMATION, CIRCLE NO.13

aMERICNI
DPRESS

Now the employee-owners of Avis,
Inc. are "trying harder than ever" with
this exciting exclusive for American
Express* Cardmembers. Travel in firstclass comfort at acoach rate, without
paying apenny for mileage.
To get this exclusive rate from Avis
and the American Exprese Card, here
are some things you should know:
Your car rental must be charged with
the American Exprese Card. Rate
and cars are subject to availability at
participating Avis U.S. locations now
through Dec. 17, 1990.
Rate is nondiscountable
(not available in Metro
N.Y., N.Y. State, Philadelphia
or Illinois). Cars must be
returned to renting location. There is
no refueling charge if you return the
car with afull tank. Blackout periods
may apply. Renter must meet Avis age,
driver and credit requirements. There
is an extra charge for additional
drivers, local taxes, optional Personal
- Accident Insurance, Personal Effects Protection
and Additional Liability
Insurance, where avail10
.
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•
able. To get this elegant
5g
bargain from Avis and
wee
the American Express"
Card, advance reservations are
required. So call an Avis employeeowner at 1-800-331-1212 or your travel
consultant today.

AVIS®

We're trying harder than ever.'
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AJ WOOS EXECS...
High-roller executives are being
tugged east and west by the newest
and most extravagant upscale casino
resorts in Atlantic City and Las Vegas.
Donald Trump labels his $1 billion
lbj Mahal, the 17-acre casino and hotel
complex that opened on Atlantic
City's Boardwalk in April, "the eighth
wonder of the world!' Among its
credentials: a 120,000-sq-ft casino
that's the biggest in the world; 1,250
rooms and suites; $14 million worth
of Austrian crystal chandeliers,
including two dozen in the casino
valued at $250,000 apiece; adozen
restaurants; and 175,000 sq ft of
convention and exhibit space. On the
top 12 floors of the 51-story tower
are 237 luxury suites and the exclusive Maharajah Club. The 51st floor
features seven luxury two-bedroom
penthouse suites, topped by the
4,500-sq-ft Alexander the Great,
which has its own butler as well as
steam room, sauna, and weight room.
Cost is $10,000 anight but no one
ever pays; the lavish suites are given
to big spendors and special guests.
Regular room rates now are $140
and $150.
FOR INFORMATION, CIRCLE 140. 15

...SO DNS MIRAGE
In Las Vegas, the $630 million
Mirage is "a special place," says
owner Steve Wynn. "It's aresort
hotel which includes acasino—not
acasino which includes ahotel!'
The Mirage, which opened last
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November on a100-acre site north
of Caesars Palace, has 3,049 rooms
in three 30-story towers. There's no
"cheap neon rwhich Wynn says typified "yesterday's Las Vegas!' Rather,
the Mirage appears as atropical
paradise in the desert. Its entrance
is marked by alagoon with afivestory waterfall and avolcano which
erupts every few minutes. The casino
measures 60,000 sq ft but the gaming
areas are grouped under separate
Polynesian-style roofs to give the
feeling of intimacy. Attractions
include a53-ft, shark-filled aquarium;
the royal white tigers of illusionists
Siegfried and Roy; five restaurants;
and over 60,000 sq ft of convention
space. Rooms are $89-$159, suites
$3254750, and six lanai bungalows
$750-$1,250. In June Circus Circus
Enterprises opened the largest hotel
in the world—the $290 million
Excalibur, containing 4,032 rooms.
With rooms $45-$110, it aims at a
more middle-class market. The
Mirage competes directly with the
spectacular Caesars Palace and
Wynn's Golden Nugget, both completely renovated.

WM Even if you're not ascuba diver or
snorkeler, you can discover the brilliantly colored fish, exotic marine
life, coral formations, and other
natural wonders of life beneath the
Atlantis subsea—while enjoying the air condimarines have
tioned comfort and safety of atourist
sufficient life
submarine. Atlantis Submarines
support sysInternational operates the largest
tems to stay
fleet—six submarines in Grand
submerged up
Cayman Islands, Barbados, St.
to 72 hrs.
Thomas/U.S. Virgin Islands,
Guam, and Hawaii (Kona
Coast of Hawaii and Waikild
Beach in Honolulu). It will
launch its seventh sub in
Aruba in November. The
65-ft-long, $3 million subs,
which dive to amaximum
150 ft, seat as many as 46
passengers and three crew
members. They have 26 2-ft
portholes and a52-ft front
viewport. The hour-long
voyages cost $58-$85 a
person (604/875-1367).

A
TOUCH OF CLASS
MI lb appeal to executives required
to travel at coach rates, MGM Grand
Air—the luxury airline flying between
New York and Los Angeles— has
Checking in at
added a"Grand Class Coach" to its
the Mirage
premium "Grand Class First" service.
includes
The line now flies three DC-8 Super
checking out a
62 planes, reconfigured for 79 seats,
20,000-gallon
40 of them coach. For $623 one way
aquarium.
(same as full-price coach on other
airlines), the "Grand Class Coach"
traveler receives the equivalent of
typical first-class service, or better:
oversized seats with aphone and TV
for every pair, free movie screenings,
gourmet entrees served on china,
and complimentary cocktails. "Grand
Class First" passengers pay $1,067
one way (same as full first class on
other airlines) and receive even
more: individual reclining and
swiveling "sleeper" seats, dining
table seating for 20 passengers, a
stand-up bar near several large TV's,
afax machine, and the privacy of
two staterooms that can convert to
twin or queen-sized beds. MGM
Grand Air (800-933-2MGM) flies
twice daily to and from New York's
Kennedy Airport and Los Angeles.
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> At 6o'clock nearly every
morning, Harvey Mackay hits
the floor running. In afew
minutes he's off on his sevenmiler. "With all the traveling I
do, if Ididn't run I'd be a
basket case;' says the man
whose dizzy day of activities
usually doesn't wind up until
one the next morning. Even
then he's reluctant to go to bed.
Why? "I might miss something?
A"time freak" who opens his company sales
meetings by holding up awatch and calling
time "our only competition,' who deliberately keeps his watch 11 minutes fast,
who schedules appointments and meetings
at times such as 3:10 rather than three
o'clock ("that way people remember"), who
over atwo-year period scientifically reduced his nightly sleep from eight to seven
to six and finally to five hours, Harvey
Mackay is an executive on the run.
He's also an executive on amission: to
show that success—at play as well as work
—can be assured, even come easily, if you
simply "do your homework" and are "pre)pared to win? This means leaving little to
chance. "If you"re really organized, you
don't have to hurry You can beat 80% of the
competition just be showing up. Show up
on time with aplan, acommitment to carry
it out, and then execute it—and you'll beat
the competition 100% of the timer says
this super-salesman, whose energy and
fitness hide his age ("57 and holding"). To
,à• him, "superior information" is the ultimate
g "weapon?
With this approach, he has built Mackay
Envelope Corp. of Minneapolis into a$35
million business, and himself into asmash
hit in bookstores and lecture halls across
America His new book—Beware the Naked
Man Who Offers You His Shirt, subtitled
Do What You Love, Love What You Do, and

e

EXECUTIVES O N THE Go periodically will
profile dynamic executives who can
make an impact and a difference in
our lives. Harvey Mackay, who leads
off this series, is such a leader.

Aggdai UM
Whether he's in
a hotel or car,
Harvey Mackay
carries along his
cellular phone. It's
one of about 35
"time savers" that
go into his briefcase for every trip.

H"FANATICAIr /MENTION TO DETAIL AND AN
SINESSMAN/AUTHOR HARVEY MACKAY SHOWS EXECUTIVES HOW TO SUCCEED
—AT PLAY AS WELL AS WORK.

Deliver More Than You Promise—is another
easy-to-read primer of short, simple
business "lessons" topped by clever, snappy
titles. Like Swim with the Sharks without
Being Eaten Alive, it's abest seller.
His publishing success has propelled his
lecture popularity to the point where he
commands $20,000 for atypical one-hour
presentation, and he gives 40 to 50 ayear.
He's also asports-oriented Minneapolis
civic leader, donating aquarter of his time
to volunteer work. As an avocation, he has
counselled more than 500 college students.
The man, obviously, is organized. He
seems to prepare for everything: "I have
afanatical attention to detail, but it's not
that difficult. All success is, really, is having
apredetermined plan and carrying it out
successfully over along period of time —
reaching your potential!' The result becomes, to quote one of his pet phrases,
"a piece of cake!'
Thus, want to be creative? Start reading
books on creativity. Hang around with
creative people. "All of asudden, it's a
funny thing, you start to become creative!'
Want to become abetter tennis player—
advance from class Bto A? With the Mackay
way there's usually alist of things to do.
In this case, one, find areally good "mentor"
or teacher. Two, take "copious" notes, and
refer to them often (Mackay still has his
golf notes from playing for the University
of Minnesota in the 1952 NCAA championships). Three, tape the lessons so you
can hear them while driving. Four, videotape yourself playing tennis for "visualization!' Five, attend tennis tournaments.
Six, watch tennis on TV. Seven, ask your
instructor for "the five best books on tennis
—not just the technical but the mental
aspect, too!' Eight, hang around with tennis
players, and play with better players. Nine,
compete in tournaments. Result: Harvey
Mackay, who took up tennis in his mid-30s,
is now No. 1ranked in his age group in
Minnesota.
Want to run a26-mile marathon—even
though you're 55 years old and the most
you've ever run is three miles? Again,
simple. Follow practically the same steps
as for tennis, plus "change your eating and
sleeping patterns!' and in time the event
itself becomes "incidental!' Even before
the 1988 New York Marathon began, he
already had "won!' How? "By trying my guts
out for 100 days. Perfect practice makes

EOPLE
DON'T CARE
HOW
MUCH YOU MOW
ABOUT THEM
ONCE THEY
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MUCH YOU
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ABOUT THEM.
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perfect; says Mackay, preparing
now to
run his second NewYork Marathon Nov. 4.
In promoting his books, Harvey Mackay
followed his own advice. Before selecting
apublisher he researched the industry
visiting bookstores across the country He
even hired his own publicist and attended
the Frankfort, Germany, book fair to personally solicit foreign buyers.
"It's all research, doing your homework,
preparing to win;' he stresses, citing his
early September trip to the Soviet Union
as an example. Finvest, the Soviet chamber
of commerce, invited him to speak on
national Soviet TV about free enterprise
and the American way of doing business.
His audience: "the whole damn Soviet
Union!" he exclaims. "I will have an opening
seven-minute talk—so what do you think
I'm going to do? I'm going to deliver the
speech in Russian? Last month he hired
his own "Russian instructor. It is one of a
half-dozen languages he has studied.
In his appreciation of time, travel ("the
best education you can give achild"), contacts, research, and curiosity ("I have an
insatiable curiosity to know about human
beings"), Harvey Mackay has adopted habits
he learned from his "mentor"—his father
Jack, who was aveteran Associated Press
reporter and bureau chief in the Twin Cities.
"My whole life is one-on-one networking!'
Harvey says. "When Iwas about 18, my dad
taught me that every person you meet for
the rest of your life, assuming you want
to keep in touch with him or her, goes into
acard file. You do that for about 40 years
and you've got apretty good network!'
Rolodex is the "key," says the man who
in 40 years has accumulated some 6,500
cards or names, in several files. "Its simpler
he says. "Every time you go to aconference
or aparty or you sit on an airplane, you
meet somebody and ask him for acard,
and you jot down maybe one or two salient
points!' His cards include such personal
data that, when aman phoned recently
from Bombay, for example, Mackay was able
to quickly flip through his Rolodex and
ask: "How's your daughter Carol?" Says
Mackay "This shows Icare about them.
People don't care how much you know
about them once they realize how much
you care about them!'
Approximately 20% of his 6,500 cards,
alphabetically arranged, represent people
with whom he maintains regular contact.

Going for the green
in Hong Kong.
To g
et to where the deals are

swung in Hong Kong, take the
airline that goes there more often
than any other. United.
United gives you the best
possible shot., with more nonstops
from the US. than anyone. Each
•
one comes with lots of extras, like
generous Mileage Plus credits in
First and Business Class. And our
exclusive Concierge Service for
First Class passengers.
Come fly the friendly skies.•
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The others are sorted by cities, states, and
countries. When he travels, Mackay simply
looks up his cards for that area and jots
down the names and phone numbers of
people he intends to call. So lavish has
been his praise for Rolodex —"the most
important word in the English language"
—that he has written abook on how to
best use it. The Harvey Mackay Rolodar
Network Builder will be available in late
September.
Of course, much of Mackay's information
comes from reading 35-40 hours aweek
—mostly business and current events—
in all the major business journals, news
magazines, and local and national newspapers. He also gleans much from the
Cable News (TV) Network.
Instructional or inspirational cassette
tapes provide further information. Mackay
has more than 300 tapes to listen to while
traveling. "Most people drive 12,000 miles
ayear. If you live to be 72, that's 31
/years
2
in acar," he reasons. "Why not turn your
car into auniversity?"
Much of this year Mackay has been crisscrossing America on acombined book and
lecture tour, and even the interviews to
him present opportunity: "You learn from
aLarry King or an Oprah Winfrey. You get
achance to study at their feet. Any new
experience is another opportunity!' The
tour also permits him to visit his son in
Los Angeles or daughters in New York and
Detroit.
Despite all its problems, Mackay seems
to thrive on travel. In fact, he and Carol
Ann, his wife of 29 years, have agoal to
see every country in the world; they have
visited about 60 of the approximately 170.
"Flying is like jogging. At 30,000 feet it's
all in the attitude," says the upbeat Mackay.
"It can be so fabulous with the nice views,
the peace and quiet, and the fascinating
people you meet. Of course, 40 below
zero can be exciting—if you want it to
be exciting'
The detail-minded Mackay offers some
tips to make traveling more pleasant. For
example, he always sits "on the side of the
plane where Ican see the sunset and sunrise. It's alittle thing but it really makes
traveling nicer
When the airline doesn't have the seat
he'd prefer, he asks whether any "non-revs"
(non-revenue passengers, usually airline
personnel) are aboard, and requests one

OU
CAN BEAT
80% OF THE
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JUST BY
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of those seats if desirable.
"The airline
will ask the 'non-revs' to
move —but
you have to know to ask this?
At hotels, Mackay also makes sure he
enjoys the finest view. "It costs virtually
the same, you just have to ask;' says
Mackay, who insists on being on an upper
floor, with aview of water, skyline, mountains, or the like. He even knows what
room numbers to request. He also prefers
hotels near apark, track, or golf course
on which he can run.
No matter where he goes, he carries his
"prioritized" reading material, for business
and pleasure. In larger cities, he arranges
to be picked up by atown car at the airport.
Why? "lb take advantage of night reading.
Cabs don't have areading light in the back?
His briefcase always contains his 35 or
so "time savers; including acellular phone
with extra batteries, a tiny dictating
machine, alist of 250 phone numbers of
people he calls regularly, postage stamps,
Swiss Army knife, Post-it notes, 25 new
dollar bills, and change. He carries his list
of favorite restaurants for that city.
Just as meticulous about his health,
Mackay neither smokes nor drinks coffee,
and rarely drinks alcohol. What he does
drink is an astounding amount of water—
as many as 20 glasses aday. He didn't need
to be convinced by his marathon "running
coach" to consume 16-20 glasses daily to
prevent dehydration. He already knew the
wonders of water, that it cools the body,
improves circulation and digestion, and
fuels the muscles. "Whether you're arunner
or not, water is fabulous. It gives you
unbelievable energy!" Mackay exclaims.
"Totally addicted" to running for its
relaxing benefits, Mackay also uses his
seven miles daily as an opportunity to
work on speeches—and even Minnesota's
winters don't deter him.
As for work, Mackay says that he's not a
"workaholic;' that his family comes first.
He takes his wife on about athird of his
business trips. For two weeks every holiday season the family vacations together;
every four years he takes them all to
the Olympics.
He "cannot fathom" ever retiring. lb him
his job is not work, j
ust as it wasn't to his
father, who "was successful and happy and
loved what he was doing. Find what you
love to do," says Harvey Mackay, "and you'll
never have to work aday in your lifer etb.

Rubber grippers on
each side make phone
feel more secure and
improve shock
resistance.

Patented antenna
made with materials
allowing it to bend
spring back and work
even when in down
position.

Rubber post fastening
adds to shock resistance.

High impact
polyccubonate unit
snaps together
eliminating need for
screws.

Surface mount
technology adds to
reliability and facilitates
miniaturization.

•

Patented metal core
circuit board allows
phone to work better in
tempertiture extremes

Body friendly design fits
comfortably between
ear and mouth.

Unique light emitting
-display makes it
visible in the dark

Special indicator light
tells you when phone is
on and working.

Motorola custom
integrated circuits
reduce parts and size.

Keypad is asingle
sealed piece so dust
wont get between
numbers

Circuit boards are
isolated inside plastic so •
exterior absorbs shock
before it reaches interior

Accessory plug makes it
easy to use mobile
accessories.

Special dual
microphone system
eliznincrtes exterior
sounds for clear
transmission.

Specially designed
hinge won't break when
serightened.

IT'S THE WAY WE PUT THEM
TOGETHER THAT SETS US APART.

At Motorola, we believe
a cellular phone not only
should work the first time
out of the box, but we feel
it should also be working
years down the road.
And after we build them,
we make it our business to
ensure they're built right.
We put our phones

through one of the most
rigorous testing programs in
the industry exposing them
to everything from temperature extremes to assorted
shock and drop tests.
And this painstaking
attention to quality pays oft
Over the years the quality
built into our phones has

won over more than customers. Ws also won some very
prestigious awards. In 1988,
Motorola received the first
Malcolm Baldrige award,
given by the President of the
US. to recognize the quality
of Motorola's equipment
and services. And this year:
Motorola received Japan's

.¡A), Motorola Micro 7
1.4•C and Digital Personal Communicator are trademarks of Mctorola. Inc
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1989 Nikkei award for creative excellence in products
and services.
The fact is, when it comes
to quality and durability our
phones don't just stand out.
They stand alone.

e1990 Motorola

MOTOROLA

1800-341-4430
Inc

WITH A SOUL
At
Manhattan's
small
luxury
hotels—
offering
warmth,
intimacy,
elegance,
and
impeccable
service —
every
guest
is a
VIP.

>Bearded, cultured, and charming—a man surely
ordained by central casting to play host and general
manager of asmall, elegant European-style hotel—
Dario Mariotti sips his coffee and ponders the
question: what makes his hotel, and others like
it, so very, very special?
"It's the size. It's like the difference between
adeluxe bus and alimousine says the cheery
Italian, settling back into aplush chair in the
sunken lobby lounge of Manhattan's Mayfair Regent
Hotel. "Big hotels are very good for their size, but
ageneral manager of abig hotel is like the mayor
of acity more than the general manager of ahotel.
Isee 75% of our guests. Iknow most of their names.
Big hotels are valid for conventions; Americans do
that very well. We Europeans do better at smaller
hotels?
"A hotel with asoul? the Mayfair Regent has
been aptly described. Similar sentiment might be
accorded the Carlyle, Lowell, Plaza Athenee, Pierre,
and Stanhope—all generally considered the creme
de la creme of New York's finest small luxury hotels
—as well the jewel- like Peninsula, Ritz-Carlton,
Parc Fifty One, Mark, and Westbury. With no more
than 250 rooms apiece, each specializes in personalized, VIP service, each in its own distinctive
manner. Room rates typically begin at about $250
anight.
Most of these hotels are on New York's fashionable Upper East Side, in the center of high style,
society, and wealth, within walking distance of the
museums, galleries and concert halls, high-fashion
shops and boutiques, apartments of the rich and
famous, as well as Central Park.
With each, less is more. Often the hotel appears
more like aprivate club or residential building.
The entrance is small and discreet, but friendly.
Afew highly capable staffers await behind the desk
BY

JIM

BR AHAM

New

rk's finest small

hotels present a
welcome sigIntfrom the
Westbury (lett) where a
Rolls-Royce Is not In the
least uncommon, to the
Peninsula (above) where
a sweepl rig marble
staircase heads up to the
lobby, to the Mayfair
Regent whose lobby is
among the Loveliest of
public rooms.

With over 3400 locations
around the world, Best Western
does business where you do.
Wherever you do business, Best Western is sure to
have the right place for your schedule—and the right price
for your budget.
And because every Best Western is an independently
owned and operated business itself, we know what it
takes to make business people come back again and again.
Like clean, comfortable meeting rooms. Efficient
messaging service. An ongoing renovation plan. And one
of the most generous frequent guest programs in the
business.
For an application to our fee-free Gold Crown Club
call 1-800-BEST GUEST
For reservations in 38 different countries, ask your
travel agent or call us toll-free at 1-800-528-1234.

"Unless you're selling
swimsuits in Siberia.
Then, you're out in the cold."

Each Rest Western
is independently
turned and operated.
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and you'll see no lines or signs, certainly
no conventions.
Return guests represent the majority of
business, and client preference and whims
are recorded and extended at each visit. No
request seems excessive. Two tickets to
Phantom of the Opera, toughest tickets on
Broadway, you say? No problem, says Frank
Bowling, vice president/manager of the
Carlyle."By the way; he adds,"did you know
that Andrew Lloyd Webber wrote some of
Phantom while staying here?"
At many of these hotels, afternoon tea is
afavorite activity, usually in asmall lounge
area off the lobby. The dining rooms are
elegant but relaxing, the food and drink
superb. Operators often man the elevators
and room service is around the clock.
The luxuriously comfortable rooms are
frequently adorned by fresh flowers, and
perhaps afruit bowl. The baths are marble,
the mini-bars well-stocked. Multiple phones
and lines are common, as are stereos, VCRs,
6-ft bath towels, terrycloth robes, exotic
soaps and toiletries, bathroom scales, hair
dryers, evening turndown service, complimentary shoeshines overnight, and complimentary newspapers at your door in the
morning.
At these hotels, privacy of the many
celebrities is protected, but hosts aren't
above dropping afew names. As Mariotti
says, "We get our share of Hollywood and
business people, bankers, and glamorous
ladies. We don't court the large official
groups because it disrupts the hotel. But
Mrs. Reagan likes to stay here, so what are
you going to do?"

II

THE CARLYLE

Unlike most of its competitors, the classically elegant Carlyle doesn't advertise. New
York's only Mobil Five Star hotel doesn't have
to. The 60-year-old grande dame has everything: location, service, and facilities. Towering above its residential neighbors, the
35-story Carlyle permits outstanding views
of Central Park and the skyline. Every one
of its 196 rooms is unique in decor and has
astereo entertainment center including a
CD player and VCR. Practically every room
has aJacuzzi and fax machine, and fresh
fruit and flowers are standard. Service is
impeccable from aveteran staff that outnumbers guests. Anew fitness center sports
the latest equipment. The Carlyle Restaurant
features the finest French cuisine, Bobby
Short is still singing strong in the Cafe
Carlyle, and Bemelmans Bar remains a
favorite watering hole. (Room rates
$25041,300; Madison Ave. at E. 76th St.;
800-227-5737).

III

THE MAYFAIR REGENT

Displaying papers from around the world,
the newspaper rack in the lobby lounge of
the Mayfair Regent receives considerable

'Dining is also feast for
the eyes at Le Regence
-estaurant in the Plaza
athenee (left),theJockey
Club in the Ritz-Carlton
(below), and the Caryle
Restaurant (bottom left).

The best way to aman's
stomach...NordicTrack
Besides burning calories it strengthens
the heart, tones the muscles and improves
stamina. And it's much less stressful on the
body than running and high-impact sports.
Working out on NordicTrack also boosts
creativity and productivity and lowers stress,
making you feel as good as you look.

It's time to change
the spare tire.
Unlike most inhome exercisers,
NordicTrack works all
the major muscle
groups of the body
including the arms, legs,
buttocks, shoulders and
yes, even stomach.
So what are you
waiting for? Call
licTrack today.

NordZirick:
r Free Brochure & Video -1
World's best
aerobic exerciser.
NordicTrack duplicutes the motion of
cross-country skiing, what most experts
agree is the most efficient and effective
aerobic exercise.
It bums more calories in less time than
any other kind of exercise madtine. Up to
1,100 calories per hour according to tests at a
major university.

Call Toll Free in U.S. and Canada

1-800-328-5888
CI Please send me afree brochure.
Also afree video tape 0 VHS 0 BETA
Name
Street
City
State
Zip
Phone (
1.41C Jonathan Blvd. N. •Chaska, MN 55318
1278»
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attention. Little wonder: in this "European
island in New York;' as managing director
Dario Mariotti calls his 16-floor hotel,
about 40% of the guests in the 80 rooms and
1119 suites are European. When we visited,
Queen Sofia of Spain was staying, but you'd
never find that out from the white-gloved
elevator operators for whom mum's the
word. One of America's best (and priciest)
restaurants is off the lobby: owner Sirio
Maccioni's Le Cirque, where both peoplewatching and cuisine (pasta primavera is
his specialty) are spectacular. Among new
services: afitness room and pocket-sized
cellular phones ($15 daily rental). A soap
lady daily brings to the room abasket of
unusual European selections. (Rates
$265-$1,700; 610 Park Ave. at 65th St.;
800-545-4000).

IIf

THE LOWELL

With only 60 rooms, the Lowell "is able
to care for and pamper our clients to the
hilt;' says general manager Martin Hale.
Outnumbering guests by amore than 2-to1ratio, the concierges (dressed in morning
coats and striped trousers) and other staffers do everything from stoking alog fire
(most rooms are suites, with wood-burning
fireplaces) to stocking your refrigerator
(every apartment has akitchen) to tailoring
an individual menu for your room. The only
New York member of the exclusive Relaix
& Chateaux Chain, this intimate haven of
understated opulence is an historical-landmark building, completely renovated. The
independent Post House steak palace
is off the boutique-sized lobby. (Rates
$240-1,200; 28 E. 63rd St.; 212/838-1400).

fI

THE PLAZA ATHENEE

At this sister hotel of the famed Hotel
Plaza Athenee in Paris, incoming guests
realize immediately that they are in no
ordinary hostelry For one thing, they sit
down at the front desk to register. That's
just ahint of all the personalized attention
forthcoming in this exquisite,17-story
European gem, for the last six years a
Trusthouse Forte property. The 160 rooms
—most of which have pantries and refrigerators—echo the luxurious, but understated,
good taste of the public areas. Le Regence
restaurant is afeast for eyes as well as
palate. When guest leave, they receive
another indication of all the extra-special
service and surroundings: the average room
rate of $350 is highest in the U.S. (Rates
$245-$1,950; 37 E. 64th St.; 800-CALL THF).

I

THE PIERRE

The toast of Upper Manhattan since it
opened in 1930, the Pierre remains agrand
tradition, ideally situated on Fifth Avenue
along Central Park. The 205-room hotel has
been given afresh, new look by the Four

The Stanhope (above) has been restored in the tradition of the grand hoteh

Seasons management that took over in 1981,
without losing abit of its European charm,
service, or elegance.The Cafe Pierre is one
of New York's finest hotel dining rooms and
the classic Rotunda—with its marble staircase, soaring ceiling, and floor-to-ceiling
murals—is afavorite meeting spot. (Rates
$265 —$1,750; Fifth Ave. at 61st St.;
800-332-3442).

If

THE STANHOPE

One of the first signs of spring in New York
comes when the Stanhope opens its Ibrrace
sidewalk cafe. It's aperfect spot for peoplewatching and resting between visits to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and Central
Park, both directly across Fifth Avenue.
The elegant and intimate Stanhope (141
rooms, including 88 suites)—since 1926 a
home away from home for business and art
leaders—recently underwent a$28 million
restoration by the Grand Bay Hotels. The
new owners aren't tampering with formality:
the hotel remains the only one in Manhattan
where ties and jackets still are required
(except for breakfast) in the dining areas.
(Rates $245-$2,000; 995 Fifth Ave.;
800-828-1123).
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Side, near midtown business as well as the
theater district, is a surprising jewel,
exquisitely decorated and furnished. Its
relatively large lobby and public areas are
deceptive, for it has only 178 rooms on seven
floors. From the marble-floored lobby with
its piano bar and lounge, astaircase leads
to the Mezzanine Cafe for breakfast. The
popular Bellini by Cipriani restaurant
(privately owned) is on the ground floor.
Amenities include clean reading: the complimentary Sunday New York Times comes
with white gloves. (Rates $220-$925; 152
W. 51st St.; 800-338-1338).

THE PENINSULA

With sweeping marble staircases leading
up to the lobby and dining rooms, the 23story Peninsula—at the corner of 51st and
Fifth Avenue—appears at first to be alarge
hotel. Not so, the former Hotel Maxim's de
Paris (orginally the Gotham) has but
250 rooms Completely remodeled and now
owned by Hong Kong's Peninsula Group, the
hotel offers grand, elegant public areas and
large, well-appointed guest rooms, with
over-sized marble baths. The 21st and 22nd
floors house anew, 35,000-sq-ft. health spa,
with a42-ft, glass-enclosed pool. On the
rooftop, the Pen-Top Bar & l'errance (also
glass-enclosed) serves lunch with aview.
For more formal dining, there's the Adrienne
and Le Bistro restaurants, as well as the
Gotham Lounge. (Rates $220-$2,500; 700
Fifth Ave.; 800-262-9467).
Europe, while art deco features some suites in the Pare Fifty One Hotel.

I

THE RITZ- CARLTON

At the Ritz-Carlton on Central Park South,
he sure to request aroom on the north side.
From these 77 rooms (amoung the hotel's
228), the view is spectacular: Central Park
with all its greenery, framed by the skyscrapers along Fifth Ave. and Central Park
West. Off the intimate, pine-paneled lobby
is the popular Jockey Club restaurant and
bar, where Norman the bartender seems to
know everyone and crab cakes are everyone's favorite. The Ritz-Carlton chainwhich
took over the onetime Navarro residential
hotel last year, will begin a $30 million
renovation in late September., additions will
include ahealth club. (Rates $190-$1,200;
112 Central Park South; 800-241-3333.
I

PARC FIFTY ONE HOTEL

Not all of the cabbies have heard of the
Parc Fifty One, but they will. The former
Grand Bay at Equitable Center (before that
the old Taft Hotel) has been completely
renovated and since January part of Park
Lane Hotels International. The first
European-style Iuxury hotel on the West

HOTEL WESTBURY

From its small but stately marble lobby to
its 235 elegant guest rooms (all furnished
with writing desks), the Hotel Westbury
reflects the warmth and grace of an English
country manor. Like the Plaza Athenee, it
was acquired (in 1983) by Trusthouse Forte
Hotels, which has spent $12 milllion in
restoring the 64-year-old Upper East Side
landmark. The Polo Restaurant, one of the
city's finest, specializes in French-inspired
American cuisine; there's piano music in
the Polo Lounge. (Rates $240-$2,000; 15 E.
69th St. at Madison Ave.; 800-CALL-THF).

I I

THE MARK

A block north of the Carlyle, the new,
16-story Mark offers aquiet alternative to
its long-established neighbor. Opened in
1926 as the Hyde Park and renamed the
Madison Avenue Hotel seven years ago, the
180-room, neo-Italian Renaissance property
with the striking art-deco facade was taken
over last year by the Rafael Group. The new
owners have spent $30 million in renovation,
and it shows. Additions include Mark's
Restaurant, just beyond the elegant lobby.
(Rates $250-$1,500; Madison Ave. at E. 77th
St.; 800-THE-MARK). 4%
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(Continued from p. 48)
self included—take their model for the
growth of HDTV from experiences in
the introduction of color 'IV in Europe,
which, he points out, has taken around
20 years to reach its full potential.
HE ACCENT IS ON THE
Thus, Bird says, "it will be 2010 before
practical in Phase 2of the panEuropean Eureka HMV project. -the
the market really gets going." Others
first phase-1986 to 1990—was to deare less pessimistic, but broadcasters
and equipment makers alike have no
velop prototypes in response to Japanese advances in HD1V," says Patrick
expectation of major sales much before
Sandouly of member company Thomthe year 2000.
son Consumer Electronics in Paris.
Although it may take up to 20 years
"Phase 2will last two years-1990 to
to get more than 50% of European
households set up with a full-facility,
1992—and is working on technology
to solve the question of what technolo1,250-line wide-screen TV receiver, tape
recorder, video-disk player, and camgies are needed to male HD1V."
era, they will not have to get by with
For example, says Sandouly, "we
need to develop technologies for distoday's TV standard in the meantime.
plays. The wide-screen cathode-ray
The transmission standard that has
tube can only go to around 1to 1.5
been given the European seal of apmeters diagonal. Above that the tube
proval for HDTV is actually in use
now. By the end of 1990 at least 15
is too heavy and too big—it will be
channels will be in service using the
stupid if the sets could not be got
into people's rooms." Eureka will inMultiplex Analog Component (MAC)
system in one of its two variants. The
vestigate other solutions, he says,
"maybe liquid-crystal displays."
British have five channels broadcasting
Another technology on the must- on the D-MAC standard, while the
have list is digital recording techniques
French, Germans, Dutch, and Scandifor professional and consumer use,
navians are transmitting with D2-MAC.
Sandouly says. 'The next item is the
At present, these broadcasts carry
charge-coupled device for use as a pictures that can be displayed on existtarget for professional cameras first. We
ing IV receivers. They are made up
with 625 lines and decode to aconvenhave to develop all of these in Europe.
tional 4:3 aspect ratio. But the MAC
These are the three main items."
Eureka's funding is derived partialtechnique was designed at the outset
ly from industry and partially from
to be used for direct broadcasts from
the national governments of the parsatellite to small-diameter domestic
ticipating companies in proportions
earth stations, with little consideration
negotiated by the individual nations.
for compatibility with the existing sets
"For example, in France Thomson
designed for reception of terrestrial
gives 60%, the government 40%,"
broadcasts in the PAL or Secam stansays Sandouly. "In the Netherlands
dards used by European TV compait's 50 :
50. But overall, roughly speaknies. The result is that using asystem
ing, one third is government funding
that was designed in the 1980s to offer
the best performance that current techand two thirds is from industry."
There's activity as well beyond Eunology could provide, there is anoticereka. "In mid-June it was announced
able improvement in picture quality
that there would be ageneral agreeeven though the display device is a
ment on research between Thomson
standard IV receiver.
and Philips [International NV]," says
MAC was designed at the outset to
Sandouly. The two companies will tobe "upwards-compatible," says Gary
Tonge of the Independent Broadcastgether devote $3.8 billion to HDTV
ing Authority in the UK, "and as HDtechnologies over the next five years.
MAC, it has been adopted for Europe"It's a general agreement on what
needs to be done and how it can be
an 1,250-line high-definition transmisdone, and that's all," Sandouly says.
sions. It could well become astandard
for use in terrestrial and cable 'IV distri"No joint ventures or other European
programs, just asurvey of technology
bution, too." When MAC was debeyond what will be done in Eureka.
signed, says Tonge, "compatibility with
It covers the whole consumer elecPAL or Secam standard receivers was
tronics market."—P. E
not an issue. Since satellite broadcasts
are made at afrequencies in the band
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between 11.7 and 12.5 GHz , you 1
would have to buy an external downconverter anyway—and the additional
cost of building in adecoder for anew
format was marginal."
Its satellite broadcasting origins
mean the MAC standard has some
built-in features that will bring additional benefits. There were two major
factors—the need to overcome the effects of noise in the transmission path
from the satellites and adesire to provide multiple sound channels for a
multilingual continent. "Unlike terrestrial broadcasts, which use amplitude
modulation, the satellite downlinks are
frequency modulated to minimize
power," Tonge explains. "A feature of
FM systems is that noise increases with
baseband frequency. Both PAL and Secam signals use subcarriers for sound
and chrominance information that become susceptible to noise. So we designed MAC to be better matched to
FM transmission."
HE RESULT IS A TIMETdivision-multiplex
scheme that

divides the IV signal in a series of
sequentially transmitted packets, each
of which defines an element of each
picture line. There are three types of
packet, two of which are digitized and
compressed analog elements describing the video content, and the other a
duo-binary-encoded 206-bit data burst.
All are contained within the line-scan
period-64 ps for a 625-line picture
with a50-Hz frame rate.
Each line of luminance information
is compressed by afactor of 3:
2and
thus occupies 52 ps, while color-difference information is compressed by
3: 1 to occupy 17.5 ps on alternate
lines. The 10-1.1s data burst provides a
mean data capacity of around 3Mbits/
s. One line out of the 625 is designated
to carry nothing but data. Duo-binary
coding allows a data rate of 20.25
Mbits/s to be carried in the 8.5-MHz
bandwidth required by MAC.
To alarge degree it is this data-payload capacity that makes MAC "futureproof'—and gives rise to the minor
inconsistency that has led to two MAC
versions. The essential difference between D-MAC and D2-MAC is that the
latter has been tailored to use less
bandwidth than D-MAC and thus has
half the data capacity.
The reason that the British have
adopted D-MAC, with its higher data
rate, is that British Satellite Broadcasting
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Ltd .wants to sell the spare capacity to
business users for data broadcasting. It
also uses the additional data channels for
conditional-access information and for
encrypting its broadcasts to restrict their
reception to paying subscribers.
In the future, the data burst will also
be used to contain information to enhance the resolution of the video signal. Already, BSB and some of its
counterparts on the European mainland have plans to start broadcasting
pictures for display on wide-format receivers with a 16 :
9 aspect ratio. BSB
will start in January 1991 sending pictures with 625 lines.
These wide-screen broadcasts will still
be viewable on conventional 4:3 sets,
but transmission will use one of the data
channels to control truncation of the picture at the sides, depending on picture
content. Broadcasts with the full 1,250
lines will commence in 1992. At the
same time, others are experimenting
with higher-definition broadcasts using
digital information to increase frame rate
from 50 to 75 Hz—or in some cases 100
Hz—to reduce flicker.
It is this flexibility that convinces the
Europeans that MAC would make a
sound basis for a single world standard. In particular they note that the
MUSE standard put forward by the Japanese runs at a 60-Hz frame rate,
which, they say, is impractical to use in
Europe. On the other hand, they point
out that MAC can be controlled to interface with 60-Hz standard signals.
But without doubt, it is aperceived
threat from the Japanese that has
prompted the birth of the Vision 1250
consortium. "Program companies will
tell you that high-definition program
production is in full swing," says Bird
of BIS Mackintosh. "Indeed, there were
33 productions presented at the international TV symposium at Montreux,
Switzerland, this year. But the majority
were made with Sony equipment to
the Japanese standard. At the moment,
if a European TV producer wants to
make ahigh-definition program he has
no option but to buy or borrow hardware from Sony Corp."
And that raises an important point.
'Tune does not stand still, and the fact
of de facto standards is an issue," says
Bird. "The Japanese companies are now
moving forward with commercial systerns and finding customers for them.
The people who drive and originate and
control a standard tend to get a really
solid ground-floor position." a
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JAPAN'S NHK RETHINKS ITS HIM TIME FRAME,
BUT PRODUCTS ARE ARRIVING FAST

ABROADCASTING DEW
HY SHIN KUSONONI AND MASAN »am

difficult to carry out HDTV tests, especially since, starting this year, fees are
I T'S CALLED HI-VISION IN being charged for the reception of satJapan, and that nation has been ellite broadcasts.
in the forefront of high-definition TV
In addition, the standardization of the
since 1965, when research and develinternational specifications for HDTV has
opment began on what was then not progressed as planned. At the genercalled High-Quality Television. Japan's al meeting of the International Radio
public broadcasting company, Nippon Consultative Committee (CUR) in 1986,
Broadcasting (NHK), introduced the the standards proposal made by Japan,
world's first HDTV product in 1977: a the U. S., and Canada was not adopted
30-in. cathode-ray tube with an aspect due to opposition from the European
ratio of 5:
3and shadow-mask pitch of Community. Around this time, Japan
340 µm. And NHK was the first in the was still hoping to be at the forefront by
world to actually begin regular HDTV having MUSE made the international
broadcasts—an hour a day starting in standard. The fact that test brcadcasts
June 1989.
were begun ayear earlier than planned
Today work continues apace on indicates the confidence that NHK (and
HDTV in Japan, despite a few snags the Ministry of Posts and Telecommuniencountered along the way—most no- cations, which oversees communications
tably, NHK's decision to delay until and broadcasting) had in MUSE.
next summer full-scale broadcasts. The
big Japanese electronics companies are
1r HEN, IN 1988, THE U. S.,
busy developing HDTV chips and
too, embarked on an indepenequipment, while the private broaddent course when the Federal Communicasters are working on enhanced-defi- cations Commission announced that the
nition TV—EDTV, which is known as U. S. HDTV standard must be compatiClear-vision in Japan—as away station ble with NISC—something MUSE is not.
between today's NTSC standard and Japan, the U. S., and Europe thus stand
full-blown HDTV.
in three separate corners. NHK is now
NHK began its HDTV-broadcasting tweaking its standard to make MUSEexperiments at the 1988 Seoul Olymbased formats that are NTSC-compatible.
pics using its new band-compression But the standardization problems have
technology, the MUSE (Multiple Sub- delayed Japanese equipment makers'
Nyquist Sampling Encoding) format.
mass-production and marketing blitz.
MUSE, which transmits via satellite, opIn this mood, the CCIR's general
erates by compressing into 8MHz a20meeting this year failed to reach comMHz luminance signal and two chromi- plete agreement on the standards probnance signals (7 MHz). The HDTV telelems. Nevertheless, a proposal was
casts from Seoul were alead-up to usmade for the Common Image Format
ing this format in test broadcasts from
(CIF) in line with compromises on the
the
broadcasting satellite BS-3a, Japanese and EC standards. Although
launched in August of this year. NHK taking account of the CIF, NHK plans
had planned to begin regular broadto ready adedicated Hi-Vision channel
casts sometime this year, but now has using the satellite BS-3b next year.
opted to postpone transmissions until Since BS-3b is the standby satellite for
the summer of 1991, when the satellite BS-3a and will have only one transponBS-3b is scheduled to be launched.
der available for Hi-Vision, it cannot be
There are two major causes for the used for full-fledged HDTV broadcasts.
delay. One is the unexpected populari- So NHK is now looking ahead to the
ty of satellite broadcasts once they
1997 launch of BS-4.
came into regular use. This has made it
The organization is also devoting its
ELECTRONICS •OCTOBER 1990
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LAUNCHING HDTV
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A holdup in satellite availability has altered NH K's plans for full-scale HDTV broadcasts. While additional
broadcasting time will be available in 1991, full-fledged service will wait till the 1997 BS-4 launch.

energies to software. "We need attractive software if the hardware is to become popular," says Kenji Aoki, NHK's
director. 'The major issue we are facing now is what to do about software
for Hi-Vision. NHK has daily one-hour
Hi-Vision broadcasts, amounting to 400
hours annually, at asoftware cost estimated to be in the vicinity of $574
million. This is expected to reach $1.2
billion this year." By 1995, he says, the
3,600 hours of broadcating will require
asoftware expenditure of $34 billion.
The target for the year 2000 is 10,000
hours, with software costs exceeding
$12 billion.
By announcing concrete figures like
these, NHK is encouraging other broadcasting stations and manufacturers to become active in producing HDTV software. Aoki says that one of the two
NHK channels of BS-4 will be for HDTV,
as well as two or three of the six channels available for private broadcasting
stations. So the software need is huge.
On the hardware side, NHK is working to have Hi-Vision take root in
households by developing asmall TV
that can be hung on the wall. The
prototype announced in 1989 uses a
33-in, plasma display and is NTSC-compatible. This prototype will be able to
produce Hi-Vision pictures by fall. A
50-in. version is due in 1995.
At the stage prior to HDTV, the technology to watch is EDTV, or Clear-

vision. This technology produces a
high-quality picture while maintaining
NTSC compatibility. Through the higher picture quality, the extended bandwidth is multiplexed and compressed
into the current TV channel bandwidth
(6 MHz). Development of this format
was begun by the private stations to
counter HDTV, whose development is
dominated by NHK. Broadcasts began
in August 1989.

Usatellite broadcasts are not re-

NUKE THE U. S., WHERE

ceived by ordinary households, there is
a clear distinction in Japan between
ground waves for EDTV broadcasts
and satellite waves for HDTV broadcasts. Thus, the TV manufacturers are
working on both formats. Development is advancing especially for second-generation EDTV, with the aim of
approaching the quality of HDTV by
incorporating wide aspect and pulsecode modulated sound. In fact, the
trend is toward combining these technologies through the development of
sets that can receive both HDTV and
EDTV pictures (possibly the secondgeneration EDTV). Reception will be
via ground waves, and in this sense the
standard would appear to conform to
the U. S. Advanced TV standard.
According to the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications, the cumulative scale of demand for Hi-Vision by
nanows •OCTOBER 1990
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the year 2000 will be $94 billion, an
attractive target indeed not only for
NHK but also TV manufacturers and
chip makers. In August 1989, the combination of Toshiba, NEC, Matsushita,
and NHK brought out aprototype decoder chip for the MUSE format. Toshiba developed the core component
that detects the picture movement,
NEC concentrated on the field memory, and Matsushita handled the signal
processing. Later, Sharp, Sony, and Hitachi joined the team as well.
Similarly, Mitsubishi and Sanyo have
also attempted to join in the development activities; they are working on the
down-converter needed for an ordinary
NTSC-format TV set to receive Hi-Vision
broadcasts. Mitsubishi has succeeded in
putting adown-converter on the market
for an affordable $148.
In displays, Toshiba Corp. has come
up with 32- and 36-in. direct-vision
CRTs and a 50-in, rear-projection projector. The 32-in. CRT houses an LS1
decoder for the MUSE format and a
signal-processing circuit for EDTV. Recently Toshiba has been marketing a
200-in.-screen rear projector for events
and spectacles (retail price: $8.7 million). Toshiba will step up development in important peripherals such as
video disks and charge-coupled devices
for HDTV cameras.
For its part, Sony Corp. was early to
take up HDTV development—its first
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"What do you think of when Isay 4Megabit DRAM)

Toshiba semiconductor products are available from adistributor near you. You can reach the distributor of your choice by calling one of the central
numbers: Active Electronics, 1-800-388-8731; Cronin Electronics, Inc., 1-800-5CRONIN; General Components, Inc., 1-800-524-1463;
Goold Electronics, 1-800-323-6639; Itt Multicomponents Corp., 1-800-387-3687; Merit Electronics, Inc., 1-408-434-0800;

"There's so much. New applications. New markets.
Denser memory for our systems. We could release that
design we made last year."
"So what are you waitingfor? Get to wore'
"You're kidding. Is the 4Megabit DRAM out? Who's got it?"
"lbshiba. And you. It should be here this
afternoon:'
They're here all right. 4Mb DRAMs from lbshiba. Just think what you
can do with them. You can attack whole new markets. Design new portable
and lap-top applications where you've never had room for enough memory
Embedded applications, too, where you're always so cramped for board space.
Here's the best part. You get the 4Mb density without any penalty in
power. In fact, they use no more power than a1Mb DRAM. That means you
can upgrade asystem without major redesign. It also means your system
will run cool, for added reliability
Or how about that 8Ons access time. That means you can design true
zero wait-state systems without resorting to cache memory or complex
interleaving schemes.
4Mb DRAM SPECIFICATIONS
The high density is made
4Mx 1
1Mx 4
Access Times
8Ons, 100ns
80 es, 100ns
possible by our 0.8 micron
Operating Power
550mW, 468mW
578m W, 495mW
design rules, and our Twin lab
Packaging
ZIP &SOJ
CMOS fabrication process. But
Modes
Fast Page
Fast Page
Nibble
Static Column
you'd
expect that from the
Static Column
Write Per Bit
world leader in DRAMs. You'd
expect them to be available in all standard JEDEC package and mode
options. And they are. You'd expect them to operate on asingle 5volt supply,
too. And they do.
But we give you afew things you might not expect. Amaster slice
concept, for instance. That will cut your qualifying costs tremendously.
When you qualify one part, you qualify the whole family.
We save you costly testing time, too. The 8-bit parallel test mode lets
you test the unit as if it were eight 512K blocks in parallel. That takes only
1/8th of the time. And the test can be done at the component, board or system
level. In fact, your customers can test memory every time they power-up.
There's more to tell. Much more. But we've run out of room. If you'd
like complete information, give us acall at 1-800-888-0848 ext. 517. We'll
drop adata sheet in the first mail. Service is our key component.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.

CIRCLE 185
01989 lbshina America Electronic Components, Inc.

MST.S4.014-1

Marshail Electronics Group, 1-800-522-0084; Milgray Electronics, Inc., 1-800-MILGRAY; Marsh Electronics, Inc., 1-800-558-1238:
Reptron Electronics. Inc., 1-800-282-1360; Rome Electronics, 1-800-366-7663: Nu Horizons Electronics Corp., 1-800-726-7575;
Sterling Electronics. 1-713-623-6600; Western Microtechnology, Inc.. 1-800-338-1600:
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The IDT7RS101 and IDT7RS102 SubSystems are available in 12-, 16-, 20and 25MHz versions. They feature
64KBytes and 16KBytes each of

The IDT7RS50 system provides alowcost development environment for the
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Let 1[DT
Help You
Evaluate the
Winning RISC

TargetSystem"
Boards
The IDT7RS301 and
IDT7RS302 TargetSystem
boards are designed for
the 7RS101 and 7RS102
RISC SubSystem modules, respectively. They
feature 1MByte of SRAM

If you're evaluating the power of RISC, call us
for the IDT7RS382 Evaluation System — a
complete R3000-based system for only $895!
The IDT7RS382 features the R3000 CPU and
R3010 Floating-Point Accelerator, 16KBytes
each of instruction and data cache, 128KBytes
of SRAM main memory, and expansion
connectors.
And the RISC evaluation system requires only
aCRT terminal and +5V power supply for
operation.
IDT also offers technical support to help you
design systems to your exact specifications. For
details on the IDT7RS382, as well as IDT's
complete RISC family of products, call us, tollfree, at (800) 492-8454.

main memory, 256KBytes
of EPROM (including
monitor), three programmable counter/timers a
dual-port RAM interface,
and two RS-232C ports.
Both provide bus extension connectors, and
comprise acomplete
evaluation and development environment for use
2, with low-cost
terminals.
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products came out in the late 1970s, and
with its substantial development capacity
in digital VTR and optical video disks,
Sony aims to develop integrated systems
from cameras through to iecording
equipment. In software, subsidiary Sony
POE provides powerful support.
NEC Corp. is making the most of its
strength in semiconductor production.
Its biggest success is in the sale of the
world's first 4.3-Mbit HDTV field memory. It is also well ahead in the development of circuits for MUSE decoders
and has aprototype CCD with 2 million pixels, another first. NEC is also
working on software development.
Meanwhile, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. is reinforcing its position in the
U. S. using the Panasonic Advanced TVVideo Laboratory, established in Burlington, NJ., last January, as a foothold.
Rather than proposing ATV standards,
the lab can test proposed standards to
support decision making from the sidelines, and can move swiftly to develop
products based on those decisions. Matsushita has also developed a50-in. rearprojection IV, which it claims would sell
for around $13,500 if demand ramps up
to 10,000 sets amonth.

W

Ill.
JAPAN
POSE
A
threat to the HDTV market in
the U. S.? Whereas Japan is attempting
to set up HDTV broadcasting using satellite communications, the U. S. operations are premised on using ground
waves. From this point alone, it would
seem difficult for Japanese enterprises
to enter the U. S. market. The lack of
standards compatibility is also aproblem, although NHK has been steadily
revising its MUSE format to match the
U. S. proposal, which won't be completed until at least 1993.
The revised versions of MUSE include
MUSE-6, MUSE-9, and Narrow-MUSE.
MUSE-6 can transmit in the same 6-MHz
bandwidth as current ground waves.
This means that it is NTSC-compatible
but will double the degree of definition
if a dedicated receiver is used. Also
NTSC-compatible, MUSE-9 further improves picture quality by adding to the
6-MHz ground wave. Narrow-MUSE,
however, requires a special receiver,
since it compresses the original HDTV
signal to 6MHz to transmit it. By broadcasting the NTSC signal simultaneously,
compatibility is maintained.
The TV manufacturers are proceeding with development to meet these
various standards. //

IN THE U. S., HDTV IS BECOMING AFOCAL POINT
FOR THE COMPETITIVENESS ISSUE

POLITICAL MIRING ROD
BY JACK SHAME An AMY ROSEWATER

IN THE BASEMENT OF A
spanking new, red brick office
building in Alexandria, Va., technicians
at the Advanced Television Test Center
are systematically installing the video
testbed that will help determine aU. S.
standard for high-definition TV. The
mood is upbeat. ATTC executive director Peter Fannon confidently predicts
that testing of the seven competitors
will start before the end of the year
and finish on time in 1992.
Meanwhile, across the Potomac River
in Washington, squabbling reigns. Numerous bills have been introduced but
little has happened. Democrats and Republicans axe at war over industrial policy, and HDTV is the highest-profile hostage. With any luck, HDIV could become the focal point of the competitiveness issue when the 1992 presidential
campaign geais up early next year. The
only reason Fannon's group can move
forward with its testing is that it is privately funded by a consortium of IV
networks and industry associations.
The scenes on the two sides of the
river sum up the U. S. situation succinctly, if somewhat simplistically. Unlike in Europe and Japan, industry and
government are clearly out of step:
HDIV has been politicized.
Democrats, led by Rep. Richard Gephardt (D., Mo.), proposed in May a$400
million funding package [Electronics,
July 1990, p. 15] that could have been a
response to the Bush Administration's
reassigning Craig Fields, chief of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, for being too zealous an advocate of
Darpa funding for dual-use technologies,
such as HDTV. "I don't know if the issue is as much technological as it is
political," says Frank Merar, CISP Western University associate professor of electrical engineering.
For asignificant part of the electronics industry, this state of affairs—so natural for Washington—is very distressing. Some HDTV advocates argue that
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the technology has the potential for
being a stronger market driver in the
1990s than the personal computer was
in the 1980s. The very vastness of the
consumer market is one reason, says
Narpat Bhandari, president of Vanguard Semiconductor Corp., Milpitas,
Calif., but there will be spinoffs too.
"IC technology developed for HDTV
will migrate into virtually every system
using video encoding and decoding,
compression, storage and retrieval, image enhancement, and display techniques," he says. The Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment has
forecast the entire HDTV market—
chips, transmission systems, and home
tuners—at $12 billion by 2003.
Such assessments are impressive, but
represent arather narrow perspective in
the context of HMV's lightning-rod role
in the debate over what sort of industrial
policy is best for the U. S. "HDTV has
become the symbol of abigger picture,"
says Lester Thurow, dean of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Sloan
School of Management. `The question
is, is HDTV the right place for the U. S.
to jump back in?"

S

EVERAL POLITICIANS ARE
already campaigning on HDTV.
After all, the average voter can relate
better to HDTV than he can to DRAMs.
"It's really important that we deal with
this issue and not stick our heads in the
sand," says Rep. Norm Minets (D.,
Calif.). `The Japanese realize [HDIV] is
important and the Europeans realize it
too. And all we're doing is playing ball."
Minets has proposed legislation providing federal dollars for copyrighting software and patents, expon facilitation, and
science education.
Rep. Don Ritter (R., Pa.), whose district indudes hard-hit steel towns like
Allentown, Easton, and Bethlehem, included HDIV as part of his 1988 campaign. AT&T Microelectronics is designing HDIV circuits in Allentown in coon
eration with Zenith Electronics Corp.
"Although [the voters] may not under-

ington that Fields's
Estnd HDTV, they
ouster came as a
sure understand forresult of his work
eign competition,"
with HDTV-related
an aide says.
projects, although
Mineta compares
he denies this is
the HDTV issue to
the rase. Regardthe U. S.'s loss of
less, it added fuel
the video rAssette
to an already hot
letorder market: "I
political fire. Not
don't think that we
only has Mineta atmake one VCR totacked the adminisday," he says. Ironitration for the oustcally, one American
ing of Fields, but
company—Go-Vidhe has also accused
eo Inc., based in
it of "muzzling"
Scottsdale, Ariz.—is
in alegal fight with
Secretary of Commerce Robert Mossix Japanese compabacher. At first,
nies for the right to
manufacture douMosbacher seemed
to support federal
ble-deck VCRs in
sAct of 1989. Stimulates the
H.R. 1267 HDTV Competitív
involvement with
the U. S. [Electronture of HDTV. Introduced
design, development and ma
March 2, 1989. Status: In co
projects like HDTV;
ics, March 1990,
now he appears to
p. 76]. Its chief execH.R. 1516 HDTV Research
elopment Act of 1989.
utive officer sees far
have shied away,
roducts
and
services_
InPromotes the introductio
more in the HDTV
Mineta charges.
ittee. Hearings held.
troduced March 21, 198
In June, Sen.
issue than simply
Act of 1989.
H.R. 2287 Adva
John Glenn (D.,
getting government
rR&D. IntroProvides for an i
Ohio) held hearfunding for research
duced May 9, 1
ings on The Trade
and development.
and
Technology
"We have a much
ates deS. 952 MDT
trosign, develo
Promotion Act (S.
more difficult and
sheld.
duced May
1978), a bill that
basic problem," says
R. Tereen (Terry)
would
create a cistab0
vilian counterpart
Dunlap. He believes
ith
to Darpa, among
HDTV will encounother things. When
ter Go-Video's probMosbacher did not
lem: cartel behavior
attend the hearings,
by Japanese venGlenn went on the
dors. 'The governattack: "It is one
ment should be inthing to disagree
volved, but it needs
about ideas for ento enforce U. S. antihancing U. S. techtrust laws to stop
nological competithe illegal activities
tiveness. It is quite
of Japanese manuanother to be comfacturers," he says.
pletely closed to
Congress has a
surfeit of competition-booster bills, and op aproduct, service, or process. Any new ideas altogether," the senator said.
In still another instance of political inthose drafted by House Republicans facilities used must be on U. S. soil,
loosen antitrust laws in the case of con- and foreign participants cannot make fighting, an Office of Technology Assessment report titled "Helping America
sortia, decrease capital-gains taxes, and up more than 30% of the project.
Other recent Democratic legislation Compete" berated the administration for
make permanent the R&D tax credit.
House Democrats, on the other hand, concerning HDTV includes an "action lacking "leadership in developing scienagenda," amegabill package devised by tific and tedmicil information policy."
have been searching for federal dollars.
H.R. 4611, titled National Coopera- House Majority Leader Gephardt and Mi- Both the White House and the Departtive Amendments of 1990, which neta to jump-start American high-tech in- ment of Commerce declined comment.
'The problem is there is no guidance,
passed in the House on June 5, ad- volvement. This plan, which is currently
in the House, involves $400 million over no direction, until the FCC chooses a
dresses the concern for making U. S.
standard," says Merat of CISe Western.
manufacturing competitive, and this athree-year period.
'Were disorganized. We have no leaderThe government organization furwould include HDTV consortia. The
ship. The government is so deregulated.
thest along the HDTV trail is, of course,
bill reduces the antitrust penalty liabil.
Daipa. It is widely believed in Wash- And that's why we lose." El
ity for joint ventures designed to devel

HDTV
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AMAF Model 1000 Lincornpex

Hcward Leveque
Director of Engineering
AMAF Industries, Inc.

"We came to TRW with our Model 1000
Digital Lincompex, arack-mounted unit
used to suppress noise in strategic voice
communication systems. It weighed 22
pounds and drew 115 watts of power.
TRW's engineers helped us redesign the
unit using just afew off-the-shelf digital
signal pmcessing ICs and softwareprogrammable memory chips.
"We ended up with our Model 2200
LINK-PLUS, an all-digital, software-driven
module that far exceeds the capabilities
of traeional Lincompex units. It weighs
less than 3ounces, draws only 0.5 watts

of power, and is small enough to fit in the
handset of the world's most powerful
tactical radio communicai ion systems.
"And thanks to TRW's value engineering,
the LINK-PLUS is affordable. TRW's
manufacturing specialists showed us the
smartest, most cost-effective way to
produce the unit, in volumes from 10
to 10,000.
"If you'd like to know more reasons why
TRW engineering makes our LINK-PLUS
the best value in the radio communications market today, call us."

AMAF Industries, Inc.
Columbia, MD 21045
301.982.1585
FAX: 301.997.3485

!MI6IM

M

I / "(WV

TRW Electronic Systems
Group

213.8141842
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C1990 Motorola, ho \IturL t. omputer Group is amember of Motorola's General Systems Sector VMEe vet: is atrademark of Motorola, Inc. All other product or brand names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks ol
their respective holders

ne glance at the full array
of options Motorola offers in
real-time, and you'll see why
it's become the developer's
platform of choice. For both target
and host environments, no other
single vendor has anything like it.
One reason is our long-time
experience with real-time technology,
beginning with our
pioneering work back
in 1980. Another is the
broad spectrum of our
product line, which
includes ICs, boards,
systems, and software.
In short, Motorola has
everything you need to build realtime applications ranging from simulation to industrial automation to
imaging and more.
Yet another reason to choose
Motorola is our unending commitment to open standards. Our real-time
platform gives you standards-based
choices at various levels of integration.The centerpiece of this nonproprietary approach is VMEexec,"
our wide-open, totally integrated
development environment. VMEexec
allows you to use standard UNIX'
interfaces to write asingle set of application code, and then reuse it for
other projects. Better still, you can
combine any software product that
conforms to these standards.VMF_exec
includes ahigh-performance realtime executive, astrong run- time
connection to UNIX-based systems,
flexible and efficient real-time I/O and
file systems, as well as powerful
development and debug capabilities.
And because VMEexec is integrated
with the hardware, you can begin

software development even
before the hardware is available.
If you're thinking about
real-time, you should be thinking about time to market, and
that's all the more reason to
think Motorola. Especially
when you consider that we can
help speed product integration
by serving as asingle source
for boards, software and
Right now, Motorola real-time systems are hard at work
systems. Add to that the
in critical applications worldwide.
industry's best applications
expertise and design support,
CISC to RISC in both the developranging from small embedded
ment and run-time environments.
Give us acall today at 1-800control systems to multi-processor
simulation.Then factor in Six
624-8999,ext. 230, and put the realSigma quality control. And remember
time resources of Motorola on your
side. We think you'll find the benefits
that Motorola gives you the indusare very big, and very real.
try's only true migration path from

We Do Real-Time _..t
i
tlEand.JIIM
tMotorola,
we've dedicated an entire
division solely to realtime development
systems. Our real-time
system architecture
begins at the microprocessor level in either
CISC or RISC, and

A

extends all the way to
the end-user.
Right now, you can
use VMEexec to port
UNIX applications to a
SVID/POSIX-compliant
real-time environment,
and vice versa. And they
can be used for runtime capabilities as well

INTEGRATED REAL-TIME PLATFORM
ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
Reagme Cease Rea-lime CASE Tools Real-lime Languages
06th:ten Ccquting

Hum kitafaces

C,onneztaily Toot

Rea-lime Operating Seto (SVIDIPOSIX Cortese
680X0 CPUs
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881X0 CPUs

as for development.
Several human interfaces are available,
including X.11, Motif,
DeltaWindows; X.400,
and LU6.2. As for networking, Motorola
supports all popular
protocols, including
TCP/IP, NFS, OSI, and
SNA. We also offer a
real-time database and
CASE tools, and you can
work in C, FORTRAN,
ADA, PASCAL, LISP,
COBOL, and BASIC.
Put it all together, and
you'll discover only one
company gives you the
full story on real-time,
and that's Motorola.

MOTOROLA
Computer Group

We have set
course for the future!

TELE QUARZ GROUP
Crystals — filters — oscillators
from the leading manufacturer in Europe
The opening up of new markets, changes in
existing markets and permanent innovations in the
technical sector demand an active, technically
competent sales division which offers close
contact to customers, high flexibility and optimum
service.

electronica'90
hall 22 •stand 12+14

TELE QUARZ GROUP

The TELE QUARZ GROUP is thus being centralized
to make it possible to offer the whole product
range of customerspecific single crystals,
oscillators, filters and series-produced crystals
from one source.

TELE QUARZ GMBH
LandstraBe
D-6924 Neckarbischofsheim 2
Telefon 07268/801-0
Telex 782359 tg d
Telefax 07268/1435

As aresult of the new organizational structure, all
administration and sales processing will be
concentrated in the TELE QUARZ headquarters,

DIVISIONS
Vertriebsbüro Nürnberg
D-8500 Nürnberg 70

irrespective of the division in which the individual
orders are realized.

TOE GMBH
D-6924 Neckarbischofsheim 2

You - our customer - will profit from improved
service and increased flexibility.

EURO QUARZ GMBH
A-2620 Ternitz
LPE, Laboratoires
de piézo-éléctricité S.A.
F-75020 Paris
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An IBM study of 100,000 households shows a major shift in the reasons computers are being bought for
the home. The company hopes this growing computer literacy will mean a big market for the PS/1.

CAN IBM GO
HOME AGAIN'

Esther Dyson, publisher of the newsletter Release 1.0 in New York
Even Apple Computer Inc —which
at 24% holds the largest share of a
home market estimated at 23.5 million
units this year—sees little to get excited
about. "We haven't seer. any sea
change in the tendency to buy personal computers that would lead us to any
additional effort in the home market
than we are doing now," says Bruce
Mowry, director of small business marketing for Apple in Cupertino, Calif.
Such sentiments have been voiced
ever since Texas Instruments Inc. retired
its 99/4A home computer in 1983 and
8}' SAMUEL WEBER
IBM abandoned the PC Jr in 1985, dealing amajor blow to the PC industry's assault on the American home. A
hard to use, too expensive,
COMPUTERS good portion of the computers
and only marginally useful.
bought for home use today are not
While Commodore and Tandy are aim"home" computers at all. They're PCs,
ing squarely at this group, Big Blue is
banking on the growing computer litera- dones, or Macintoshes—the same macy of the U. S. worker to give the PS/1 a chines used at work or at school. No
toehold. At the same time, it's basing its one knows how many of them end up
marketing campaign on service, low gathering dust in the hall closet.
But IBM has done its homework, says
cost, and user-friendliness in an effort to
Skip Gladfelter, marketing manager for
appeal to the neophyte user, too.
the PS/1 in Lexington, Ky., and is conMany industry observers remain skeptical about the PC's prospects for pene- vinced the home computer is the next
trating the consumer market this time great wave in consumer electronics. The
around. "For most people, there's still no home market, he says, has done acomplete flip-flop since the days of the PC Jr.
compelling need to use a computer,"
says Richard A. Shaffer, publisher of the He cites the result of studies done every
Technologic Computer Letter in New six months by IF3M on alternating halves
York "I think the home market is going of 100,000 households.
"In the middle 1980s," says Gladto be agreat market, but not necessarily
felter, "two thirds of the people who
for those machines targeted at it," says

BIG BLUE MOUNTS AMARKETING BLITZ FOR
ITS PS/1 AS TANDY AND COMMODORE ALSO
MOVE IN THE HOME MARKET

T

,
HE
HOME
COMPUTER
market, arocky shoal on which
companies like Texas InstillMIM ments, Coleco, and even IBM
foundered in the early 1980s, has once
more become a target for computer
manufacturers. With the national rollout
last month of its Personal System/1, IBM
Corp. is taking another plunge into the
murky waters in which its first home
computer, the PC Jr, drowned.
The company apparently believes
the time is ripe for anew attempt, and
so do a couple of its competitors.
Commodore Business Machines Inc.
and Tandy Corp. have both developed
machines and marketing ploys designed to overcome the resistance of
computerphobes the folks who have
shunned PCs because they seemed too
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bought machines did so first for enter- Kbit random-access memory. At the high from the usual PC distribution chantainment, second for household activi- end is a model equipped with a 30- nels. Many industry watchers believe
ty, and third for children's education." Mbyte hard disk, color VGA display, and today's slower demand means that ex1-Mbit RAM. Gladfelter says 82% of pur- isting distribution channels are saturatBut by this year, he says, "our projections show that 66% will buy one for chasers are opting for the high-end PS/1 ed, which is one reason IBM is turning
bringing work home, running asmall with all the options. All models come to consumer outlets. In such asetting,
business, or children's homework." with amouse and amodem. Bundled analysts say, a recognizable brand
Purchasers in these segments tend to with the hardware is IBM DOS Version name is absolutely essential, giving
be "semi-computer-literate," as Glad- Release 4.01 in ROM; IBM PS/1 DOS IBM adecided edge over any no-name
felter puts it, and this is the buyer that shell in ROM; Microsoft Works 2.0, clones that might want to cash in on
which offers spreadsheets, data bases, the home market.
IBM is aiming at with the PS/1.
This &tent on the home is old news
Just how many buyers is that? Perhaps word processing, and communications;
at Tandy. The Fort Worth, Texas, compaas many as 44.5 million by 1994, says and access to two on-line services.
market research house Dataquest Inc. in
The first is Prodigy, anationwide in- ny has been selling into the home marSan Jose, Calif At $500 to $2,000 per sys- teractive personal service offering travel ket for some time. Last July, it introtem, that's afigure that should gladden reservations, stock quotes, electronic duced the Tandy 1000 RI-, which in
some ways parallels the capabiliall PC makers, who have seen
their once meteoric market flag
MORE PCs ARE GOING HOME ties of the PS/1 but springs from
adifferent view of the needs of
in the past couple of years. Histhe home market. Ed Juge, director of
torically, says Dataquest, most of
market planning for Radio Shack,
home-computer market growth
Tandy's retail outlet chain, agrees that
come not from the newly converted
the traditional reason to buy a home
novice unsuccessfully targeted
computer is for work or
in earlier attempts. Instead,
school. "But if Iwere ahome
it's come from users who
office user, Iwould probably
work or run businesses at
not opt for what MM is
home or from families that buy a
providing," Juge says. "I
computer as an adjunct to their
would probably go for a
children's school work—precisely
bigger, more powerful mathe IBM target market
chine." The 1000 RL is better
According to Gladfelter, more
than half of the U. S. work force
seen as ahigh-tech home appliance. "It really is designed
either uses or shares acomputer
on the job, or at least works
for people who don't need a
computer at home, who
around the machines.
don't have any homework
"People are more familto do, who don't want
iar with and less afraid of
to know what a datacomputers now," he
-base
manager
or
says, "so the great unword processor is," Juge
washed masses are rapidly disappearing. We are
says. 'We looked at the things
not after the old home-computer market mail, and on-line banking, shopping, people do at home every day and tried
or interested in opening the great un- and games. The other is Promenade, to find which of those would lend themwashed to computers. We are going an education and entertainment service selves to the application of computer
after the tuner of the market for pretty with on-line classes, encyclopedia, technology in away that makes sense."
The result is an AT-compatible maserious applications." Still, IBM hopes to computer forums, and publicly availchine with a comprehensive enhanced
break through to the rookies as well.
able software.
Perhaps the most innovative aspect 24-program set of Tandy's Designate
To do so, the company has put together apackage of hardware, software, of the PS/1 is the support and service software designed for "everyday" appliand services that makes the PS/1 an ap- IBM is offering, an effort designed to cations. The set indudes organizer propealing, no-fuss machine. To beat the offset the consumer's fear of break- grams for taking inventory of personal
cost barrier, the system is priced at $999 downs and high repair bills. In con- possessions or organizing collections,
junction with Prodigy, the user can get and travel planning. There's a kitchen
to $1,999. To overcome the "fear factor,"
the company daims to have made the help on-line or by phone seven days a program for keeping recipes and planPS/1 as easy to set up and use as a week, 18 hours aday. A system mal- ning meals. Another program offers fihome appliance. Yet its hardware is function will be diagnosed on-line by nancial planning and personal accountpowerful enough to meet the needs of an IBM expert, and if need be anew ing. And there is aseries of what Tandy
part will be shipped express, in 24 to nits Mathcards that perform avariety of
the business-at-home user.
Based on a10-MHz Intel Corp. 80286 48 hours. And IBM will send United common calculations.
Prices for the 1000 RL range from
microprocessor, the PS/1 comes in four Parcel Service to pick up the old part.
The PS/1 is being offered nation- $750 with amonochrome monitor and
versions. At the low end is asingle-diskette model (1.44-Mbyte, 3.5-in. diskette) wide in thousands of retail outlets, in- a, 3.5-in. floppy disk to $1,299 for a
with monochrome VGA display and 512- cluding Sears Brand Central—a far cry CGA color monitor and 20-Mbyte hard
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disk. Unlike the PS/1, a modem and
mouse are optional, but the machine
does offer digital sound recording and
playback. A full complement of options will run the cost up to just under
$1,600, still considerably less than
IBM's top-of-the-line unit. As for service, Juge points out that Radio Shack
has more than 7,000 locations where
users can have their machines serviced;
or they can seek help by phone or online via amodem.
Like Tandy, Commodore has always
focused heavily on the consumer market. Its C64 computer was highly successful in the early 1980s and boasts an
installed base of 7million to 10 million
units, says Tom Kilcoyne, director of
marketing at the West Chester, Pa.,
company. Now Commodore is aiming
its Amiga line at the home market.
Last April, Commodore dusted off the
low-end Amiga 500C, which had been
primarily sold by dealers, and began a
major merchandising push. It's aMotorola 68000-based machine that features
high-resolution video graphics via a radio-frequency modulator connected to a
color 1V. The 500C sells for $599 and
comes with three major software packages: Amiga Textcraft for word processing; "Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego," apopular educational program;
and Tetris, a best-selling game. Like its
competitors, the Amiga 500C is designed
for easy setup and service.
"One of the biggest problems consumers have is how to set up the box,
and worrying about what if it should
break," Kilcoyne says. 'We've developed
an innovative program called Commodore Express, ajoint program with Federal Express. It's acombination of a24hour hotline as part of the warranty program, and aservice program by which
Federal Express will pick up your defective machine and have it back to you repaired in 72 hours."
Kilcoyne daims the lack of compatibility with DOS-based PCs is not a
problem. "Our position is that this is a
'first' computer," he says. 'The person
who uses the computer at work is probably not our customer. We think we
answer the question alot of parents are
asking themselves today: is there life after the video game?"
A new variation of the Amiga 500
soon to be launched by Commodore
may enhance its position as an entry
product into the home. Fsentially an
Amiga 500 motherboard assembled in
abox with aCD-ROM drive, the Corn-

BRINGING IT ALL BACK HOME
Based on a 286 processor, the PS/1 is robust enough for homebusiness use. IBM says 82e9 of buyers opt for the high-end model.
home market is for things like fax, and
otherwise it's really for awork computer used at home," says publisher Dyson. "I think the notion of taking all
the teeth or guts out [of a PC] and
selling it for roughly the same price for
half the performance for use at home
fundamentally won't work." She calls
the PS/1 "sort of acondescending PC."
For the computer to succeed in the
EANWHILE, APPLE, THE
company that Dataquest says home, it will have to be repackaged,
has the largest share in the home mar- says publisher Shaffer. "It's already hapket, remains unimpressed by all the pening. Take acompact-disk player, for
hoo-ha. 'The way Ilook at the home," example. Here we have basically ahighsays Apple's Mowry, "is Mat it's not a speed digital-to-analog converter with
market—it's alocation where business computers used for track-search techand/or general-purpose computing is niques and error correction. It's avery
conducted. There may not be enough sophisticated digital machine, but people
discrete attributes to allow any one don't think of it as acomputer."
Shaffer believes that "computers will
manufacturer to go after it in ameandisappear into the home the way microingful way."
Mowry holds that none of the new controllers disappeared into our toasters
machines offers any new technology and ovens. The stand-alone computer
and could quickly become obsolete. will still be what it always was—an of"Both Tandy and IBM are offering the fice machine. Most people don't have
same text-based system, and not avery copiers or postage meters in their
robust one at that," he says. 'Tandy has home. Those are business machines, and
been offering Desktnate software for Idon't see why we should be perplexed
years, icon-based, so what's new there? that most homes don't have business
machines in them."
Recipe management? Household budgetBut IBM's Gladfelter is blithely ening? This is not new stuff, it's repackaging old software that's not selling too thusiastic about the prospects for the
well, putting it in a box, and saying PS/1. 'We feel we may be at the beginnings of one of the true new consumer
here's abetter value than ever. Fratddy,
things haven't changed that dramatically products of the 1990s," he says. "We've
in the last three or four years that Icould been tallcing to alot of our PC specialgive you better reasons in 1990 to buy a ty and outlet dealers, and they don't
see a lot of products on the horizon
computer than Icould in 1986."
Most industry observers fall in on that show the promise [for growth] the
the side of Mowry. "I think the real way this computer does." I/

moclore Dynamic TV (see p. 82) can
play compact disks, video games, and
special applications disks currently being developed. Input is through awireless infrared hand-held device. As with
the Amiga 500C, output display is aTV
receiver. The price at introduction will
be under $1,000, Commodore says.
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Another
International Reputation
Bites The Dust.

The best source for

Best of all, we do all

high-quality semiconduc-

this at very, very attractive

tors may not be where you

prices.

think it is.

If you'd like to find

Take UMC. In 1989,

out why UMC is building

we started production at

a
reputation among leading

the most advanced chip

electronics manufacturers

manufacturing facility in the world. In Taiwan.

worldwide, call us today: 408-727-9589.

Our leading-edge manufacturing tech-

UMC SRAM Family

nology allows us to produce awide variety of

Capacity

Part Number

Organization

Speed(ns)

16K

UM6116

2Kx 8

90/120

64K

UM6164

8Kx 8

20/25

64K

UM6188

2x(4Kx 8)

25/35/45

SRAMs, for example. We make them in

64K

UM61164

4Kx 16

25/35/45

64K

UM6I165

2x(2Kx 16)

25/35/45

sizes up to 1Mb, and speeds from 120 to 20 nsec.

64K

UM6264AL

8Kx 8

70/100/120

128K

UM61168

8Kx16

25/35/45

We can easily handle high volume production

256K

UM62256AL

32Kx 8

70/100/120

1Mb

UM621024

128Kx 8

70/85/100

semiconductors.

runs. And we're along-term supplier.

SRAMs include DIPs,SDIPs, and SOs. 1Mb available 4th qtr.

UNITED MICROELECTRONICS CORPORATION
©1990 United Microelectronics Corporation.
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Thirteen years
ago, Ford gave us
the green light.
Now they've given
us the spotlight.
Intel is proud to be the first semiconductor
manufacturer to receive Ford Motor Company's prestigious
Total Quality Excellence Award.
We salute the following individuals and
the entire Intel team whose dedication to total quality
made this award possible.
Charla Frain
Chin Teik Cheah
Keith Dompier
Joanne Hagn

Fred Phail

Stu Pann

Scott Pfotenhauer
Jerome Solis

William Jaeger
Rod Nielsen
Greg Pasco

Intel®
OD 1990 Intel Corporation.
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CHIP SET VENDORS RALLY
AROUND THE 3855X
THEY'RE ALSO PUSHING STANDARD-CELL SOLUTIONS AND
GREATER INTEGRATION FOR 286 PRODUCTS Lill' JONIIIMCLEOD
TTHE BASE OF THE FOOD
chain for personal computers
is the chip set. This handful of
integrated circuits surrounding
acentral processing unit is what distinguishes and differentiates computers
made by the plethora of PC clone manufacturers in Asia and the U. S.
The state of the $543 million chip set
market tells agreat deal about the general health of the PC industry. Increased competition has forced the average selling price of these chip sets
down 25% a year. To protect their
ASPs, IC vendors are implementing
products in standard cells, which are
more cost-effective and harder to copy
than the gate arrays previously used.
In addition, IC vendors are turning
out products specifically designed for
Intel C,orp.'s 20-MHz 80386SX CPU, a
16-bit-bus version of the 32-bit
80386DX. Analysts call the SX-based
system the hottest PC of the year. Chip
sets to build this product, which are
available from new as well as established chip set vendors, support cache
capability that boosts system performance to the level of a noncache
80486, Intel's high-end CPU.
Finally, IC vendors are turning to
higher integration as a means of increasing their product lines. Some vendors are looking at integrating chip set
functions and the 80286 CPU on asingle chip; Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
is the first with such a "motherboard
on achip" (see p. 77). Others are integrating add-in card functions onto a
single chip mounted directly onto the
PC motherboard.
The chip set market was worth $465
million last year, growing to $543 million in 1990 and $590 million in 1991,
according to Dean McCarron, vice president of technology at IC research firm
In-Stat Inc. in Scottsdale, Ariz. In 1989,

tain View, Calif., followed by Headland
chip sets for 80286 and 80386SX systems accounted for $328 million of that Technology, Xymos, Western Digital,
total and 32-bit systems made up $137 and Texas Instruments.
million. The 32-bit segment will reach
To climb on that list, suppliers with
$186 million in 1990 and $260
their own foundries, especially
million next year, In-Stat says. ICOMPUTERS
TI and VLSI Technology, have
Chip sets for 80286- and 80386SXbegun to slice pries, leading to adrop
in ASP. McCarron says the ASP for 16-bit
based systems will grow to $357 milchip sets could drop 25% per year. In
lion in 1990 and decline to $333 million in 1991.
fact, one reason the market for 16-bit
McCarron says that Chips & Technolochip sets is likely to dip in 1991 is the
gies Inc. of San Jose, Calif., has the lion's price squeeze.
To protect their market share from
share of the market, shipping $220 million worth of product last year. A distant this price erosion, other suppliers are
second was VLSI Technology Inc., also turning out more intergrated designs
in San Jose, with $70 million. Next in that cannot be as easily duplicated by
share comes GS Technology of Moun- competitors. Up to now, chip set ven-

WHITHER THE CLONES?
The flurry of 386SX activity raises questions about the 286 clone
market. One direction is IBM's PS/1, based on a 286 plus ASICs.
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dors merely created their own gate-array versions of Chips & Technologies
chip sets, McCarron says. Now Chips
and others are going for greater integration using standard-cell designs that
require ahigher level of design expertise to duplicate. SCAT (single-chip AT)
from Chips, Topcat from VLSI Technolgy, and SuperAT from National
Semiconductor are examples.
Another is Summit from NCR Corp.
The Ft. Collins, Colo., company claims
this standard-cell offering affords a30%
integration increase over a gate-array
implementation. The two-chip set is expected to lower total system cost by a
factor of 10.
Yet another way IC manufacturers are
going after higher ASPs is by designing
products specifically for the 80386SX.
McCarron says that while ASPs for the
80286 chip sets have come under severe
pressure, ASPs for chips sets sold specifically for the 386SX have not. This is
because only a few suppliers are shipping products in quantity.
'The 80386SX-based products are the
hottest products on the market," says
JoeAnn Stahel, president of StoreBoard,
a Dallas market-research house. "Units
grew 11% per month in June and July,
and sales should remain strong through
Christmas." StoreBoard collects and publishes shipment statistics from computer
retail stores. (The firm does not track
consumer electronics or department
stores, nor sales through value-added resellers or system integrators.)
Until recently Intel offered only 16MHz versions of the 80386SX product.
McCarron says that of the 4.8 million SX
chips sold this year, 4.2 million—or
88%—will be 16-MHz devices. Because
of the identical speeds, done manufacturers could use existing chip sets meant
for the 80286 CPU to build an 80386SXbased PC. However, with the availability
of the 20-MHz version of the 386SX,
done vendors have yet another way of
differentiating their products. Adding a
cache to the CPU provides 80486-like
performance at little more than the cost
of an SX-based system.
Chips & Technologies' PEAKSX
386SX chip set offering announced in
September features the 83G835 two-way
set-associative cache and is typical of the
solutions the market will field. Vinod
Mahendroo, director of corporate marketing at Chips, says adding cache to the
386SX has undermined the noncached
80386DX and 80486-based designs. He
sees these systems all being designed as

CHIP SET TRENDS

are facing trying to
cache-based systems.
get sufficient quantiIn fact, the SX
market is split into
Average selling price is dropping ties of 80386SX
chips from Intel
two sectors, says 25% ayear.
points up the shortRaj Jaswa, vice president of marketing
Vendors are using standard cells; comings of a sole
and sales at Opti they're more cost-effective and harder source for aCPU.
The same kind of
Inc. in Santa Clara, to copy than gate arrays.
integration seen in
Calif. One demands
low cost and the
In 386SX chip sets, caching boosts chips for handheld
second wants high system performance to 80486 level. In computers is occurperformance. In Au- the 286 market, the drive is toward the ring in desktop systems as well. Chip
gust, Opti intro- "motherboard on achip."
suppliers are produced its high-end
83C281 and low-end 82C282 chip sets viding single-chip solutions for VGA
to serve these two markets. 'The graphics and input/output control and
83C281 provides integrated direct-map power management for battery-operatcache that has the same performance ed systems. The trend in the desktop
as two-way set-associative cache but for market is to integrate the functions
less cost," says Jaswa. Opti's strategy once contained on add-in cards onto
with the 82C281 is to provide a low- chips that go right on the motherend 80386SX solution that offers slight- board, says Larry Choice, director of
ly more performance than other chip the PC products business group at Nasets. It has a more limited direct-map tional Semiconductor Corp. in Santa
cache but provides a15% performance Clara, Calif.
boost over other chip sets that support
For example, National has just intro
page/interleave operation.
duced its PC8477 single-chip floppydisk controller, which can handle vertiof HE INTENSE CONCENTRA- cal-mode recording. It has an on-board
tion on the 386SX market leads analog data separator that Choice says
to the question of what's going to hap- provides better operating margins than
pen to the 80286 market among clone the digital data separator found on othsuppliers. Analysts project adecline in er single-chip offerings.
this segment. 'The 80286 market is
In late August, Cirrus Logic Inc. in
shrinking except for the portables mar- Fremont, Calif., rolled out its GD6340
ket," says Stahel of StoreBoard. (How- VGA controller for color LCDs. It inever, Stahel concedes the declining fig- creases the number of displayable colures could reflect 80286-based systems ors on any liquid-crystal-display panel
moving though distribution channels by an order of magnitude, thus providher company does not count.)
ing the nearest image to aCRT possiThe combination of integrated chip ble on an LCD. Moreover, it requires
sets and the 80286 is making the handonly two 256-by-4 dynamic random-acheld PC market—typified by Poquet cess memories to create a complete
Computers—a high-volume business, VGA function for aportable computer.
says Michael Slater, editor of the indusThe battle for real estate on the mothtry newsletter Microprocessor Repon.
erboard is the next great competitive areThe ultimate integration is the 80286 na for chip set vendors [Electronics,
combined with the surrounding chip May 1990, p. 76]. Each IC maker is partiset. 'The technology exists to enable tioning the motherboard and add-in card
such acombination," says McCarron at functionality slighly differently. For exIn-Stat. One example of how integra- ample, Western Digital Corp.'s new
tion is giving new life to 80286-based 7500/7600/760OLP chip set contains four
systems is IBM Corp.'s Personal Sys"superchips," one containing storage
control for floppy and hard disks as well
tem/1 home computer (see p. 63).
The system contains ahandful of applias real-time dock and power manage
ment. A second contains the core logic,
cation-specific ICs and the 286.
There is one impediment to this hap- a third handles data communications,
pening: having to rely on asole source and afourth video control.
It is becoming increasingly difficult for
for both CPU and logic. Sole sourcing
is likely because to differentiate its system vendors to mix and match chips
product achip maker is not going to from different suppliers. How well system OEMs accept these chip set offerintegrate the same functions as its competitor. The current problems OEMs ings remains to be seen. //
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Our New LED Agreement Goes
Beyond The Surface.
When it comes to surface-mount
(SMT) LED indicators, Hewlett-Packard
and Siemens are making aworld of
difference. Through our extensive
co-development efforts, we can offer
you standard, multi-sourced SMT LEDs.

By combining our expertise in the
optoelectronics field, we've done more
than respond to your need for aglobal
standard. Our SMT LEDs are designed
to give you performance comparable
to through-hole LEDs.
To brighten your design outlook even
further, our LED indicators will provide
SMT manufacturing process compatibility for ease of placement and
soldering. Plus, we'll offer afull range of
LED colors, and light intensity that outshines all others.

Best of all, these lamps are from HP
and Siemens. So you're assured of our
commitment to excellence in service,
support and reliability.
For more information, call
(408) 725-3524. Or write:
Siemens Components, Inc.
Optoelectronics Division
19000 Homestead Road
Cupertino, CA 95014-0799
Siemens
Practical Solutions by Design.
r1990 Stamens Components. Inc
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BEST OF

THE '90s

NKK can show you exactly where the switch industry is
headed because we're already here. We have over
917,000 different ways to improve your products' reliability
and functionality — starting with the just-released
break -through switch ideas on this page. Send for our free
400-page catalog.
Contact
NKK Switches,
7850 E. Gelding Dr.,
Scottsdale, AZ 85260.
Phone (602) 991-0942.

flKH

switches

WORLD'S SMALLEST

EASY DOES IT

NKK introduces the surface mount
G3T with patented STC contacts,
gull-wing terminals. VPS or infrared
reflow solderable.

Washable M2B subminiature
pushbuttons feature
very-light-touch, snap-acting
contacts. Straight, right
angle, vertical PC terminals.

New ND switch is half the size
of ordinary binary coded
DIP rotaries. Washable and
universal footprint pattern.

WORTH A MILLION

LEGENDARY

%00
New compact, industrial-grade NB
snap-in LED pushbutton with split
legend up to 4ways. Built-in resistor.
Numerous options.

Million operations from unique LED
illuminated JB keypad switch. Red,
green or yellow LED options.

DOUBLE DUTY

TURNING POINT

100,000 CHOICES

Logic-level for PCB or power rating
for snap-in panel mounting, from
very low-profile UB pushbuttons with
full-face LED illumination.

Washable Binary Coded DIP rotary
DR-A switch can be PC or panel
mounted. Crisp operation. Right
angle or straight terminals.

YB pushbutton yields literally
100,000— part numbers with
variations in mounting, illumination,
circuitry and color.
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WORKSTATION GRAPHICS
WITH APC PRICE TAG

RISC-BASED CHIP SUPPORTING 8514/A AND VGA BRINGS
ASIGNIFICANT DROP IN GRAPHICS-BOARD COSTS BY SAMUEL WEBER

F

OR THE FIRST TIME, A RISC performance graphics engine,
$1,290, plus $1,560 for an 8514/A
engine has been applied to high- you have to have 1,024-by-768- &WHO monitor. Although monitor prices
resolution personal computer pixel resolution with 256 colors, it has have declined in the interim, 8514/A
graphics, and the result is alowto be low in cost, and you must be cards from several vendors, including
cost, high-performance graphics confully compatible with VGA. And we IBM, still top the $1,000 mark.
troller that implements all the popular meet all four points in any card built
Another approach to high-perforIBM Corp. graphics modes, including with our chip."
mance graphics is Texas Instruments
the Personal System/2's 8514/A highIt wasn't long ago that VGA—the Inc.'s TMS34010 and 34020 graphics
resolution standard. What's more, per- Video Graphics Array standard—was controllers [Electronics, May 1990,
formance tests running under Microsoft the sine qua non for PC graphics, at p. 103]. But although fast, the TI apWindows indicate that ahighproach, too, is relatively exresolution graphics board
pensive. Vendors with 8514/
based on the new chip will
IIT'S GRAPHICS
A-compatible offerings inrun significantly faster than
clude Chips & Technologies
BREAKTHROUGH
equivalent products offered
Inc. with its 82C480 singleby other vendors.
chip device and Western DigiThe new Integrated Graphtal Corp. with atwo-chip set,
ics Array (IGA) from Integratthe PWGAl. Neither directly
VIDEO
ed Information Technologies
supports VGA.
DAC
in Santa Clara, Calif., should
The IIT chip, by contrast,
RISC-BASED
find avid acceptance among
supports VGA, CGA, MDA,
IGA
original-equipment manufacEGA, and Hercules in addition
CONTROLLER
turers and makers of add-in
to 8514/A—no easy task con(FOR 8514/A
AND VGA
boards. Because the chip
sidering the standards' differGRAPHICS)
works with low-cost dynamic
ing technical needs. In the
DISPLAY random-access memories inpixel-oriented CGA, EGA, and
DISPLAY
MEMORY
INTERFACE
stead of expensive video
VGA, the central processing
BUFFER
RAMs, board manufacturers
unit on the PC motherboard
have an easy upgrade path.
directs the graphics board's
The controller can be initially
frame-buffer logic on apixelinstalled as VGA only, but by
by-pixel basis. But 8514/A diadding DRAMs, it can be uprects the CPU to send highgraded easily to 8514/A.
The IGA needs only one set of RAM buffers,
level graphics commands to a
Up to now, graphics boards
video DA Cs, and TTL interface chips.
graphics engine for drawing
that indude 8514/A capability
lines and rectangles, making
have been quite expensive, running 640 by 480 pixels for standard VGA bit-block transfers (Bitblts), scissoring
more than $1,000. With the new low- and 800 by 600 for so-called "Super and other graphics operations, and
cost IGA chip, the manufacturing cost of VGA." But then came 8514/A, with its
moving objects around on the screen.
a0.5-Mbyte board would be substantial1,024 by 768 pixels. With the advent of
Most graphics adapters capable of imly less than that, says Y. W. Sing, IIT's 8514/A support of such applications as plementing both VGA and 8514/A revice president and cofounder. For the Microsoft Windows, Presentation Man- quire what amounts to two separate subuser, the chip will bring workstation-levager, and AutoCAD, serious users find systems, one for each standard. Because
el graphics to the PC at modest cost.
that VGA is lacking, Sing says.
most available software is designed to
"To provide asuccessful next-generBut all those pixels don't come cheap:
support the VGA modes, high-end PCs
ation graphics solution in the PC marin April 1987, when 8514/A was introthat implement 8514/A must still provide
ket," says Sing, "you have to meet four duced, an 8514/A card for the PS/2 and aVGA board. Thus most 8514/A boards
criteria: you have to provide a high512 Kbits of video RAM weighed in at provide some sort of VGA pass-through
ELECTRONICS •OCTOBER 1990
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ARCHITECTURE
capability without full VGA functionality.
To provide both means two processors,
VIDO
two frame buffers, two sets of TTL interOUTPUT
face chips, two digital-to-analog convertINSTRUCTION
ers—and concomitant high cost. But the
FETCH
11T chip handles both standards with
only one set of RAM buffers, video
DACs, and TTL interface chips. The result is lower cost and reduced board
HO
area. In fact, it is passible to consider
INT RFACE
putting the IGA on the motherboard,
BU
since the chip will automatically switch
ODE::
TIMING
to the appropriate mode.
CONTROLLEF
Irr is a three-year-old company
SY C AND
founded by Sing and Chi-Shin Wang,
NKING
MICROCODE
both formerly with Weitek Corp. of
RISC
ROM
CORE
Sunnyvale, Calif. Its current sales level
of $20 million is expected to quadruple
this year, according to Sing. The company's first products were floatingDISPLAY
MEMORY
point coprocessors compatible with InCONTROL-ER
tel Corp.'s 287/387 but twice as fast.
IIT's strategy, Sing says, is twofold: to
provide a total solution for the PC
MEMORY
DISPLAY MEMORY
motherboard and also to provide highTIMING
INTERFACE BUS
performance applications. Currently in
The host interface/interrupt controls communication with the host
the works are designs for a 386/486interface bus and passes data to all the other units on the board.
compatible CPU [Electronics, May
1990, p. 78] and an image compresand polygon fill, patterns, vector fonts,
sion/decompression chip for multime- part is apixel painter, and the 8514/A and so on. The display processor conis agraphics engine—two very dissimidia, both targeted for next year.
figures itself using the control registers,
Essentially, what IIT designers have lar animals—and you need to have full
reads video memory, and outputs an imknowledge
of
the
register-level
archidone with the IGA is to combine two
age to the screen. It also provides all the
tectures
of
both
of
them."
Next,
says
diverse architectures on asingle chip.
hardware necessary to emulate VGA,
According to Sing, the VGA architec- Parrott, "your RISC engine must be de- EGA, CGA, Hercules, and MDA.
ture has five basic components: abus signed to share alot of the functions
The CPU sends drawing instructions
interface unit that talks to the AT or Mi- between those two parts." And finally,
to the graphics controller via the host
"implementation
must
be
by
a
full
cuscroChannel bus; a-CRT controller that
bus interface. The graphics controller
controls all the cathode-ray-tube sig- tom design—not a gate array. There performs drawing computations and
nals; what IBM calls a sequencer, are just too many gates."
sends the pixel coordinates to the diswhich generates all the internal signal
3IT IS THE ONLY VENDOR play-memory interface bus.
timing and controls the frame-buffer
The decode function interprets inuse a reduced-instruction-set
video-RAM timing; agraphics controller
type of graphics engine; most solutions structions sent by the system CPU. The
that handles all the graphics data; and
attribute controller receives data from
an attribute controller that handles text now available rely on state machines.
the display memory via the graphics
But "a state machine is fixed, designed
and screen manipulation.
for aspecific application, and can't be controller and the RISC core, then forThe 8514/A architecture is less wellchanged," Sing says. "Our design is mats it for display. The instructiondefined, says Sing, but basically it partifetch section maintains the flow of intions into four components: bus inter- much more flexible because changing structions from the CPU to the IGA.
the microcode can change the function
face unit, CRT controller, timing generaThe instruction decoder provides pritor for the frame buffer, and graphics or features."
mary-level decoding of the instructions
The
IGA
is
a
1.2-µm,
custom-deengine. "To put the two together," Sing
fetched from the CPU, which in turn
says, "you have to share a lot of the signed CMOS VLSI chip with a RISC
drive the microcode ROM.
logic. Right now we share the logic of processor running at 25 million instrucThe latter provides asecond level of
tions/s. This single chip is the- equivathe bus unit, the CRT controller, and the
instruction decoding that produces the
lent
of
the
three
large
gate
arrays
used
DRAM controller. That's how we are
by IBM and other vendors as ahard- microinstructions needed to drive the
able to put all this on asingle chip."
RISC core computer. The display-memTo accomplish this feat means mas- wired graphics engine.
The RISC engine takes commands ory controller generates basic timing
tering three tasks, adds Gene Parrott,
for the display-memory RAMs while
from the CPU, decodes and executes
vice president of sales and marketing.
the video timing controller generates
"First you need to design a RISC ma- them. The drawing engine provides the horizontal and vertical synchronous
chine that will solve the problems of hardware support for all malor graphic timing and refresh addressing. 0
both diverse architectures. The VGA functions—line draw, Belts, rectangle

I
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With this Ethernet chip set, your competitors
will swear you took ashortcut.
The shortest route to market begins with our three-chip
set— the EtherStar- controller, encoder/decoder,
and transceiver— from Fujitsu's Advanced Products Division.
We've engineered this Ethernet set to offer you
unparalleled ease of design. With our
expert design support and optional
manufacturing kit, you have everything
you need to get new products out in
record time.
EtherStar's unique buffer manager
automatically controls buffer memory
access and allocation, making application
software easier to develop. And EtherStar handles many
functions usually performed by the software driver in hardware— boosting system performance. No wonder official
Novell certification tests show that products based on our
chip set have higher data-transfer rates.

Unlike some of our competitors, we can supply you
with complete system solutions, including interface
chips for standard bus architectures. And we don't
compete with you by selling boards.
NOVELL LABS
As Fujitsu's American arm, we're AUTHORIZED
in close touch
TESTED AND
with your market- APPROVED
place and what
NeWare Compatible
you need to excel
there. So call us at 1-800-866-8608.
Learn about the family of highperformance Ethernet solutions
from Fujitsu's Advanced
roducts Division.
And take the
shortest, smartest
pathway to Ethernet
success.

EtherStar is atrademark of Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. © 1990 Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.

nurrsu MICROELECTRONICS, INC., Advanced Products Division, 50 Rio Robles, San Jose, CA 95134-1806.
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Cray Computer Corporation's 500 MHz GaAs IC test head.

How do you test a500 MHz
Cray3 in aloo MHz world?
The Cray3 s' GaAs ICs were too
fastfor any commercially available testing
equipment. Except Outlooks'.
The 480 different GaAs ICs used in the Cray3
needed to be tested at speed. There were too
many things —
backgating effects,
latching problems —
that wouldn't show
up at lower speeds,
but caused failures
at full-out
Trouble was,
the speed at which
they needed to be
tested at was about
"We couldn't have tested
the Cray3's GaAs ICs
five times faster than
without it:'—Doug
VVheeland, VP., Hardware
commercially availDevelopment, Cray
Computer Corporation.
able test equipment.
'Always before: Cray Computer
Corporation's VP Doug Wheeland explains,

we used parts off the shelf. But the Cray3 is
the first time Seymour has designed his own
ICs. For awhile it looked like that would mean
designing our own test equipment, too."
Until they took alook at Outlook.
The Functional At Speed Test (FAST)
system you see here became possible with
Outlook Technology's high performance logic
timing analyzers and pattern generators.
"It's made at-speed testing of high
speed ICs possible: adds Doug. "We couldn't
have tested the Cray3's GaAs ICs without it."
Outlook products include very high performance logic timing analyzers, and afamily
of digital word generators that reach a2GHz
data rate.
If you're working out there close to
the edge and need test equipment fast enough
to keep up, give Outlook acall. Telephone
408-374-2990;
FAX 408-374-9273.

Outlook Technology Incorporated, 200 East Hacienda Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008
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OTHERBOARD ON A
CHIP' BECOMES AREALITY

AMD IS FIRST WITH APROCESSOR/LOGIC IC, ACLASS OF CHIP
THAT MAY BE THE ULTIMATE LAPTOP SOLUTION BY JACK SHAME

T

HE AMAZING SHRINKING
PC has taken another sip of its
magic potion, this time administered by Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s chip architects in Austin,
Texas. AMD has become the first with
an integrated "motherboard on a
chip," and other chip makers are certain to follow suit.
AMD's Am286ZX and its low-power
cousin, the Am286LX, incorporate the
functionality of the original IBM Corp.
AT motherboard—including the 80286
microprocessor—on asingle chip. The
space-saving implications of this class
of chip will likely change forever the
laptop and notebook PC market. Such
chips will make it possible to build
VGA displays, internal modems, and
high-performance hard-disk drives into
notebook-size personal computers for
the same $2,000 that now buys CGA
displays and asingle floppy disk, says
Mike Webb, marketing director of
AMD's PC Products Division.
The Sunnyvale, Calif., company's
breakthrough comes when AMD is expending plenty of corporate energy and
resources to nail aown part of the microprocessor market. Just as the Am2.86ZX/
LX is rolling out of the engineering department, AMD's lawyers are fighting for
the company's uncontested right to manufacture its version of Intel Corp.'s
80386. Some analysts go as far as saying
that AMD is betting the ranch on the
court's decision, which was due to be
handed down late last month.
The new AMD chips replace about
175 chips on the original AT motherboard. Significantly, the integration
does not include a display controller,
disk-drive controller, or serial and parallel ports. Webb contends these functions are easily satisfied by chips for
memory control, disk control, graphics,
and communications now being mar-

keted by companies such as Western
AMD's solution allows for the direct
Digital, Cirrus Logic, Chips & Technol- control of two AT expansion cards withogies, and Headland Technology.
out glue logic or buffers. "With these
AMD is in the forefront of the trend chips, it is possible to do a true AT
toward one integrated Proexpansion by plugging halfcessor-plus-system-logic chip SEMICONDUCTORS cards into the system," says
and a handful of
memory chips, says
Michael Slater, editor
of the Microprocessor
Report, a prominent
DRAM
CLOCKING
newsletter in the field.
BUS
CONTROL
CONTROL
Intel has hinted about
80C286
achip that integrates a
CGA display controller, memory controlAT STANDARD
ler, and input/output
PERIPHERALS
EMS 40
ports with its 80386
LOGIC
processor core. Also,
chip-set market leader
Chips & Technologies
Inc. is another likely
candidate for a motherboard-on-a-chip solution, says Slater.
While Intel seems to
be zeroing in on a386
solution, AMD's Webb
daims the 286 architecture has plenty of life
left in it. Higher dock
speeds give it plenty of
AMD's 286ZX and 286IX replace about 175
processing power for
chips on the original PC AT motherboard.
advanced applications,
such as Microsoft Corp.'s Windows 3.0, Webb. Adding buffer devices can prohe says. AT-class microprocessors have vide for more expansion slots. Programalso broken an important software barrimable bus docking means designers can
er that allows them to run very sophistimix and match a16-MHz processor, for
cated applications. They now can ad- example, with an 8-MHz expansion bus.
dress up to 16 Mbytes of memory, and As power misers, both chips offer selecAMD has included Extended Memory table dock rates. The LX also offers a
System 4.0 logic on its chips.
CPU shut-down mode, system shutOther features of special interest to down mode, staggered DRAM refresh,
systems houses include power manageand slow-refresh DRAM support Samment, easy-to-configure BIOS, program- ples of the 16-Wri-lz chips will be availmable bus clocking, and expansion-bus able later this year. A 20-MHz version is
direct-drive capability.
waiting in the wings. //
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Buy an ASML
and get aNikon fret

Here's your chance to get the
Nikon you've always wanted.
We're giving this Nikon camera
away with every ASM Lithography
stepper you install.
It's our way of reminding you about
the 20 percent greater throughput
you'll get from our steppers. That it
takes just four ASML steppers to do

the job
of five of theirs
So it's like getting one free. But
that's not all you get:
Your throughput will improve even
more on critical layers.
Our patented, process-insensitive
alignment achieves overlay accuracy
of 0.125pm —even through your
toughest grainy aluminum.
With the new PAS 5000/50,
you'll get full-production resolution
down to 0.5pm with fifth-generation
ASML/Zeiss i
-line optics. And 20 percent more depth of focus than any

°Nik on is afederally registered trademark used by Nikon, Inc. for its cameras.
'Nikon wafer steppers are manufactured by Nikon Corporation.
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g-line lens. So you can
make devices never before
possible.
With all this and absolutely
no need for expensive, spaceconsuming environmental chambers,
you'll also get lower costs per die.
We guarantee it.
Then we'll support you with all
the process expertise you will need
to get up and running fast
Zoom in on all the details. Just call
or write the ASML office nearest you.

ASM Lithography

01990 ASM Lithography

In U.S.A.: 2315 W. Fairmont Drive, Tempe, AZ 85282
Phone: (602) 438-0559; FAX (602) 438-0793.
In Europe: Meierijweg 15, 5503 HN VELDHOVEN,
The Netherlands. Phone: (31) 40-580800.
In Taiwan: 3F-1, 376 Jen Ai Rd., Sec. 4, Taipei, Taiwan,
ROC. Phone: (886) 2-709-7606.
In Korea: 903 Kwang Sung Building, 831-47, Yuk Sam Dong,
Kangnam-Ku, Seoul, Korea. Phone: (82) 2-562-8381.

EMBEDDED COMPUTERS
ARE GOING MI
AMPRO'S DOWNSIZED, LOW-PRICED FAMILY COULD OPEN
NEW MARKETS FOR EMBEDDED SYSTEMS HY JACK SHAME

ule family of PC-XT and PC-AT boards they can be stacked on top of one
measures just 3.6 by 3.8 in. That's less another as an alternative to card cages.
than half the size of the company's A complete system consisting of one
earlier products and well under one CoreModule/XT, one MiniModule video board, and aMiniModule/FSS
fourth the size of atypical, singleBOARDS (floppy drive, serial port, SCSI inboard computer, says Paul Roterface) can be assembled into astack
senfeld, vice president of marketing.
The industry-standard PC architecture measuring just 3.6 by 3.8 by 1.8 in.
Ampro's emphasis on being a fulland the use of highly integrated chips
also results in attractive pricing, says service CPU-board supplier has its
Rosenfeld. The CoreModule/XT is roots in the fragmentation of the empriced at $100 each; CoreModule/286 bedded systems industry. "Customers
that ship embedded applications of
pricing will be about $150.
Ampro's miniboards are likely to 500 to 5,000 units ayear have traditionopen new markets for embedded sys- ally had ahard time," says Rosenfeld.
"They are too small to get first-class
tems. In terms of raw chip consumption, embedded systems already out- service from semiconductor compastrip PCs, says Henry Berier, vice presi- nies, and off-the-shelf solutions for the
dent of research for Frost & Sullivan most part do not exist."
The strategy is expected to pay off
Inc. in New York. Potential users include makers of telecommunications for Ampro's customers in shorter prodgear, robotics, automobiles, and enter- uct cycles. A customer-service orientatainment equipment. "Many industries tion plus an off-the-shelf solution in an
have not yet taken full advantage of industry-standard architecture is ahard
combination to beat.
embedded computers," Berier says.
The CoreModule/XT is based on the
Designing a Core8088-compatible NEC Corp. V20 CMOS
Module
board
into
a
CANNED SOLUTIONS
system is inherently microprocessor operating at 9.8 MHz.
easier than creating a All the features of aPC-compatible emCPU from scratch, bedded controller are on board, inbut Ampro intends cluding direct-memory-access and interto make it even easi- rupt controllers, and timers. On-board
er with a develop- sockets support up to 1Mbyte of dyment kit that will en- namic random-access memory. The
able application de- module comes equipped with abidirvelopment on PCs, ectional parallel port, an RS-232-C serial
says Rosenfeld. For port, and areal-time clock with aconapplications that re- nector for external battery backup.
When harsh operating environments
quire even greater
functionality, Ampro make the use of hard or floppy drives
is supplying modules impractical, sockets on the CoreModule/
that interface with XT allow on-board erasable programmaVGA displays and ble ROM or battery-backed RAM to funcdisk drives. Since the tion as abootable, DOS-compatible solCoreModules are id-state disk Software utilities can convert any disk-based PC software to solidAmpro's CoreModule family shrinks an
built with passd-compu t
through headers, state disk operation. II
embedde
er board to 36 by 38in.

T

HE EMBEDDED SINGLEboard-computer market is almost as invisible as the products
themselves. Buried deep inside
point-of-sale terminals, medical instruments, automated-teller machines, and
hundreds of other products, embedded
systems easily outnumber their glamorous desktop cousins.
The problem that has traditionally
kept manufacturers of these ubiquitous
machines awake at night is market fragmentation: sales of any single application tend to number only in the thousands. And with customers demanding
smaller and smaller boxes and faster
and faster delivery, manufacturers have
moved miniaturization and time to
market higher on their priority list.
One solution to all three problems
comes from Ampro Computers Inc., a
Sunnyvale, Calif., company that specializes in embedded-computer boards
with standard IBM Corp. Personal
Computer architectures. Its CoreMod-
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INFORMATION CENTER
Use the postage-paid card on the facing page;
circle the number of each company you would like to know more about.
ASICs

DISPLAYS

177 -Ikos—With IKOS, you can meet
the most amazing deadlines.

207 -Siemens—Our new LED agreement goes beyond the surface.

BATTERIES
187 -Sonnenschein Lithium—The dependable ones with high output.

7-Fenner—How to make any driver
digitally precise.

CAE CAD SOFTWARE
102/104 /105 -Aldec—A leader in CAE
technology.
197 -Viewlogic—Setting the pace in
CAE tool innovations.
191 -Zycad—XP-100 runs it 50 to 100
times faster for simulating on aSun.

DRIVERS

ENGINEERING
195 -TRW—Why TRW engineering
makes Link-Plus the best value in radio
communications.
FIRER OPTICS
172 -Onel—Your high-performance fiber-optics solution.

CONFERENCES
210 -BIAS—Automation, instrumentation, microelectronics, Milan, Nov. 27Dec. 1.
179/182 -Electronica 90—Make the
right contact, Munich, Nov. 6-10.
COMMUNICATIONS
200 -Fujitsu—EtherStar Ethernet chip
set.

INTERFACES
174 -NCR—Half of all SCSI devices sold
are NCR.
LOCATIONS
194 -The Netherlands—Transship
from Holland at the lowest cost in Europe.
186 -Utah—No matter what your business, you'll love Utah.

COMPONENTS
183 -AMP—Think small. Think surface.
Think system.
206 -Pico—High-voltage dc-dc converters.
171 -Tele Quartz—Crystals, filters, oscillators from Europe's leader.
212 -Fujitsu—Before we could make it
big, we had to make it small.
COMPUTERS
233 -Motorola—Motorola's in real time,
big time.
2-Zenith—Everything you love about
the PC—plus the benefits of graphical

POWER SUPPLIES
220 -Vicor—Component solutions for
your power systems.

SEMICONDUCTORS
246 -Samsung.

SIGNAL PROCESSING
175 -Silicon & Software Systems—
VSP, the signal processor for video applications.

SOFTWARE
258 -T-Cubed Systems—Reliability-prediction software.

SWITCHES
193 -NKK—Over 917,000 ways to improve the reliability and functionality of
your product.

MANUFACTURING
184 -ASM—Buy an ASML stepper and
get aNikon free.
247 -Avex—Surface-mount and
through-hole products on time, to spec,
within budget.
196 -Chicago Laser Systems—For lower-cost laser trimming.
MANUFACTURING TOOLS

business.
232 -Integrated Device Technology—Let IDT help you evaluate the win-

OSCILLOSCOPES
199 -Abbott—MiVPac high-density military power supplies.
245 -LeCroy—No more compromises
in digital scopes.

LOGIC ICs
218 -Intel—Words of advice from highperformance p,PLDs.
198 -Performance-3.3-V technology
breaks 5-V speed barrier.

computing.
COMPUTER BOARDS
211 -Ampro—Profitable alternatives to
putting your engineers in the computer

190 -United Microelectronics—The
best source for high-quality semiconductors may not be where you think it is.

202 -Brian R. White—Contact-free soldering and desoldering.
MEMORY ROANS
189 -Clearpoint—The highest-density,
fastest VME-compatible memory.

ning RISC.

TEST INSTRUMENTS
176 -Anritsu—The highest levels of
measuring accuracy for communications.
181 -GenRad—True high-performance
testing.
173 -Outlook—Test equipment fast
enough to keep up.
213/214 -Photo Research—The PR950 can inspect nearly 1,000 units in an
eight-hour shift. 213: sales call; 214: literature.
20-4 -Programmed Test Sources—
Low-noise, fast-switching signal source.
192 -Yokogawa—What you see is what
you get.

MEMORY ICs
COMPUTER I0DEVICES
178 -Itac Systems—Mouse-Trak: the
best cursor control in the world.

188 -Epson—A head start on tomorrow.
185 -Toshiba—The 4-Mbit DRAM from
Toshiba.
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WAFER PROCESSING
201 -Orbit—Looking for lower NRE?
Orbit makes it Tiny.
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FLUKE
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PHILIPS
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& MEASUREMENT

PHILIPS

11111%

Complete calibration solutions
that set the standard!
National Metrology
Organisation
Philips Calibration Lab
Fluke Calibrators
Measuring Instruments

•
t.15
'Y'srs

New standards (ISO 9000/9004) and ever
increasing product liability demands make
quality assurance and documentation essential.
That means your measurements must always be
traceable. So you need the precision calibration
facilities that the fluke-Phi/11)s
. alliance offers!
As the world leader in this field, the FlukePhilips alliance offers you complete, thoroughly
proven solutions.
Solutions that start with hardware and
PHILIPS

alb

software, and extend through intensive
personnel training, right up to the facilities of
the Philips calibration lab. These facilities are
directly traceable to the standards of the
relevant National Metrology Organisation.
If you prefer to perform your own
calibration, in-house and independently you can
make substantial savings in time and cost,
by using the Fluke 5700A. Or -even more
economically -with the fluke 51008

So for complete calibration solutions, its'
the fluke-Philips alliance that sets the standard!
fir further information call your local supplier.
Austria (0222)60101-1772. Belgium (02)5256662/94 Denmark (31)572:22
Finland (0)5026371 France (1149429080. Germany (561)501466,
Great Britain (923)240511. Ireland (61)330333 Italy (039)3635240/8/5
Netherlands (13)390112, Norway (2) 741010, Portugal 10683121,
Spain (1) 4042200 Sweden (8) 7031000, Switzerland (1) 4882390
Re countries not listed wee to: Philips /BE T&M Department
T0111-15600 M0 Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

FLUKE AND PHILIPS
CONFIDENCE IN CALIBRATION.

PHILIPS
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Samsung's Semiconductor Collection.
We're Adding to it All the Time.
DISCRETE
S/S TR
SOT-23
TO-92
TO-92S
Lb-92
J-FET

IPOWER

TR

TO-126
1D-220
TO-3P
TO-3P(F)
MOSFET

INDUSTRIAL

DATA

ASIC

COMPARATOR
OP AMP
REGULATOR
REFERENCE
TIMER
AUTOMOBILE

CONVERT1ON

FULL CUSTOM
GATE ARRAY
STD CELL
PLD

A/D
D/A
A/D+ D/A
RAM DAC

CONSUMER

TELECOM

AUDIO
VIDEO
CDP

TELEPHONE
INTERFACE
EXCHANGE
COMBO-CODEC

MICRO

MEMORY

MICOMDRAM
MPU
SRAM
MPR
EEPROM
CHIP-SET
MASK ROM
VIDEO RAM
FIFO
MODULE

CONSUMER
MOS

LOGIC
FUNCTIONAL
Hcrimicr

TIME PIECE
CALCULATOR
MELODY
VOICE SYN.
DOT. MATRIX

AC/ACT
CPL

TOY
G.F.D.
DIMMER
CifFIERS

• Semiconductor Business
HEAD OFFICE: 8/10 FL.. SAMSUNG MAIN BLDG. 250, 2-KA, TAEPYUNG-RO. CHUNG-KU. SEOUL, KOREA TEL: (SEOUL) 751-2114 TELEX: KORSST K27970 FAX 753-0957 SAMSUNG
SEMICONDUCTOR INC.: TEL: (408) 954 7000 FAX: (408) 954-7873 HONG KONG BRANCH: TEL: 8626900 TELEX: 80303 SSTC I-IX FAX: 8661343 TAIWAN OFFICE: TEL (2) 706-6025/7
FAX: (2)784-0847 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS JAPAN CO., LTD.: TEL: (03) 258-9506 TELEX; 2225206 SECJPN J FAX: (03) 258-9695 SAMSUNG SEMICONDUCTOR EUROPE GMBH:
TEL: 0.6196-90090 TELEX: 4072678 SSED FAX: (
1-6196-900989 SAMSUNG (U.K.) LTD.: TEL: 862-9312 (EXT) 304 862-9323, (EXT) 292 TELEX: 25823 FAX: 862-0096, 862-0097
SINGAPORE OFFICE: TEL: 535-2808 FAX: 532-6452
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Before we could
make it big...
\

...we had to
make it small.
Every oak starts with atiny acorn. And every
computer or communications system starts with
thousands of component parts.

displays. Ergonomically designed keyboards and
low-noise, high-speed thermal printers for advanced man-machine interface devices. And more.

For over half acentury, Fujitsu has specialized in computers and communications. And
we've grown into the world's third largest computer company and the tenth largest maker of
communications systems.

We've also developed the systems concepts
and experience to see that our computer and
communications components technology is always state-of-the-art.

One reason for our success is the quality
of our component parts. A great many of them
made by Fujitsu.

Whether you're abig oak — or alittle acorn —
we have the specialized components technology
and computer and communications application
experience to help your business grow.

High-density mounting
technologies

Electronic
components

Ieierr
Man-mac
a
hine

Electronic devices
Semiconductors

interfl

Yours can be, too.

To find out what our experience in electronic
devices and components for computer and communications systems can do for you, call Fujitsu
today.

technologies

nel dl
technologies
,

We've developed the specialized component
and electronic device technology required for advanced computer and communications systems.
Half-pitch connectors and miniature relays for
high density mounting. Large-screen plasma
Come and see us at Electronlca '90, Halls 2 and 25.
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FURSU

FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH: Arabella Center g DG, Lyoner Strasse 44-48, D-6000 Frankfurt 71, ER. Germany Phone: 49-69-66320 Fax 49-69-6632122
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.: 3330 Scott Blvd, Santa Clara, Calitornia 95054-3197, U.SA Phone: 408-562-1000 Telex: 910-338-0190 Fax: 408-727-0355
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS ASIA PTE. LIMITED: *06-04 lo *06-07, Plaza By The Park, Na 51 Bras Basah Road, Singapore 0718 Phone: 336-1600 Telex: 55573 Fax: 336-1609
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components, Electronic Devices International Technical Marketing Div.): Furukawa Sogo Bldg, 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chlyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Phone: National (03) 216-3211 International (Intl Prefix) 81-3-216-3211 Telex: 2224361 Fax: 81-3-215-1961

New Memories from Seiko Epson:

Fabricated in an advanced CMOS
process, Seiko Epson Memories
provide the fast access times, lowpower dissipation and high capacity needed to realize abroad
spectrum of advanced products.
Low-power, asynchronous
SRAMs range in capacity from
4Kbits ...1Mbit. 256 Kdevices are
available in both 32 Kx 8and
64 Kx4 bit configurations with
access times ranging from 35 ns
to 120 ns. 256 Kbit devices with
extended temperature range
(-40...85°C) are also available.
The 1Mbit and 4Mbit
asynchronous CMOS Mask ROMs
provide the large capacity required
for high quality printer fonts or
extended musical applications.
The 512 x1 CMOS EEPROM is
ideally suited to applications
requiring frequent field upgrades,
or for personality modules.
So get ahead start on tomorrow
with Seiko Epson Memories.

We are looking for:
DeSignA4OUSe-COnSteetS
ior I\S\C. and Wcrocornputer-Products

EPSON

NE.W39

Where everything is possible.

EPSON Semiconductor GmbH
D-8000 Munich 50, Riesstr.15, Tel. 089/14 9703-0, Fax -10 A Subsidiary of SEIKO EPSON Corporation
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TEST
PHILIPS

Power packe
DSO choices
up to 250 MS/s.

100 MS/s -60 MHz
100 MS/s-100 MHz
250 MS/s- 60 MHz

&

MEASUREMENT

PHILIPS

PM 3355 Fast 250 MS/s sampling simultaneously on both channels, 60 MHz analog bandwidth,
4memory registers, fast-action 'intelligent cursors:
Digitally Delayed Timebase, 6P18/IEEE- 488 or
85232 -C interface options.
Ill PM 3375 Fast 250 MS/s sampling simulta-

250 MS/s-100 MHz

Now, fluke and Philips offers you more
power packed choices

111

mid-frequency digital storage

neously on both channels, plus repetitive sampling at
up to 100 MHz, 100 MHz analog bandwidth,
4memory registers, fast-action intelligent cursors:

oscilloscopes. With anew range of five models, from

III PM 3335 20 MS/s sampling rate, large 8K

Digitally Delayed Timebase, GPIBNEEE- 488 or

entry-level to advanced

deep memory 60 MHz analog bandwidth, full cursor

RS232 -C interface options.

Each one is abreakthrough

111

performance and

measurements, combined GPIBNEEE- 488 -RS232 -C

ease of operation. And each one is priced to give you

interface option.

unexpected economy

II

Operation is simple and intuitive -just like acon-

PM 3350A 100 MS/s sampling simultaneously

on both channels, 60 MHz analog bandwidth,

ventional analog instrument With full analog functio-

4memory registers, fast-action intelligent cursors:

nality for real-time signal display and measurements.

Digitally Delayed Timebase, GPIS/IEEE-488 or

But just select 'digital memory' to get powerful
DSO facilities. Letting you capture, compare and analyze both single-shot and repetitive signals.

RS232 -C interface options.
PM 3365A 100 MS/s sampling simultaneously
MHz, 100 MHz analog bandwidth, 4memory meters,

power packed instruments. And see for yourself why

extra signal-processing modes, Digitally Delayed Time-

they add up to unbeatable value in digital storage.

base, GPIS/IEEE-488 or RS232- Cinterface options.

A:Mk
!iv

Finland (0)5026371. France (0 49428080, Germany (561)501466,
Greet Britain (923)240511. Ireland (60330333. Italy (039)3635240/8/9
Netherlands (13)390112 Norway (2) 741010 Portugal (1)683121
Spain (1) 4042200 Sweden (8) 7031000, Switzerland (04882390.
F01 COURMOS not listed write to Philips i&E 144/ Department
Belding TO 1114. 5600 MD &idiom. The Netherlands

on both channels, plus repetitive sampling at up to 100

So check the features and performance of these

PHILIPS

For further informal« call your local supplier:
Antra (0222)60101-1771 Belgium (02)5256692/94. Denmark (30572122

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
MADE TO MEASURE

PHILIPS

For active or
passive needs,
achange to CLS can
boost productivity
If you're ready for another laser trim
system and want to increase productivity and decrease problems,
the system to add is the CLS-37S.
Built for high-volume, high throughput demands, the CLS-37S is
more affordable to purchase and
more cost-effective to operate.
Even if you currently operate
another manufacturer's trimmers,
adding aCLS-37S can help you trim
costs and enhance capabilities. Its
any benefits can be applied to

For lower operating costs, Chicago
Laser has taken extensive measures to minimize the chance of
downtime. That process begins
with well-proven designs and rigid
quality-control standards. Chances
of downtime are further reduced by
the system's modular construction
and advanced diagnostic programs.

passive trims, or active trimming to
ac and dc voltage or time parameters. It can even handle capacitance
trimming; and an IEEE-488 bus
interface module is available. An
air-bearing step and repeat handler
and anew cartridge feed stack
loader are also optional.
In addition, the CLS-37S is trimmer
in size than other systems, Its advanced design has made it smaller
and less complex than the older
generation of trim systems sold
by others.

For adetailed appraisal of how the
CLS-37S can fill your needs, contact
Chicago Laser Systems.

Designed as "the smart laser trim
system," the CLS-37S is backed
by the industry's most intelligent
software operating system. So easy
to use, unskilled workers can learn
to program the system in just days.

t4.,

•

Chicago Laser %stems Inc.

ol

I
e
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10 Telex 671-1

For lower-cost laser trimming,
make CLS your next move.
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Milan Fairgrounds

27 November
1 December 1990

23rd International Automation,
Instrumentation and Microelectronics
Conference and Exhibition

2,800 exhibiting
professionals present awide international
panorama of products and technologies
EXHIBITION SECTORS:
• SYSTEMS AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR AUTOMATION • SENSORS, TRANSDUCERS
AND TRANSMITTERS • ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS FOR LABORATORIES,
TESTING AND PRODUCTION •
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS,

UNDER

SUBASSEMBLIES, PERIPHE-

THE AEGIS
OF BIAS '90

RALS AND PROCESSING UNITS •

FORTRONIC THE

PRINTED CIR-

FIRST INTERNATIO-

CUIT

NAL INITIATIVE DEDICATED TO INDUSTRIAL SUP-

BOARDS

PLIERS AND SUBCONTRACTORS IN ELECTRONICS SPONSORED BY ASSODEL/ESBA

Entrances at the Porta Meccanica and Porta Edilizia gates
Open to trade visitors from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Exhibition Secretariat: E.I.O.M. Ente Italiano Organizzazione Mostre
Vial Premuda 2-I-20129 Milan
Telephone (02) 5518.1842; 5518.1844; 5518.1922 -Telex 352110 BIAS I-Fax (02) 5400.481
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CAN CD-ROM TAILOR
ANEW IMAGEP

AS PRICES DROP AND MULTIMEDIA GROWS UP, COMPUTER
VENDORS MULL THEIR CHOICES BY JACK SRANDIE
FTER YEARS OF WANDERing in the technological desert, CD-ROM has found the
path to mainstream computing. Two persistent growth inhibitors
have fallen: costs are tumbling and interoperability standards are, for the
most part, in place. More importantly,
the problem compact-disc read-only
memory solves with its 680 Mbytes/
disc storage capacity—massive data
overload—has arrived at the desktop in
the form of multimedia.
Since the beginning of the year, a
growing number of high-profile workstation companies—including IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and Sun Microsystems—
have made key commitments to CDROM. These vendors will increasingly
rely on CD-ROM storage as their primary
means of distributing
the voluminous documentation that sup
ports their worksta
tions. In the meantime, software firms
such as Mentor
Graphics Corp. and
Lotus Development
Corp. have joined Microsoft Corp. in using
CD-ROM as an integral part of their marketing strategies.
"On the face of it,
the standards are in
place," says Fred
Meyer, president of
Meridian Data Inc.,
Scotts Valley, Calif.
"PCs, Macs, and minis can all read ISOstandard formatted
[CD-ROM] dises, and
Unix systems are
also coming along."

However, with the exception of Next take acomplex operating system for a
Computer Inc. and Apple Computer Inc., specific combination of hard-to-configure
hardware—one that might take up 14
most of the big personal-computer comfloppy disks—and put it on adisc so the
panies have not embraced CD-ROM. Apdealer can install it easily.
ple and Next might be considered
CO 110h1
Since it is the same basic techspecial cases because their desknology as CD-audio, CD-ROM has altop-graphics orientation means storagehungry applications. The PC world is ways had one foot in the mass market.
much more price-sensitive. It also has to Crossover products between the comfigure out where and how a CD-ROM puter and consumer markets—such as
Philips International NV's Compactdrive will physically fit in the system.
Disc Interactive and a soon-to-be-anStill, most PC players are giving CDROM ahard look. For example, Compaq nounced product from Commodore
Business Machines Inc.—could reduce
Computer Corp. of Houston is considerthe price of drives very quickly.
ing CD-ROM for tutorials and demonAnother crossover—from text-based
strations of its products, says Mike Perez,
director of system technology. Initially, data to multiple data types, or multimethe strategy will be to deliver CD-ROM- dia—is an additional wild card. "As
based tools to dealers. Compaq might more media types start to be integrated
on the Mac, the pressure grows for more
storage capability,"
says Larry Kwan, a
CD-ROM specialist at
Apple in Cupertino,
Calif. For example, a
simple animation
done for an Apple
sales presentation requires 15 Mbytes, the
equivalent of at least
20 floppy disks. Apple uses CD-ROM internally to supply
technical support to
its resellers, systems
integrators, and support contractors. It
has also bundled
some of its most pop
ular third-party software on aCD-ROM.
Another driver is
cars: in Europe, Japan, and the U.S.,
automakers have already started installELECTRONICS •OCIDBER 1990
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The lion's share of CD-ROM drives will continue to be sold in the
U. S. Meanwhile, volume will ramp up—doubling between 1990
and 1991—and OEM and consumer prices will drop steadily.

ing audio CD drives and are getting
ready for a new CD application—CDRom-based maps and associated software for navigational systems. 'That,"
says Meridian Data's Meyer, "will use a
lot of drives."
All this activity makes for arosy market forecast. Sony Corp. of America expects the number of drives sold worldwide to double between 1990 and 1991,
says Alan Sund, marketing manager for
Sony's CD-ROM Division in San Jose,
Calif. The lion's share will continue to be
sold in the U. S., because Europe is at
least two years behind in adopting most
technologies and Japanese users face
higher prices for computer products
than those in the other two regions. The
U. S. also has a large installed base of
IBM PCs and Apple Macintoshes to sell
into, he says. Sony's numbers include
future products that will be differentiated
by performance. But they do not include
drives sold for video games.
The market doubles in asingle year
because of horizontal growth. 'There
will be agreater number of titles, and
people are seeing applications available
that they can use—it is not a niche
anymore," says Sund. Another driver
will be workstations. 'The major OEMs
have finally tumbled to the fact that
there are great productivity gains available through CD-ROM," says Ron Haglund, director of quality assurance, Toshiba Disk Product Division, Irvine,
Calif. "Several workstation companies
have decided to go for CD-ROM," he
says. 'They are looking for customization in color, artwork, and interface

features." But, Haglund contends, a
broad horizontal market really does
not exist yet. "People are waiting for
lower-cost solutions," he says.
Price sensitivity gives birth to apossible wild card—the adoption of the
technology by the second-tier companies. "If the me-too companies jump
on board," says Sony's Sund, "it could
impact the number dramatically. They
may actively seek to push it and use it
to differentiate themselves in the market." Where this phenomenon—major
OEMs followed by the me-too companies—used to take years, Sund thinks
the cycle has speeded up. 'We are already seeing some of this activity in
our drive sales," he says. "It takes
months now instead of years."
The most perplexing question in estimating CD-ROM's future has to be
the PC. As might be expected, early
adopters have very specific data-overload problems. Major accounting firms
are already sending their agents into
the field with CD-ROMs packed with
federal tax regulations, says Compaq's
Perez, but that is avertical application.
"It would not surprise me to see whole
CD-ROM systems available soon.
Whether it would be embedded or
not—whether it would be standard or
an option—that is another question.
Cost is generally prohibitive in including it on every machine," he says. The
cost of drive plus controller must be
$200 to $300 rather than the current
price tag of $500 to $600.
Perez also expects an active community of video developers to enter CD-ROM
ElECTRONICS sOCTOBER 1990
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because Intel Corp.'s Digital Video Interactive and Philips's CD-I, which run on
microprocessor-based platforms, have
dropped the hardware cost from hundreds of thousands of dollars into the
$10,00-to-$50,000 range. "But this is not
mainsteam use," he says. "If you want to
do textual things the cost is primarily the
same as the cost of the drive. But even
the most rudimentary video productions
require the purchase of add-on PC
boards costing $1,500 to $2,000.
"How all this functionality is going
to make it to the user's desktop is
somewhat clouded," he continues. "I
expect to see early adopters have multimedia by the middle of 1991 and
mainstream applications that drive customers' acceptance, such as aLotus 1-23, by Fall Comdex 1991."

C

OMMODORE, MEANWHILE,
could upset everybody's apple
cart with a product introduction this
month. Housed in ablack, 19-in.-wide
box that looks more like ahome stereo
tuner or amplifier than a PC, CD-TV
combines a CD-ROM drive with an
Amiga 500 motherboard. It is, in fact,
designed to fit astereo-system rack and
will cost "well under $1,000," says
Lloyd Mahaffey, vice president of marketing for the West Chester, Pa., firm.
The Amiga is avery respectable PC,
but Commodore is underplaying the
computer aspect of CD-TV. The input
device of choice is ahandheld unit that
looks like a hybrid between a videogame controller and the remote-control
channel selector of avideo o.ssette re-

corder. Other input devices, including
mouse and keyboard, are available. All
use infrared light instead of wire to
communicate with the CD-1V box. At
introduction, Commodore will have 25
titles, including games and home-reference-type discs. It expects to have 100
titles by Christmas.
The machine plays CD audio discs,
of course, because they are asubset of
CD-ROM. If one or more of the applications catches the public's imagination, the product could be a winner.
But Mahaffey agrees that $900-plus is
significantly over the $500 price point
generally set as alimit for asuccessful
consumer product. The $200 OEM
price predicted by Sony for CD-ROM
drives in 1992 is abit high for broadbased consumer use, says Mahaffey.

W

HILE THE COST BARRIER
is falling, other problems still
confront CD-ROM. One is intractably
set in the CD-ROM standard: the 150Kbyte/s data-transfer rate. In performance-oriented systems, this means the
additional expense of caching data on
magnetic hard disk, as Next has done
with its Unix workstation.
A more tractable, but still unsolved,
problem is the wide variety of searchand-retrieval packages for CD-ROM—
not to mention their per-disc cost. Instead of selling applications that run on
standard platforms, the CD-ROM industry has tended to put the search-and-retrieval software on the same disc as the
data, says Gail Bower, marketing programs manager for KnowlegeSet Corp.,
Mountain View, Calif.
The end user pays aroyalty for each
disc. So while it may cost just $2 to
replicate adisc, another $75 to $100 may
be tacked on as aroyalty for the searchand-retrieval software. This situation is
largely aresult of the technology's initial
growth environment: highly vertical applications in which data is really what
the user buys. But pricing is not completely rigid. For example, KnowledgeSet, aleading vendor of such software,
licenses its products at $75 per disc, but
for applications in which the data is updated several times a year, it charges
publishers $125 ayear per subscriber. In
pricing analagous to shrink-wrapped software, KnowledgeSet offers a lifetime license of $300 per workstation.
Sophisticated
search-and-retrieval
software based on hypertext techniques is an absolute necessity for CDROM, because its massive data capacity

MEGASTORAGE

earlier," says Perez.
overburdens simple
Another view of
word-key searches.
the
trend toward stanThe
CD-ROM
market
should
double
Similarly, some sort
of standardization is between 1990-91, fueled by the com- dardization is held by
also needed. 'The puter industry's growing need for its Doug Iles, the product
development
user should not be 680-Mbytes/disc storage capacity.
manager of Hewlettrequired to learn a
new application ev- As prices fall, the industry eyes the Packard Co.'s Applicaery time he uses a technology's remaining problems, tion Support Division,
disc from adifferent induding a150-Kbyte/s data-transfer based in Mountain
publisher," says Me- rate that makes life difficult for high- View, Calif. In textperformance systems, plus software and-graphics applicaridian's Meyer.
tions, the Standard
Given the royalties search-and-retrieval issues.
Generalized Markup
to be had, it is not
surprising that every company marketing Language will be used as aformat to aid
search-and-retrieval software is trying to any search engine, and the government's
make its product the de facto standard. Computer-Aided Logistic Support (CALS)
There is, however, a middle ground. will be another important contributor to
Search engines can be transparent to us- aformat, he says.
Similarly, efforts of the Air Transport
ers, says Meyer, as long as companies
Association to formalize astandard foradopt asimilar user interface.
But recent court decisions have cast mat and search engine to be used with
some doubt on whether anything like voluminous airline maintenance manuals
acommon user interface can be quick- are ahead of most of the rest of the
ly implemented without stirring up at industry and could likewise contribute to
least alittle copyright trouble. In partic- the standard-setting process.
Despite numerous market-accepular, Lotus's successful suit against Paperback Software Inc., in which the tance victories over the past year, CDcourt declared that Lotus could copy- ROM will continue to confound marright menu commands, has created an ket forecasters. In the future, however,
undercurrent of anxiety in the CD- their prognostications may prove to be
ROM industry. The concern is not that too low instead of too high. Any numacommon interface will not ultimately ber of new or upcoming products
be agreed upon, but that the interven- could make quite adifference. For exing uncertainty could seriously retard ample, two products Sony introduced
CD-ROM market growth. "It [the Lotus in July could spur the growth of audio
decision] is not the best thing for the on CD-ROM for business uses.
The first is an adaptive differential
industry," says Meyer. 'Ile market
probably will not tolerate aplethora of pulse-code-modulation board, which
compresses digital audio information
complex user interfaces."
In the meantime, there is no de facto into the CD-ROM XA format for much
industry standard, and publishers have longer play time than conventional
gone to great lengths to develop high- PCM. It treats a hard disk like a CDpowered engines. Microsoft Windows ROM drive for development. The
has gone along way toward resolving board's audio compression also generthat problem, says Meyer, but it re- ates alow-bit-rate data stream that permains to be seen how much of the mits audio interlacing—the process of
fledging industry will embrace Win- weaving digital audio with graphics to
create interactive multimedia applicadows as acommon interface.
"Everybody is doing their own infor- tions. The second is aPC add-in card
mation-retrieval front end now, and that that replaces the CD-ROM interface
is part of the evolution," says Compaq's and lets the drive play both CD-ROM
Perez. The situation will sort itself out and CD-ROM XA discs.
While audio compression is desirable,
over time. Perez thinks that eventually
CD-ROM search software will be pan of it is not a necessity. Hewlett-Packard
operating systems. Publishers will simply proved that when it introduced its first
write to an application programmer in- computer-based training platform that
terface. 'The operating system will pick uses CD-ROM. HP bypassed CD-ROM
up the graphics, which is somewhat al- XA encoding, and used all off-the-shelf
ready there in Windows and Presenta- parts. Graphics, audio, and text are intion Manager for OS/2. Audio will also cluded in acourse for data processing
be expected to be in the operating-sys- professionals responsible for operating
tem services. Iwish it could happen alot HP3000 business computers. U
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If you're in
video development
chances are,
you're
wasting
your time.
Why waste time and money
on tedious, expensive computer
simulations that require large
volumes of data processing to
produce only afew seconds of
video display?
Why invest in hardware
solutions that cost alot to develop
and which can't be re-used?
From now on you won't have
to, because now there's VSP -a
processor that is continuous, realtime, flexible, reprogrammable and
easy to use.
The VSP is asignal processor
chip specifically designed for video
applications. It has afull suite of
workstation-based tools which
enable you to enter an algorithm as a
signal flow graph, map it on to VSP
hardware, simulate, test and
automatically produce program code.
Once developed the program can be
downloaded to the VSP for execution.
The flexibility of the IC, hardware
and software tools means that many

Introducing the
revolutionary Video
Signal Processor
(VSP). Designed
specifically for video
development, this
reprogrammable
processor can save you
days by providing rapid
implementation and
real-time evaluation
of algorithms.
Silicon and Software Systems
(S3) is aDesign Company that
uniquely brings together the
techniques of VLSI
and software design to exploit
the full potential of digital
signal processing.

The VSP gives you the power to
rapidly develop algorithms and
introduce increasingly advanced
products to the market quickly. For a
demonstration or more information
on this revolutionary processor, call,
fax or write to:
John Scanlan,
VSP Support Centre,
Silicon and Software Systems,
Sandyford Industrial Estate,
Dublin, Ireland.
Tel: (353-1) 956533.
Fax: (353-1)956455.

Silicon
&Software33
Systems
PHILIPS

PHILIPS

dalh
4te

algorithms (whatever the application)
can be implemented within hours.
Modifications can be carried out in
minutes and effects viewed
immediately.

Silicon & Software Systems Ltd is amember of the Philips group of Companies
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SKYSTATION NITS NEW
SPIN ON ASUN

ACCELERATOR GIVES SUPERCOMPUTER-LIKE ZIP TO
SPARCSTATIONS WITHOUT CODE ALTERATION BY LAWRENCE CUBRAN

S

EEING A BURGEONING
market in reduced-instruction-set
computing workstations, Sky
Computers Inc. has come up
with an application accelerator that couples with one of the hottest-selling RISC
boxes around—the Sun Microsystems
Inc. Sparcstation 1+ —providing supercomputer-like performance without
opening the box or changing software.
The new Skystation fits
WORKSTATIONS either above or below
a Sparcstation 1+ in a desktop "pizza
box" that has the same dimensions as
the Sun workstation. Connected to the
Sun machine over a Small Computer
Systems Interface (SCSI-2) port, it boosts
the workstation's performance to 65 million instructbns/s in scalar computations
or 12 million floating-point instructions/s
for aUnpack benchmark. The Skystation
is intended for such applications as computational chemistry, fluid dynamics, signal processing, and solids modeling.
Sky Computers was probably the first
company to mate Intel Corp.'s i860 and
i960 RISC processors on a board-level
accelerator [Electronics, October 1989,
p. 17]. Now the Chelmsford, Mass., firm
has housed that board in abox, added
memory, the SCSI-2 interface, and innovative vectorizing compilers to greatly
boost the Sparcstation's performance.
The Sparcstation 1+ is built around a
15.8-mips, 25-MHz Sparc chip. International Data Corp., aFramingham, Mass.,
market research firm, estimates that Sun
will deliver about 115,000 RISC workstations this year, alarge fraction of them
the 1+ configuration.
The 40-MHz i860 is the Skystation's
arithmetic processor, with the i960 acting as system processor to handle most
input/output operations plus data and
program management. This partitioning allows the i860 to concentrate on
what it does best—number crunching.

SKYSTATION'S VECTORIZING SCHEME

into the Skystation's
memory and executes
on the i860; a server
process executes I/O
tasks, such as disk I/O,
on the Sparcstation.
The server process
communicates with application programs over
the SCSI bus.
The compilers embody one of the most
important elements of
Sky's added value. The
Skyvec C and Skyvec
F77 vectorizing and op
timizing compilers can
compile any ANSI-standard Fortran or C program code, without
modification, into binary code that runs on a

Linked vectorizing/optimizing compilers turn C or
Fortran program code into binary code.
The i860 provides peak integer perforSkystation. Wilson says that no additionmance of 40 mips and peak floating- al programming or changes to acustompoint execution of 80 megaflops single er's source code are required, as long as
precision or 40 megaflops double precithe program's system calls are approprision. The arithmetic processor is directly ate for the target system.
linked to the Skystation's dynamic RAM,
Skyvec C is an enhanced version of
consisting of 2to 256 Mbytes on one to the High C optimizing compiler from
eight daughterboards. The 2-Mbyte verMetaWare Inc., Santa Cruz, Calif. Sky has
sion sells for $9,950.
added the ability to vectorize code so
The Sparcstation 1+ 's central prothat the compiled code can take advancessing unit operates under the control
tage of constructs in the source code
of the host SunOS operating system,
that can be vectorized. Skyvec F77 stems
providing operator interface routines from the combined efforts of Sky,
and peripheral device management;
MetaWare, and Promula Development
the i960 system processor executes a Corp., the Columbus, Ohio, developer
kernel that binds the Skystation to a of the Promula Fortran compiler.
host server process.
The compilers have acommon back
Since the Skystation can run entire apend consisting of avectorizer, optimizer,
plications, it transforms the host Sparcstainstruction scheduler, and code generation into "a desktop supercomputer,"
tor. The vectorizer converts vectorizable
says Jeff Wilson, product manager at operations in the source code into calls
Sky. You simply plug the Sparcstation
to highly optimized vector subroutines
SCSI-2 connector into the Skystation, and that make maximum use of the Skystarecompile and relink your Fortran-77 or tion's pipeline architecture, substantially
Cprogram." An entire program is loaded speeding code execution. El
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DESIGN PACKAGE FOR PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC DEVICES IS USED BY THE HEAVY 1111fERS,
AND IS INTEGRATED INTO MANY CAD SUITES

QA IN SOFTWAREP
Mlle SAYS YES
BY JACK SHAMBLE

TInc. started out with apeculiar
HE FOUNDERS OF MINC

idea about software: quality assurance
should be built in from the ground up.
"QA is going to be done either by the
manufacturer or by the customer," says
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Springs, Colo., company over the past
four years. The users' list of Minc's design-synthesis software for programmable logic devices and programmable
gate arrays reads like aWho's Who of
the electronics industry: IBM, Hewlett
Packard, Digital Equipment, AT&T Bell
Labs, Compaq, and Data General, to
name afew. Many important computer-aided design companies have integrated Minc software into their packages. These include Mentor Graphics,
Valid Logic, Dasix, Intergraph, and Teradyne. In Japan, Minc software runs on
the NEC 9801 workstation.
"We shipped our first product—
PLDesigner—in March 1988 [Electronics, Feb. 4, 1988, p. 136] and we became profitable in July 1988," says
Gutschick. Minc has enjoyed asteady
stream of profits ever since. As a privately held corporation, it does not divulge financial data, but Gutschick
claims it keeps the equivalent of four
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president Wayne Gutschick. "We think
it's smarter for us to do it."
Putting that theory—which is about
as common in the software industry as
teeth in ahen—into practice has paid
off handsomely for the Colorado
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Electronica is the world's largest trade
fair for electronic components and
assemblies. Here state-of-the-art technology is on display, and developments,
trends, methods and solutions are
showcased in acomprehensive, precise,
clear and up-to-the-minute style.
Accompanying events at
aglance
Congresses and lectures on the following subjects will take place dmring
electronica 90:
• AVT -Layout and connector
techniques
• PKO -Cost optimizing in testing
• Micro-electronic sensors
• 5th international power electronics
conference
• PHA -Product liability
• MST -Microsystems engineering
• EMV -Electromagnetic compatibility
• 061:1/ZVEI Symposium: quality assurance agreements for assemblies
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Information:
Gerald G. Kallman Associates,
5Maple Court. Ridgewood, NJ 07450.
Tel. (2011 652-7070, Tfax I201) 652-3898.
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rto six months' expenses
Minc takes it upon itself reading the manual." Rather than buck
as cash in the bank for
to pester customers into that character trait, Minc permits acuscontingencies. "We could
installing revisions. This tomer with aproblem to send his definance our next expancuts down considerably sign to Minc's customer-support organision through retained
on the number of calls zation by fax or modem for help that
earnings," he says.
reporting problems that can reach all the way down to the
The founders inherited
have already been fixed, circuit level.
their devotion to quality
says Bush.
With three years of success under its
from acommon employCustomers are treated
belt, Minc is getting ready for new vener. All five—Gutschick,
as individuals. "Software tures. "Are we looking to be acquired
chairman Gene Warringpeople have to have or merged? No," says Gutschick. "But
ton, and vice presidents
things explained in one if we see some appropriate technology
Kevin Bush, Mehrdad
way and hardware peo- we are looking at acquisitions." For a
Banki, and Bill McDer
ple in another way," says software company with a zero-defects
mith—worked for HewMines Gutschick:
Bush. And, "engineers philosophy, that kind of acquisition
lett-Packard Co. before
doing it the HP way.
are well known for not
may be hard to find. El
forming Minc. The idea,
according to Gutschick, was to engiRFT SF( NACHRICHTENFUKTRONIN
neer and manufacture software under
the same philosophy that HP uses km
instruments.
Tests are developed for each software module and the module's code itself must be written with hooks so that
it can be supported, modified, and
adapted. One set of software generates
all of Minc's products as well as the
product variations for specific corporate partners that integrate Minc's softBY JOHN GOWN
ware into their CAD packages. That
way, abug that is fixed once remains
I T IS POSSIBLE THAT NO
will be manufacturing the System 12
fixed in all the variants.
manager has ever faced the chalswitch and marketing it not only in the
Applying
hardware-manufacturing lenge thrust on Jürgen Apitz. He must communications-starved East German
quality-assurance techniques was anatturn a group of former state-owned
regions "but throughout East Europe
ural for Warrington, who had been in and ramshackle production units con- and elsewhere," Apitz says. For SEL,
charge of HP's printed-circuit-board
trolled by the communist regime of then, the new company is abase from
manufacturing operations in Colorado what used to be Fast Germany into a which to penetrate additional markets
before founding Minc. But it was not capitalist-style, profitable company that with its System 12.
easy. Minc could not find a broad can compete on world markets.
Raising productivity is among Apitz's
enough defect reporting and tracking
Apitz is chairman of the manageprime goals. "We must cut back the
system, so it created its own. "Each
ment board of RFT SEL Nachrichtene- work force to adapt ourselves to the redefect is given aweight," says Warringlek-tronik GmbH in Berlin. A communiquirements of the new business enviton; "the goal is to cut defects in half cations equipment maker, it is one of ronment and become aproductive and
with every release." Each problem is the first—and so far biggest—electron- efficient company," he says. That
referred to someone from engineering,
ics joint ventures emerging out of the means slashing the number of workers
marketing, or administration who must newly united Germanys. And like the from 6,000 at mid-1990 to 4,000 by
file a"found-and-fixed report" within a task its chief executive faces, the new year's end. "At that level we should be
specified time.
company is an unusual one as it brings able to reach our targets." These are
Minc's customer-support program letogether two organizations that were $250 million in sales this year and
verages the quality-assurance process.
once diametrically opposed in econom"well above that in 1991."
Besides making for contented customic philosophy.
Capitalist words like profits, effecers, aggressive support actually reduces
One is a national trust institution
tiveness, marketing, and cost accountthe demands on Minc's staff. "We can
representing the interests of previous
ing come easy to Apitz. "I had clear
cut down alot on our customer supFast German companies that were part conceptions of these things, knowing
port if we are sure the software is of the state-controlled communications
that acompany, if it's to be successful,
properly installed," says Bush, who is equipment combine that had 37,000
must be organized and run accordingvice president of engineering. Nrinc workers. The other is Standard Elektrik ly," Apitz says. "But Ihad no chance to
phones the customer two weeks after Lorenz AG, the subsidiary based in
implement my ideas. Now Ido."
the product—or product revision—is Stuttgart, Germany, of France's Alcatel
Apitz has no illusions. "Sure, SEL is
shipped. If the customer has not gotten NV, Europe's biggest telecommunicabetting on me," he says. But that's no
around to installing the software, he is
tions company. Each has a$42 million
job guarantee. "I must show that Ican
persistently called back until it is in- stake in the new outfit.
efficiently run acompany operating in
stalled and working properly. Similarly,
The new company's prime activity amarket-driven economy." II

APITZ HEADS FAST-WEST COMBINE THAT MUST
BE REORGANIZED ALONG FREE-MARKET LINES

ANEW CAPITALIST
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New and Current
Products Presented

DIRECT
CONNECT/ON
ADS

By the Manufacturer

To Advertise Call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6260

IEEE-488 USEFUL
AIDS
BULKHEAD
ADAPTORS

MULTI-TAP
BUS STRIP
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"The Best 8051 Emulator"

Mir
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SEE EEM 89/90
Pages D 1324-1326

PC based emulators for the 8051 family

CABLE
ENTRY
REVERSER

8031. 8032. 8051, 8052. 800152/154,3212151/452/51FA/5100/515/517/535/537/
552/582/852/551. 80532, 83C251/552/852/751/752/851, 8344, 87C451/552/751/
752. 8751. 8752. 2S5000 • CMOS
more.

• PC plug-in boards or RS-232 boo.
• Up to 30 MHz real-tune emulabon
• Full Source-level Debugger wlcomplete C-variable support
• 48 bit wide, 16K deep trace. with "source line trace IV "Bond-out" pods for 8051. 83C552. 83C451, 83C652,
83C751. 800515/800517, 83C752

45° if.
ADAPTOR

Prices: 32K Ernulator 8031 51790r 4K Trace $1495'

AGENTS WANTED

DELUXE and MOLDED IEEE 488 Cables too!
1755 Osgood St ,N Andover, MA 01845
Inquines 508 682-6936 FAX 508 689-9484
Toll Free Ordering 800 343-1455

L-COM

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Ask about our demo VIDEO

See us at Wescon Booth 1762

noHau
CORPORATION

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX 14081 378-7869
(608) 866-1820
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SC/FOX - Real-Time Computer Boards

STD ANALOG I/O
GET ACOMPETITIVE EDGE!
Density—up to 16 A/D inputs & 8 DIA outputs on one card. Speed—Throughput rates
up to 59 kHz. Intelligence—many preprogrammed modes. Input filters, prog. gain
amps, sample-holds, FIFO I/O buffers & many
other features too numerous to mention here.
ROBOTROL CORP.
925 W. San Martin Avenue
P.O. Box 990, San Marlin, CA 95046
Telephone: (408) 683-2000
ROBOTROL CORP.

SC/FOX PCS (Parallel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS, 50 MIPS burst,

1A5 Series

Appiicabon:

Safety Approvals Available:
Rated Voltage:
Current Range:
Leakage Current
Operating Temperature:
IEC Input Connector
Output Connectors:
Delivery:
Pricing:

for products that must conform to
FCC pan 15 Regulations
UL, CS/i, TUV, VDE, SEMKO
125/250 Volts AC or DC
1A, 1.5A, 3A 86A
10 micro/i, .35mA, .50mA or .70mA
-25 Deg Cto +85 Deg C
Solder lugs, .187" or .250" Fast-on
Stock-3 weeks
500 pcs $3.00 each

Dr, 2277 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705
Tel: (714) 556-1228 Fax: (714) 556-2350
STC COMPONENTS

Here's all you have to do:

SC/FOX UK (Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS, 60 MIPS burst for standalone or embedded operation, 100x160mm, 1serial, 1printer port, 32K512K
bytes 0-wait static memory, uses 16-bit Harris RTX 2000.

• Send a B/W or 4C glossy photo.

SC/FOX PCS32 (Parallel Coprocessor Systern32) 15 MIPS, 70 MIPS burst
general purpose PC/AT/386 32-bit plug-in board, 64K-1M byte 0-wait static

memory, uses 32-bit SC32 RISC mdoprocessor.
SC/FOX SCSI I/O plug-in daughter board tor the PCS or SBC with SCSI,
floppy, serial, and parallel ports, and driver software.
Ideal for embedded real-time control, data acquisibon, and signal processing.
Forth software included. Cavailable soon. OEM pricing.

(415) 322 8763

208 California Avenue, Palo Atto, CA 94306

SILICON COMPOSERS

CIRCLE 117
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general purpose PC/AT/386 plug-in board, 32K-1M byte 0-wad static memory, multiple board operation, uses Harris RTX 20W.

SILICON COMPOSERS INC.
CIRCLE 113

DIT EMI/RFI Fitters
Low Cost Requirements

• Include 13 lines of copy.
(37 characters per line)
ix Write a headline of 32 characters or less.
We do all the rest.
No production charges.

We also accept camera -ready art.
Ad size 23/16" wide X 3" deep.
Call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6260

DIRECT

CONNECTION

ADS

contact east '

803X/5X DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
BEST PRICE/PERFORMANCE
IN CIRCUIT EMULATOR
8k-64k Emulator Memory
54,000 Break Pants
15k Trace Buffer

Plate Yoe Order 8,4 PM
Ala Well nil Belem
We Go Home

$495

Single Step
12MHz Internal 8 External Clock
One POD Supports 8031,32,51,52

ASSEMBLER

5100

Full Arithmetic 8 Logical Operation Support
Unlimited Levels of Macros. Includes files and conditional assembly
Intel, Motorola compatible output files.

SIMULATOR

$100

User defined 40 windows monitor all the operations performed
by microprocessor. Trace files builds up history.

EPROMS 8751 52 PROGRAMMER

$250

Programs 24, 28, 32 Pin EPROMS and 40 Pin 8751, 87051, 8752.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS

lamsi

$795

1-800-972-3733

Advanced Microcomputer Systems, Inc.
1321 N.W. 65th Place. Fort Lauderdale. FL 33309
PHONE: 305-975-9515
FAX 305-975-9698

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

CIRCLE 148

Easy Emulator Pods &Adapters
• Plug your PLCC and LCC packages into your PC board in
minutes, with these easy-to-use adapters.
• Emulator/logic analyzer users: Adapt-a-Pod'"converts
one package type to another (LCC, PLCC, PGA, and DIPs).
• Emulator pods and adapters are available in all standard
pin counts, with ribbon or ribbon cable headers.
• Custom engineering services and do-ft-yourself emulator
pod converters. Free catalog.
Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
EMULATION PODS & ADAPTERS

CMCLE 110

TEST INSTRUMENT AND TOOL CATALOG
This free full color catalog comes packed with thousands of products for testing, repairing, and designing
electronic equipment. This is one catalog that no engineer or manager should be without. Featured are brandname instruments such as Fluke, Leader, Tektronix,
Weller, 3M plus many more. Orders placed by 4PM are
shipped before we go home!
CONTACT EAST
335 Willow Street, No. Andover, MA 01845
Thone: (508) 682 2000
CONTACT EAST
CIRCLE 112
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UNIQUE NEW RECTIFIERS
FROM THE SPECIALIST
EDI adds three new innovative package designs to their
bridge rectifier line.
The in-line format of the 10 Amp. and 40 Amp designs
permits engineers to save board space and utilize chassis
mounting.
The 100 Amp, 3-phase bridges utilize a single unit design
that displaces the six stud reutifiers normally required. Information on these arid other bridges, as well as high voltage
diodes to 30 KV, and HV assemblies to 250 KV is available.
Please call or write for catalog.

•Detect problems before breadboarding.
eDo proposals that sell with pert. data.
OFind theeest design alternatives fast.
.Bring specs to life in a,?tircirking model.
Show junio engineers tiff big picture.
*Put a lab In your laptop for just16
$695!
Demo disk404-7'54
1-9785 Fax:404-6675817
TESOFT Box 305, Roswel1, 4GA 1'30077
:
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DOES THIS 1/9th
PAGE AD
GET ATTENTION?

FREE CATALOG

CIRCLE 123

Increase your sales leads without
spending alot of money by advertising
your product or service in ELECTRONICS
DIRECT CONNECTION ADS.
For further information call:

BRIAN CERAOLO

TESOFT

CIRCLE 141

1*

Ereisri

Your prototype panel
in as little as 3days...

Yes it Does.
You've just proved that..

(201) 393 6260

controle:.

fewer engineers. TESS can help you:
OPTICS CATALOG
Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of "off-theshelf" optics. Product descriptions, photos, data,
graphs, ordering information for lenses, prisms, optical
flats, reticles, mirrors, etc.
ROLYN OPTICS, 706 Arrow Grand Circle, Covina, CA.
91722-2199 (818) 915-5707

ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INC.
21 Gray Oaks Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710
Telephones: 914-965-4400, 800-678-0828
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

iv,

Times are tough: shorter schete,

SCHEMATIC AND PCB SOFTWARE
Create and revise schematics and PCBs quickly and
simply with HIWIRE PLUS®and your IBM PC. With a
click of mouse button, select asymbol from our extensive library or create your own. Netlist, bill-of-materials,
and design-checking utilities are included. HiWIREPlus is $895 and comes with a30-day money-back
guarantee. Credit cards accepted.
WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904.
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428
Hi WIRE PLUS °

CIRCLE 135

Use our

full service wirewrap facility to

prove out designs in shortest possibIe time.
Mace

design changes and upgrades in minutes

P
Wirewrapping 8. Assembly Service
37 Water Street Wakefield, MA 01880
161 7) 246.5757 FAX 16171 246,5758

DATAWRAP
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STD BUS

100 MHz

PRODUCT GUIDE

Dual Trace

ADS

SECOND EPROM ERASER

Datricon Division

Tektronix

Scent* Technologies Incorporated

Scope
BEFORE YOU FINISH

FOR LESS THAN PRICE OF 20 MHz SCOPE
TEKTRONIX OS-245 Pill Model 7603/01 Dual Trace Oscilloscope. DC to 100
MHz bandwidth, 3.5 NSEC nse urne, 6.5 inch CRT, 5-NS/DIV fastest calibrated
sweep rate. Compatible with all 71303-series plug-ins incl.
2ea

7A15AN (AM-6565/U) DC-80 MHz plug in
single trace amplifier with selectable polarity

1ea

7B53 AN (TD-1085/4) DUAL TIME BASE.
Tnggering to 188 MHz, 5NSEC to dry-5 secidiv

Probe, connectors, and user manual.
These oscilloscopes have been cempletely overhauled, tested and certified.
Price Including Shipping (Continental U.S. only)
ORDER TODAY—QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED

$495.88

1940 Bear Corbin Rd., Bear. DE 19701

EMS

(302) 836-3488

EMS
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READING

STD BUS PRODUCT GUIDE

THIS AD

Brochure details line of STD bus boards, including counter frequency card, STD Bus processor cards, RAM memory cards, parallel I/O
cards, serial communication cards, chassis
and backplanes, power supplies, and other
STD Bus cards.

YOUR ERASED EPROM
IS
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High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to
flip a switch.

Completely Integrated CAE from $95
I
% From Schemed;
SPICE

li

Simulation to

ZjINE"

Post Processing
leSeice $95, the
Complete
SPICE
, program, runs on all
"' PC's.

8e"..E1

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!

PILIZZI ENGINEERING INC
3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062

Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD

CIRCLE 152

IsSeice/386 $386, The fastest PC based SPICE program .
available. Has virtually no circuit size limitations.
1
SeicENEr $295, a schematic editor for any Seim"
simulator. Generates acomplete SFICE netlist.
1
1
IrrruScoee $250, a graphies post processor that
performs all the functions of a digital oscilloscope.
t
PRESMCE $200, extensive model libraries, Monte Cado t
analysis, and parameter sweeping.
>1

7

/

soft

Please Write or Call
P.o. Box 6607 (213) 833 0710
San Pedro, CA
30 Day Money
90734-6607
Back Guarantee

2foot cable

• PI.CD Plugs
• Volume Versions or OEM Applications
• DIP•PLCC
• PGA.PLCC

General Purpose .4 Device Specific

• OFI, PGA etc
• Pin Isolators S Pin Monitor. for
• DIP (6 -64 pins)

50% OFF

280 Set Programmer plus
PROMlink PC File Management Software just $995*.
• Set/gang programming with the
8-socket 280
• Supports
E/EEPROlvls
up to 5I2K
• Easy PC control
with PROMlink"
software
• FREE one-year
Data I/0e warranty

Call now for a
FREE 15day trial
with no
obligation to
purchase,** and
receive aFREE
tutorial on programming today's device
technologies.

1-800-247-5700

*U.S. list price only.

DAIA I/O

• 2716 to 2Meg, updateable to 32 Meg 1""
1
• Programs 2764A in 10 seconds
16/32 bit split programming
eie
• Menu driven software
• No personality modules required
• Adapter for 8748, 49, 51, 52, 55, TMS 7742, 27210,

Corporation

DATA I/O

YOUR
AD
HERE
Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.

57C1024, and memory cards
• 1year warranty •10 day money back guarantee
• Made in the U.S.A.

Simply send us your copy.

EDI Corporation
P.O. Box 366, Patterson, CA 95363
Tel: (209) 892-3270 Fax: (209) 892-3610

For more information, call (916) 924-8037

transparency and atwo-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can

UK: Toby Electronic., Ltd. (0295) 271-777

4539 Orange Grove Avenue •Sacramento, CA 95841
(Monday -Friday 8:00 am -5:00 pm PST)

• PGA (44, 52. 68. 84. etc )
• PLCC (20. 28. 32. 44. 52. 68. 84 8 100)
• TrenemIssion Line Extenelon Cables for ICEs
• StacIte - -Multilevel Sockets for Autel & Kelm( PGAs

West Germeny: I-Syttem GmbH (08131) 25083

EDI

C1RCL£ 116
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INTUSOFf

Meridian Ave.

CA 91803
TEL: (818) 281-4065
FAX: (818) 576-8748

MING ESP

:

FOR THE PC $139.95

• Rugged Versions For Testers 8 Emulators

977 S.

**Offer expires 11/15/90.

EPROM PROGRAMMER

• Socket Conveners

Q,Alhambra,

Data I/O Programming Tools

Entry through 1

are.

ONLY)

$249.99

A DIVISION OF MING UP, INC

Sit DATRICON DIV.

Analog Circuit Simulation

All Pulizzi Engineering MTD 1** controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $453 TO $317

(ORDER

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

2

Don't Get Zapped!

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay T>7.C-1;cultry
sequences your power-up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI 8 RFI, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on/ off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.

(800) 669-4406
ELECTRONICS

STI DATRICON DIVISION
31069 Genstar Rd.
Hayward, CA 94544
1.800.221-7060

THE SOWT1ON?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD TM
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
POWER UP WITH — — —

WAITING!
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NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS
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54 characters per line X 10 lines Max.
Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or

do it all and send us your complete, 23/
16"w X
3"d Negatives (B/W or 4/C).

DIRECT

EXTRA LOUD PIEZO ALARMS

8051 Emulator -$1250
d2ICE is alow cost, Full Speed, real time 8051
Emulator.. Powerful user interface for Hi-level
multi-window source code debugging. Uses
IBM-PC COM1/2. No Slots! Portable, fits in
shirt pocket. Assembler and test bed included.

Cybernetic Micro Systems
PO Box 3000 • San Gregorio CA 94074
Ph: (415) 726-3000 • Fax: (415) 726-3003
CYBERNETIC MICRO SYSTEMS

CONNECTION

CACLE 138

Models to 104 dB (A) @ 2ft.; optional volume control;
continuous or beep models from 3 to 30 V dc-Low
current use, op freq 3100 Hz ±500 Hz, op temp.
—20°C to +85°C, panel mount thru 11/
8"round hole,
MIL-type polyester glass construct avail with PC pins,
wires, .110" or .250' solder/quick connect, or 6-32
screws, over 400 model. All made in USA, all are Recognized Components listed by U.L. Call 614-294-4000.
FAX: 614-291-0823.
Floyd Bell, Inc.
897 Higgs Ave., Box 12327, Columbus, OH 43212.
FLOYD BELL
CIRCLE 111

SupetCADT"

COMPLETE PACKAGE

gland check or money order. to:
Or Call
Mental Automation,
5415 -136th Plano 8.E.
Ilailevna, WA 98006
&game
Vea & MasterCard orders accepted'

(206) 641-2141

MENTAL AUTOMATION
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sync inputs. Rack mounted version available.
RECORTEC, INC.,1290Lawrence Station Rd.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 Toll free: 800-729-7654
Fax: 408-734-2140
Tel: 408-734-1290
RECORTEC, INC.
CIRCLE 122

TOOLS, TOOL KITS, CASES
AND TEST EQUIPMENT

Computer/electronic tools, tool kits, and test equipment
are detailed in anew Master Catalog, free from Jensen
Tools. Included are state-of-the-art field service systems
and diagnostic software; tools and test equipment
for servicing computers, telecommunication systems,
LANs, and other electronic equipment; cases and shipping containers, soldering supplies, static control products, work holding devices and more.
For a free catalog, write or call:
JENSEN TOOLS, INC.
7815 S. 46th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85044
Telephone: (602) 968-6231
JENSEN TOOLS

different:
U Alarms
U Audio
Indicators
U Audio Transducers
U Benders
U Buzzers
o.
ÇA:p
Iierdb

arojects®
unlimitec

P.O. Box 14538 Dayton, OH 45414-2538
(513)890-1918 • FAX (513) 890-491 1
CIRCLE 147

PROJECTS UNLIMITED
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EASY TO USE CAD TOOLS

MORE
Electronics Direct Connection
Ads give you
for your advertising dollars
—More Qualified Circulation
Over 90% has final purchase
approval authority
—More internatiuilai
Over 30,000

25MHz video bandwidth. A 15 pin D-SUB
connector is used for analog RGB and TTL

Catalog
has 144

$9900
ONLY

ORDERS/INFORMATION:

10" VGA COLOR MONITOR
This monitor with 0.28mm dot pitch, nonglare tube has infinite color display via the
analog input. Resolution is 640 X 480 with a

New Audio Alarm Catalog

Schematic
Entry Software
for the IBM PC
& Compatibles

* Easy-to-use schematic entry program for circuit
diagrams
* Visable on-screen and pull down menus
* Supports popular graphic standards, mice and primers
* Powerful editing and drawing commands
* Extensive digital, analog and discrete part libraries
* In-depth, readable instruction manual
* Over 100 screens of on-line help information
* Software includes part building and netlisting
* Add P.C. board layout software and routing software for
only ,99" each
Write or call for FREE demo disk:
ee
IV1Ef\iTAL AUTO MATI 0 N....

ADS

#ît alation

—More Exposure For Your AdPublished monthly

For Further Information Call:
BRIAN CERAOLO at
(2011 393-6260

•

liren
n

.
Easy to Use PC Software—ICON Based
Ultra Fast Performance—Mouse Driven
Complete With Advanced Editing Tools
Output to Printers, Plotters & Lasers
PCB BOARD DESIGN
Full range of products available from entry level
through to auto routing.
SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
Afamily of products that feature modem graphical
user interface áan intelligent diagram editor.
Free Evaluation Package. Write or Call Today. Download DEMO from BBS at 416 289-4554 (2400/8/N/1)

Products as low as $149 us !!!
R4 SYSTEMS Inc.

PO. Box 451, West Hill
Ontario, Canada M1E 4Y9 (416) 439-9302
R4 SYSTEMS
CIRCLE 134

A COMPLETE
MODEM!
CH1782 — 2400 bps/V.22 bis
• FCC Part 68 Approved
• 2" x 1-1 /8" x 1/2"
• "AT" Commands
• 5V, LOW POWER
• Low Cost
Your Source or Modem Components:
Tel: 408-752-5000
Fax: 408-752-5004
CERPAETEK MICROELECTRONICS, INC.
1308 Borregas Ave. •Sunnyvale. CA 94089
CERIAETEK
CIRCLE 128
Cerruelek

CONSULTANTS
Power Supply Design Service
Custom switching power supply design, from
concept to production. Competitive rates. Low
and high voltage. AC-DC, DC-DC, DC-AC, UPS.
Please call for more information (9-5 EST).
Tel. :519-837-1646
Fax :519-763-2742

PEDA

SOFTWARE

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIATILE1
RelCalc 2automates MIL-HDBH 217E on your IBM PC'
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25
T-CUBED SYSTEMS
(818) 991-0057
FAX: 03181991-1281

31220 La Baya Drive. ^110
Westlake Village. CA 91362
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FAX YOUR ORDER!
To Advertise in
Penton Classifieds,

FAX: (216) 696-4135

Looking for

MANAGERS
Across the OEM
Marketplace?

80,076
Read

Electronics
Every Month

To reach them with a
recruitment ad, call:
Penton Classifieds
at 216-696-7000,
ext. 2520

Electronics
(408)

441-05575 Gateway Place, Suite 354
San Jose, California 95110
(408) 441-6052

FAX

Sal F. Marino
Chairman and CEO
Daniel J. lamella
President and COO
James D. Atherton
Senior Vice President
James W. Zaremba
Group Vice President
James C. Uhl
Publisher
BUSINESS STAFF
John French
National Sales Manager
Ken Long
Research Manager
Kathy Torgerson
Promotion Manager
Maryann Novak
Circulation Manager
Bob Scofield
Ad Sew/Production Manager
Brian C,eraolo
Cardecks and Quick Ads Manager
Mary Lou Merton
Reader Service Manager
SALES OFFICES
Regional Vice Residents:
Cleveland
David M. Woodward
New York
Chandler C. Henley
Chicago
Richard B. Cutshall
Atlanta
Harmon L Proctor
Los
Angeles
George M. Horrigan
£4N JOSE
Tina Ireland (N. California)
Dick Sanborn (N. California/Northwest/N. Canada)
2025 Gateway Place, Suite 354
San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 441-0550 FAX (408) 441-6052
LOS ANGELES
Chuck Crowe (S. Calif/Arizona/Colorado/Utah)
(Orange County/San Diego County)
16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 301
Encino, CA 91436
(818) 990-9000 FAX: (818) 905-1206
CHICAGO
(Midwest)
2 Illinois Center Building, Suite 1300
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 861-0880 FAX: (312) 861-0674
DeLAS
Bill Yarborough (Southeast/Texas)
12201 Merit Drive, Suite 220
Dallas, TX 75251
(214) 661-5576 FAX (214) 661-5573
BOSION
John J. Fahey (New England/Eastern Canada)
400-2 Totten Pond Road, Suite 200
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-0891 FAX: (617) 890 3731
NEW YORK
Rit Teeling (Mid-Atlantic Region)
Brian Ceraolo (Direct Connection Ads)
611 Route 46 West
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604
(201) 393-6060
FAX
(201) 393-0204
JAPAN
Hirokazu Morita, Japan Advertising Communications Inc.
New Ginza Building, 3-13 Ginza 7.Chome, Chuo-Ku
FAX: 81 3 5718710
Tokyo 104 Japan
AUSTRIA, GERMANY, SWITZERLAND
Friedrich K. Anacker, Intermedia Partners GmbH
Katemberger Strasse 247
5600 Wuppertal 1, West Germany
(02) 271-1091
FAX
49 202 712431
FRANCE
Claude Bril, IDG Communications France
Cedex 65 92051, Paris IA DEFENSE-France
(04) 9047900
FAX
33 149 04780(1
HOLLAND
W.J.M. Sanders, S.I.P.A.S.
Oosterpark 6—P.O. Box 25
1483 ZG DeRyp, Holland
(02) 997-1303
TELEX: 13039 SIPAS NL
FAX: 31 2997 1500
ITALY
Caere Casiraghi, Casiraghi Cesare, SAS.
Via dei C,olli, 1, 22070 Guanzate
Como, Italy
011-39.031/976377 FAX: 39 031/976382
KOREA
Young Sang Jo, President, BISCOM
K.P.O. Box 1916, Seoul, Korea
FAX: 82 2 7373667
TAIWAN
Charles C.Y. Lu, General Supervisor
United Pacific International, Inc.
No. 311, Nanking E. Rd., Sec. 3
Taipei, Taiwan, ROC.
FAX- 886 2 7169493
UNITED KINGDOM, SGINDINAVLA
John Maycock
Huntons Bldgs., 146 West Street
Sheffield, 514ES, England.... 742 759186 FAX: 44 742 758449
CHINA
China Consultants International HE Ltd.
Ste 904, Garden House, 32 01 Kwan Rd.
Happy Valley, Hong Kong
FAX: 852 5 893 4290
Media Developments Ltd.
13/F Jung Sun Commercial Bldg.
200 Lockland Rd., Hong Kong
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MP

targets
your mailings to
85,000
corporate
and engineering
managers
Elite and highly educated executives interested in
the competition, alliances, marketing, strategies,
politics and state-of-the-art technology required
to succeed in the global electronics market.
Select by:
Type of industry, job function,
employment size and geography.

Guaranteed 99% deliverable
100 0/o BPA audited circulation
Ideal prospects for your next
direct mail campaign

Mr"
Call Lita Patton at 216/696-7000
(ext. 2525) for your FREE Catalog.

Turn Your Used
Equipment In To
$$$ CASH $$$
Advertise in the Classified
section of this publication.
Call Lynne McLaughlin at

(216) 696-7000

ELECTRONICS

INDEX

INDUSTRY BUILDS
MUSCLE DESPITE
RECESSION TALK

BOOK, BILL, INVENTORY CHANGES
50%

EADLINES ABOUT IMPENDING RECF-S-

sion may be sending anxious quivers
through planning committees of corporate America.
=•. BOOKINGS
Fearing the worst, the stock market has penalized
MO SHIPMENTS
INVENTORY
share prices mightily since July, and electronics
-20%
issues have fared much worse than the average
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stock in the recent downturn.
THROUGH JUNE 90
SOURCE: NATIONAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS ASSOC.
However, trends in orders, inventories, and
backlogs all remain encouraging. Order momenDespite talk of recession, the picture in billings, bookings, and
tum is continuing to build in computer and compoinventory remains healthy.
nents markets, while the already strong communications equipment market is holding its own. In
particular, the computer market has finally rejoined the overall trend of conPUTEAS/OFFICE EQUIPME
tinuous inventory improvement that began in 1985.
INVENTORY CYCLE Y/Y CHANGE
Remember 1981-82? Then, countercyclical effects of increasing defense
spending and the emerging personal-computer market more than offset the
drain created by overall economic conditions. Conversely, the general economy was sailing along merrily in 1985, atime most electronics executives
would prefer to forget.
Most trends point to the beginning of amajor new growth cyde in electronics. New growth markets, strong current order patterns, and aweaker
dollar all offer evidence that the electronics industry may well weather a
general economic recession. Take automotive electronics: it has blossomed
to almost the same size as defense electronics 10 years ago. Also, anew
wave of portable data devices and has the potential to significantly surpass
81118111111111111111,111111111M19118MITMMTIIMUMITM8TITI
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the size of the pure desktop market. ISDN, networking, and cellular radio
12 83
are adding further fuel to the fire. Even defense orders are strengthening.
THROUGH 7/90
SOURCE: McDONALD & COMPANY
The electronics industry may have slowed down abit, but its much furIn the computer markets, order momentum is
ther from amidlife crisis than some would believe.
strong and continuing to build.
By Mark Pan; Montgomery Secundes Inc., Cleveland (216 4432379)
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Components orders continue the steady climb that began

The weakening dollar could help electronics weather a

more than a year ago.

general recession.
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